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PinSPECr LEF>'.E:RIS GARCIENS HIS'IORIC DISTRICT, BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN 

OOUNDARIES 

The property bounded by part of the northern curb line of Fenim:>re Street, a 
line extending easterly across Bedford Avenue, the northern curb line of 
Fenirrore Street, the western curb line of Rogers Avenue, a line extending 
northerly across i~tland Road, the western curb line of Rogers Avenue, a line 
extending northerly across M.idwood Street, the western curb line of Rogers·-

- Avenue, a line extending northerly across Maple Street, the westem curb line 
of Rogers Avenue, part of the southem curb line of Lincoln Road, a line 
EDI.tending northerly to the eastern property line of 255 Lincoln Road, the 
eastern property lines of 255 Lincoln Road and 216 I.efferts Avenue, a line 
extending northerly to the northern curb line of Lefferts Avenue, part of the 
northern curb line of lefferts Avenue, a line extending easterly across Rogers 
Avenue, part of the northem curb line of Iefferts Avenue, a line extending 
southerly to the western prof)erty line of 242 Lefferts Avenue, the western· and 
southern property lines of 242 Lefferts Avenue, the southern property lines of 
244 through 302 Lefferts Avenue, the southern and eastern property lines of 306 
I.efferts Avenue, part of the southern curb line of Lefferts Avenue, a line 
extending northerly to the eastern property line of 301 lefferts ·Avenue, the 
eastem property line of 301 Iefferts Avenue, the southern property lines of 
294 through 300 Sterling Street, the eastern property line of 300 Sterling 
Street, part of the southern cl.irb line of Sterling Street, a line extending 
northerly to the eastern property line of 289 Sterling Street, the eastern· 
and northern propertY lines of 289 Sterling Street, the northern property 
lines of 287 through 233 Sterling Street, the northern and western property 
lines of 231 Sterling Street, a line extending southerly to the southern curb 
line of Ste:Cl:i.ng Street, part of the southern CU:Cb line of Sterling Street, a line 
extending westerly across Rogers Aw-.nue, part of the southern curb line of 
Sterling Street, a line extending northerly to the eastern property line of 
205 Sterling Street, the eastern and northern property lines of 205 Sterling Street, 
the northern property lines of 203 through 157 Sterling Street, the northern and 
western property lines of 155 Sterling Street, a line extending southerly to the 
southern curb line of Sterling Street, part of the southern curb line of Sterling 
Street, a line extending southerly to the western property line of 130 Sterling 
Street, the western property lines of 130 Sterling Street and 139 Lefferts Aw..nue, 
a line extending southerly to the western property line of 138 Lefferts Avenue, the 
...,stern property line of 138 Lefferts Avenue, the no~them property lines of 183 
through 177 Lincoln Road, a line extending westerly to the ~stem curb line of 
Bedford Avenue, part of the western curb line of Bedford Avenue, part of the 
southern curb line of lefferts Avenue, a line extending southerly to the western 
property line of 122 Lefferts Avenue, the western property lines of 122 Lefferts 
Avenue and 163 Lincoln Road, a line extending southerly to the southern curb line 
of Lincoln Poad, part o.f the southern curb line of Lincoln Road, the western 
property lines of 72 Linooln Road and 15 Maple Street, a line extending southerly 
to the western property line of 14 Maple Street, the western property lines of 
14 Maple Street eind 13 Midwood. Street, a line extending southerly to the westem 
property line of 18 Mi.dwocxl Street, the western property lines of 18 Mi.dwocxl Street 
and 15 Rutland Road, a line extending southerly to the western property line of 
16 Rutland Road, the western property lines of 16 Rutland Road and 69 Ferwrore 
Street, a line extending southerly to the northern curb line of Feni.rrore Street, 
Brooklyn. 
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TESTIM'.JNY Nr THE PUBLIC HEARING 

On November 14, 1978, the Landmarks Preservation Coomission held a public 
hearing on this area which is re,, proposed as an HistDric District (Item No. 13). 
The hearing had been duly advertised in accordance with the provisions of law. 
Seventeen persons spoke in favor of the proposed designation. One person spoke in 
opp::>sition to the proposed designation. The canmission has received many letters 
and correspondence in favor of· designation. 
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Report prepared by Andrew s. Dolkart & 
Luella Boddewyn, Douglas Brenner, 
Rachel Carley & Anthony Robins 

Typed by I.oretta Burnett 

Edited by Marjorie Pearson and 
Gloria McDarrah 
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Historical Introduction 

In the latter part of the 19th oentw:y and the early years of the 20th 
centw:y the old tcMn of Flatbush developed from a quiet rural caranunity into 
one of the najor residential areas of greater New York. 1 Anong the factors 
contributing to this were the extraordinary growth of the independent city of 
Brooklyn, the construction of Prospect Park, the opening of the Brooklyn Bridge, 
and the inprovenent of transit facilities linking the rural areas of Kings 
county with the cities of New York and Brooklyn, Much of the building in 
Flatbush during this period took the form of freestanding, single-family, frarre 
residences built for the middle class. 'rhese houses ranged from the m:xlest 
scale of th:>se in the Vanderveer Park developrent, east of Flatbush Avenue, to 
the grand mansions of Prospect Park South. rater, two-family frame dwellings, · 
one- and two-family_ rCMhouses, apartment houses, and tenements began to appear 
as Flatbush became an increasingly popular residential neighborhood. The 
Prospect Lefferts Gardens Historic District, located on the northem boundary 
of the old village, centers on the only substantial concentration of urbanistic 
-i'owhouses in Flatbush. 

Settlerrent in Flatbush probably began in 1652,2 although fanns within the 
boundaries of the outch village known as Midwout or Middlewoods, were probably 
settled as early as the 1630s by fanners noving north from the settlement of 
Nieuw Arrersfoort. Mid\-.out was one of the six towns of Kings County to be fotmded 
while the area was under Dutch rule. The other five were Breuck.elen, later 
Brooklyn, located to the north of Midwout; Boswijk, later Bushwick, to the 
northeast; Nieuw Arrersfoort, later Flatlands, to the south; New Utrecht, to the 
WE?st; and Gravesend, an English-speaking settlement, the first in America 
established by a ~, to the southeast. 'Ihe village of Mi.m,Qut was founded in 
response to the Dutch West India Company 1 s request that "the people be induced to 
establish themselves in the rrore suitable places with a certain number of inhabitants 
in the manner of tarms, villages and hamlets as the English are in the habit of 
doing. "3 The fanns of Mi~ut were originally laid out in an erratic manner and 
weie not easily defensible; thus, in 1665 a plan for a new village was accepted 
by G::>vernor Peter Stuyvesant under the condition that plots be set aside for a 
church, ?I- school, a courthouse, and a tavern. The harres of the fanning families 
were built alo!lg what is now Flat.bush Avenue with fann plOts stretching east and 
west from the hoilses in lo_ng narrow strips. 

The center of the early village was located where Church and Flat.bush Avenues 
now cross, and the first church on westem long Island was erected there. Midwout 
was chosen by Stuyvesant as the site for the Dutch Refonned Olurch because of its 
central location anong the six settlements. The church was deeded a large plot 
of land and in 1662 the first chl.lrch building, a frarre cruciform structure, was 
carrpleted. This building was replaced in 1699 by a larger stone structure that was, 
in turn, replaced by the present Flatbush Dutch Reformed Church of 1793, built on 
the fol.llldations of the second church. This handsone Federal style structure was 
designed by architect '.lllonas Fardon and is a designated New York City Landmark. 
The site is the oldest in New York City in continuous use for a house of worship. 
The courthouse that Stuyvesant had requested was erected next to the church, and 
the first public school was built in 1658 just opposite the church. In 1787 the 
private Erasmus Hall Acaderr\Y, the first secondary school chartered by the New York 

' 
/, 
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State Board of P.egents, was founded on Flatbush Avenue just south of the village 
school, on land donated by the Dutch Refonred Church. Anong the original patrons. 
of the AcadeJtV were Alexander Hamilton, Aaron Burr, John Jay, and Robert Livingston. 
The original Acacletey building still stands within the courtyard of the present 
high school and is a designated landmark. 

Due to its central location anong the early Dutch towns, Midw::>ut became 
the marketing, legal, and goverrnrental center for the Dutch settlements of long 
Island. In 1664, when the Dutch ceded their holdings in New Netherlands to the 
English, Mid\o.'out was renamad Flatbush: an English translation of the Dutch 
"Vlaake Bos," a name often given to Midw::>ut. '!his was one of the few changes that 
affected the Dutch fanrers under English rule. The outlying areas of Kings County 
were left alone by the new nilers, and it was not until well into the 19th century 
that English became the comron language of the town. 

During the Pevolutionary War the residents of Flatbush chose to remain 
neutral, but on August 27, 1776, they becama involved in the Battle of long Island.4 
'Ihe village lay in the line of the northern advance of the British troops under 
IDrd Cornwallis and a m.miber of skinnishes occurred in the Flatbush area. Flat
bush was occupied by the British from 1776 until the end of the war in 1783. 
Independence brought as few changes to Flatbush as the earlier transfer from 
Dutch to British governance. 

In 1832 the Flatbush courthouse burned, and the courts noved to the city of 
Brooklyn, thus rerroving the last vestiges of Flatbush' s early role as a govern
nental center. 'Ibis m::>ve did not, however, lead to a period of stagnation in 
Flatbush, for other forces were at ~rk that were to irrevocably change the 
character of the area. In the 1830s Flatbush was still too far from the camrrercial 
centers of Brooklyn and New York and too inconvenient for daily comnuting to 
attract a massive influx of well-to-do suburban residents. Hcwever, the first 
post-colonial development in the area began in this decade. 

In 1830 Smith Birdsall opened a stage line connecting Flatbush and Brooklyn. 
Birdsall ran one stage to Brooklyn each rroming and returned to Flatbush each 
evening. This was ·the first transit link between the two conm.mities, and the 
operation of the stage line undoubtedly influenced the opening of new streets 
in Flat.bush. In 1s·34 Erasmus and Johnson Streets, east of Flat.bush Avenue, were 
laid out. Several English tradesmen built snall frarre hones on these streets, Streets, 
and the area becane known as "English neighoorhood. " This settlement led to the 
establishment, in 1836, of a Protestant Episcopal church in Flatbush, the first 
church to challenge the religious supremacy of the Dutch Refonred dencmination. 

In 1835 ,Adrian Vanderveer surveyed his fannland east of Flatbush Avenue 
near "English neighoorhood" and divided it into building lots, but little devel
opment occurred on this land until the 1860s when rrajor changes began to alter 
Flatbush's rural character. 'Ihe ""Birdsall stage,.:1.4.ne had.bee.'1 replaced by. a hoise:
drawn onnibus in .1843 and by other stage lines that began operating in the 1850s. 
In 1856 Flatbush .Avenue was opened fi:om Fulton Street, Brooklyn, to the Flatbush 
town line. fy 1860 the Brooklyn City Railroad Company had constructed a line down 
Flatbush .Avenue to the. village of Flatbush. The horsecars were soon replaced by 
horse-drawn streetcars, and travel.~ to downtown Brooklyn was reduced to only 
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fifty minutes. The transit link to Brooklyn was undoubtedly a catalyst for the 
construction of a large numl::er of small frane houses on the Vanderveer fann lots. 
Fobert G. Strong noted in 1884 that after construction began on the Vande£V""r 
property "'this once secluded little hamlet of 'English neighborhood' ,'.ha~ assl.l!Ted 
the appearance of the suburbs of a large city. 11 5 A number of the rrodest frame 
vernacular peaked-roof houses that were built at this tiJre remain in the area. 

An additional spur towards the develof'll'!Ilt of Flatbush occurred in 1866 when 
construction began on Prospect Park, the south.em part of which lies within 
the boundaries of Flatbush. '.!he years 1867-69 saw the opening of a large number 
of streets near the park, and by 1873 there was talk of annexing Flatbush to 
Brooklyn (a m:>tion that was defeated by the residents of Flatbush). During the 
late 1860s and 1870s, particularly as the construction of Prospect Park advanced, 
Flatbush became a popular spot for weekend outings. The Rural Gazette, a newspaper 
that served the outlying towns of Kings County, noted on July 5, 1873, that "during 
the SUI\Tl'er rronths and particularly on Sundays our streets are thronged by pleasure 
seekers." 6 · 

The 1860s and 1870s also saw an increase in urban services in Flatbush with 
the fonnation of the Flatbush Gas Co. and the Flatbush water works co., the 
organization of a Board of Public Improverrent and a Board of Police Conmissioners, 
and the construction of a large Town Hall. '.!he Town Hall, a High Victorian Gothic 
style structure built of red brick with stone trim, was designed in 1874 by John y. 
Culyer, and it is a designated New York City Landmark. 

Even rrore irrp:>rtant Was the great ilrproverrent in the transit line linking 
Flatbush to Brooklyn, and New York City allowing Flatbush :residents to corrmute to 
their offices. In July, 1878, a steam railroad was opened between the lobby of 
the Brighton Beach Hotel and Prospect Park. In August the service was extended 
to Atlantic and Franklin Avenues, along the route of what is now the Flanklin 
Avenue shuttle, and fran 1878 to 1883 trains continued on the long Island Rail
road tracks to the Atlantic Avenue Terminal. In 1896 the line was linked with 
the Fulton Street elevated, thus extending service from-Brighton Beach to the 
Fulton Feny, and on June 18, 1898, through service was initiated over the Manhattan 
Bridge to Park Fow, ll\3king Manhattan directly accessible to the :residents of Flat
bush. The Brooklyn, Flatbush and Coney Island Railroad, originally planned as a 
road to bring tourists to the resort at Brighton Beach, quickly changed from a 
seasonal line With erratic winter service, to a reliable corrmuter rail system. 
In the last years of the 19th century ridership on the line increased to such an 
extent that in 1899 it was electrified, and, between 1904 and 1908, it was totally 
J:ebuilt. The Section between Fulton Street and Prospect Park was elevated; the 
portion that ran through the suburban residential areas between Prospect Park and 
Newkirk .Avenue was dePressed into an open cut; the remainder of the line was raised 
on an earth fill; the. section south of Olurch Avenue was increased to four tracks; 
and new stations were built. 7 

In spite of these changes Flatbush retained much of its small-town rural 
character until late in the century. In 1884 Montgonery Schuyler oould still 
write that: 
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The principal avenue of the village, through which the horse
cars runs, has a quaint and ancient aspect, and you have only 
to drive half a mile on either side to forget that you are in 
a world where horse-cars exist. There are long and leafy lanes 
which look very ITUlch as they ITUlSt have looked ••• a hundred ... 
years ago. 8 

6 

However, advances in mass transit facilities, the construction of Prospect Park, 
and the opening of the Brooklyn Bridge in 1883 made developrent of areas such as 
Flatbush inevitable, as the growing city of Brooklyn spread southward and eastward 
into rural sections. fue character of Flatbush began to change dramatically in 
the 1880s as an increasing number of freestanding hones were constructed, many 
built singly for owner-occupants. The first major develcprent of free-standing, 
frame, suburban-type houses began in 1886 men Richard Ficken, a local entrepreneur, 
purchased land in the center of Flatbush and began the developm,nt known as Tennis 
Court. Tennis Court marked the beginning of the oovement by real estate developers 
in Flatbush to build in areas with specific boundaries where the construction and 
sale of houses could be carefully controlled. This method of developnent culminated 
in 1899 when Dean Alvord purchased a large plot of land between Olurch Avenue and 
Beverley Foad, west of the railroad tracks, and laid out Prospect Park South. This 
areas, known for its landscaping and tum-of-the-century mansions, is the finest of 
the suburban developrents built up in Flatbush during this period and it has been 
des_ignated a Historic District. 

. . 
fue increasing popularity of Flatbush as a residential area undoubtedly 

influenced the decision of the heirs of John Iefferts to subdivide the family 
fann ii) northern Flatbush into building lots. The old I.efferts Estate forms the 
heart of the Prospect-Iefferts Gardens area and was located on the eight square 
blocks between Lincoln Foad, Fenirrore Street, Flatbush Avenue, and Rogers Avenue. 

The Flatbush branch of the I.efferts family can be traced back to Leffert 
Pietersen van Haughwout, who emigrated from the village of Haughwout in Northern 
Holland to America in 1660 and settled in Mi&,out. Old Flatbush records show that 
Ieffert Pietersen was a village constable in 1692, and the census of 1698 records 
that his household consisted· of one man, one \«m1al'l, nine children, and three 
slaves. 

The Flatbush fann, only a small portion of the I.efferts family's vast holding 
in Brooklyn, descended to Pieter I.efferts (1680-1774), treasurer of Kings County 
from 1737-1772; then to John Lefferts (1719-1776), a delegate to the Provincial 
Congress and a judge of the Court of Sessions and Conm:>n Pleas; then to Pieter 
r.e·fferts, also a judge of the court of Sessions an.a Camon Pleas, a state senator, 
a delegate from Kin9"s county to a convention in Poughkeepsie that adopted the United 
State's Constitution, and one of the original contributors and tnistees of the Erasmus 
Hall Acaden!;; then to John I.efferts (1783-1829), a congressman, state senator, and 
a delegate to the convention of 1821 which mat to anend the New York State Consti
tution; then to his son John~ a.gentleman farmer; and finally to his son, Janes 
I.efferts. · 

It was the heirs of the last John I.efferts who decided to subdivide the 
family estate for residential devel0ptent. Janes Iefferts lived in the family 
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hooestead and supervised the division of the land. ·'.ll,e I.efferts Hooestead was 
originally located on Flatbush Avenue between Maple and Midwood Streets, but 
was given to New York City in 1_918, soon after· Janes Lefferts' death, when an 
apartm,nt building was planned for the site. The first Lefferts Hooestead 
was built in the late 17th century, but was burned bY American Revolutionary 
War forces retreating northward through Broolclyn on August 23, 1776. The family 
salvaged llmi:Jer and hardware from the burnt house and it was rebuilt between 1777 
and 1783 in a gani,rel-roofed style typical of the Dutch colonial fann dwellings in 
Brooklyn for over 150 years. The house, ncM located in Prospect Park, is a museum. 
run by the Daughters of the Anerican Revolution, and it is the only surviving 
Dutch fann house from Flatbush. 

In 1893 Jarres Lefferts divided. the family fann into 600 building lots in 
anticipation of the construction of a "high~ade" residential developrrent to 
be called Lefferts Manor.· Jarres Lefferts sought to assure the sucoess of the 
Iefferts Manor area by establishing a restrictive covenant for each lot that 
clearly defined the type of building allCMed. As was typical of many property 
docunents of the period, the Lefferts Manor deed prohibited such unsavory uses 
as stables, pig-pens, forges, iron foundries, fertilizer, gunpowder, saltpeter, 
soap, candle,· ink, glue, and varnish factories, tanneries·, breweries, 'etc., as 
well as hospitals, theaters, apartnent houses, tenerrents, "or any noxious, · .. 
offensive, dangerous, unwholesome: ... business whatsoever." In addition to these 
understandable restrictions, Lefferts had a number of restrictions placed in the 
deeds to regulate building in the area. No house was pennitted that was worth 
less then $5,000 and all of the buildings were to be single-family residences 
built of brick or stone (this latter rule was not adhered to on Lincoln Road and 
Feninore Street) . All houses had to be at least two stories with a cellar and 
were to be set back at least fourteen feet fran the street, with bay windows and 
bow fronts projecting no more than 3', inches over the building line. All stables 
and outbuildings were to be at leai;t sixty feet from the street and fences were 
to be placed at least twelve feet from the curb line. Due to the efforts of the 
I.efferts Manor Association, founded in 1919, the area has rerrained one of the few 
in New York City where the original deed c:ovenants are still in force, thus giving 
much of this ~ght block section of the Historic District a special cohesiveness. 

Lefferts placed these building restrictions on the lots to assure that tl)e 
area would develop in a mtlfonn manner. By restricting the area to fairly sub!'··' : 
stantial, although not exorbitantly expensive or excessively grand houses, Lefferts 
hoped to attrac't a stable middle-class populaµon that would give the newly 
developing area an aura of respectability. I.efferts undoubtedly saw a need to 
restrict builfil!lg to one-family residence due to the growing popularity of multiple , 
dwellings, particularly of two-family ro,mouses. In the 1890s, two-family rowhouses 
that, from the ext.erior , look identical to one-family horres be9'an to be erected 
in Broolclyn, particularly in areas north of l.efferts Manor. In this decade the 
blocks of Crown Heights, just north of Eastern Parkway, were built up with a large 
nlmi:Jer of two-famity rcMhouses. As developrrent moved south through crown Heights, 
towards Flatbush, nore and nore of these two-family rowhouses were built, but _, 
Iefferts' restrictions assured that his estate would not be i.rrproved in this · 
rranner. This restriction was a farsighted one, for of the nine major blockfronts in 
the Prospect I.efferts Historic District that are not part of the I.efferts Manor 
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developrrent, five were built up with tw:>-family rowhouses. Rogers Avenue, 
both inside and outside of the District was developed primarily with residential 
structures with ccmrercial ground floors, and the streets surrowlding the Historic 
District contain a mixture of primarily '0\0-family and multiple-residence 
dwellings. 

Building in the Prospect Lefferts Gardens area, prior to the 1890s, was 
quite sparse. Of the rural and suburban houses that once existed in the vicinity 
only one seems to have survived--the extraordinarily well-preserved Italianate 
frame dwelling at 250 En,pire Boulevard, east of Rogers Avenue. 'Ihe earliest 
concentrated residential developrrent in the Prospect Lefferts Gardens areas was 
a group of colonial Revival style houses located on the north side of Lincoln 
Road between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues, just outside Lefferts Manor. These 
late 19th-century houses were not protected by oonvenants and were demolished in 
the 1920s and 1930s and replaced by apartment houses. The earliest residential 
buildings within the District, a row of four houses at 185-191 Lincoln Road but 
outside of the Manor, date £ran 1895·. '!he first buildings within the boundaries 
of I.efferts Manor are two frame dwellings at 107 and 115 Fenmre Street built 
in 1896. 'rile major developrrent· of the District, however, tcok place in three 
periods. 'rhe earliest rroverrent by real estate interests to build in the area of 
the I.efferts estate spanned the years £ran 1897 to 1899, when 160 houses were 
erected, all within I.efferts M3nor or on the block.front of Linooln Road just 
across the street frcm the M:i.nor. Building slowed during the first three years 
of the 20th century, possibly because the large number of horres built in the 
late 1890s had flooded the market. As noted earlier, the area surrounding 
ll=fferts Manor was sparsely built up in the late 19th century due to the fact 
that the southward developrent of Brooklyn' s residential districts did not 
reach the Flatbush line until the second decade of· the 20th century. Since 
this area still was relatively underdeveloped people may have been hesitant 
to purchase a rowhouse in the neighborhood. A look at the deeds of ownership 
for the twenty houses built for developer William A.A. Brown at 51-71 and 52-72 
Midwood Street in 1898 substantiates this supposition. Brown was one of the 
major developers resi;x:,nsible for building oonstruction in the District, particularly 
during this early period. Bom in Brooklyn in 1856, Brown rroved to Flatbush in 1861. 
Befo're entering the real estate market in 1898, Brown's investments were prinarily 
in brewing, and he was president of the Nassau Brewing Co. In 1898 Brown began to 
build iri Flatbush, and the Midwood Street houses, designed by William M. Miller, 
were advertised in the 'Brooklyn ·Eagle in 1898. It was claimed that 11prob3bly no 
better houses in the city are 1:etter built, from foundation to roof, in trim and 
finish, in arrangerrent and appoinbrent than these houses . .,9 Although built in 
.1898 and advertised by the end of that year, the houses did not sell quickly. 
only four were sold in 1899, and others were not purchased until as late as 1906, 
when development in the entire area was expanding. Brown' s advertiserrent was 
wi;-itten in such a way as to appeal to the nodest middle-class family that could 
not afford to live in Manhattan or in a large brownst.one in a ncre established 
Brooklyn neighborhood. He stated that "In Manhattan such a house would cost 
$20-35,000: here they oost $7,250 for 2-sto,:y and $11,000 for 3-sto,:y, "10 an 
indication of the economic level of those who m:>ved t.o the area. 

Enough construction had taken place in I.efferts Manor by 1910 to allow the 
publication·Flatbush·Past·and Present·to state that since the Lefferts Estate 
had opened, the area "has naturally assUired the character of a high-grade city 
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:inprovement ••• /so that/ Flatbush can thus give to the prospective buyer the 
highest type of city residence as well as the suburban villa. 11 11 M:lst of 
Flatbush was developed with suburban residences, but the rowhouses of Prospect 
I.efferts Gardens, the later tenements and rrore luxurious apartment houses gave 
an even wider range of ch:>ices for prospective Flatbush residents. 

The construction of new buildings in the Historic District cane to a total 
halt in 1903, the year of one of America's worst financial panics. COnstruction 
picked up slightly in 1904, and by 1905 new building had begun in ernest. It 
was during this second period of developrent that the majority of the houses in 
the Prospect I.effert.s Gardens Historic District were built. During the years 
1905-1911, 507 hates were begun, 163 of these in 1909 alone. Alrrost all of these 
buildings were stone structures built in the nee-Renaissance style (see 
Architectural Introduction). Although B.rcMn was still active in the District, 
particularly on Fen.im:,re Street between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues, the three 
nost active builders Of the period were Frederick B. Norris, who later becarre 
incorporated as the Frederick B. Norris Canpany, Realty Associates, and the 
Kingston Building Conpany. 

Frederick B. Norris was bom in Brooklyn, where his father was a builder 
of sone :inportance. Norris built a hate for himself in Flatbush and then began 
to build speculative housing in the area, particularly on the Lefferts estate. 
Flatbush of To-day noted in 1908 that "when he arrived in that section /in 1901/ 
the houses were rew, " put develop:rent soon increased dramatically. Norris' first 
buildings were a row of neo-Renaissanoe style houses designed by l\Jrel Hedm3n and 
built in 1901 on the south side of Lino:,ln Road between Bedford and Rogers Avenues. 
Norris also built nost of the frame, suburban-type dwellings designed by Slee & 
Bryson on the south side of Lincoln Road between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues, 
and masonry houses in the nee-Renaissance and neo-Federal styles, and in various 
medieval-inspired styles, sorre built as late as 1925. 

Realty Associates was a real estate fi.nn fo'LU'lded in 1901 with the intention 
of building lower priced houses on a large scale. The firm built 175 houses in 
the District between 1908 and 1912, all designed by Benjamin Driesler--105 virtually 
identical houses ranged along the eastern edge of Iefferts Manor, six others on 
Feninore Road, and fifty-four on both sides of Sterling Street between Rogers and 
Nostrand Avenues. With only two exceptions (187-289 Sterling Street) these houses 
are extremely nodest lmestone or brownstone neo-Renaissance style structures, rrost 
of which oost only $3,500 to build; the larger houses on the oorners oost $6,500. 

'.Ille Kingston :Realty Conpany built 108 small primarily two-family, nee-French 
Renaissance style houses, designed by architect Frank S. D::Me, on the four block
fronts of I.efferts Avenue within the District. The Kingston Realty COrrpany, located 
on the comer of Kingston Avenue and Eastern ·Parkway, also built houses virtually 
identical to those 6£ Lefferts Avenue elsewhere in Brooklyn, including Lincoln 
Place in C'.n:Mn Heights and Stratford Road between caton and Church Avenues in 
Flatbush. · 

By 1915 alnost the entire portion of the District east of Bedford Avenue 
had been improved, but curiously, Fenirrore Street, Midwood Street, and Rutland 
Road between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues, still had large plots of vacant land. 
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During the third period of development, be-..n 1915 and 1925, eighty-seven houses 
were built on these streets. Frederick. B. Norris remained an active presence in 
the District during this period. All of Norris' later houses--forty-four built 
by the F.B. Norris COOpany and ten built by the Feninore Realty Company of which 
Norris was president--were m::xiest brick dwellings with omarrent derived from 
American colonial and English medieval decorative forms. M:>st of these 
dwellings were designed by Slee & Bry'son, a prolific Brcoklyn architectural 
firm known for its neo-Federal and neo-Tudor style structures. 

The Brighton Building G::mpany erected three rows of houses on Rutland 
Road--tw unusual rows with nee-Tudor facades designed in 1915 and a long row of 
nee-Federal houses dating fran 1919. The president of the Brighton Building CO. 
was Peter J. COllins. COllins was not only a builder, but an architect as well, 
and it was he who designed the Rutland Road houses, as well as the nee-Tudor rows 
on nearby Chester court, outside the Historic District. Collins also was the 
owner-architect of a number of houses in the Park Slope Historic District and 
served a term as Brooklyn's Corrmissioner of Buildings. He lived in Prospect Park 
south, at 135 westminister Road, in a neo-Tudor house designed by his brother 
Frank C. COllins. 

The ti,,,:, blockfronts of Maple Street be-.an Flatbush and Bedford Avenues 
are quite different from anything else in the Historic District. Most of the 
buildings on this street are large, freestanding brick houses erected in the 1920s 
for individual owners. For the rrost part the designs of these houses are lcosely 
based on colonial, rredieval, or Mediterranean precedents. Only three of the houses 
on Maple Street predate 1915, while one was built in the 1930s and four in the 1950s 1 

nost however, were built be-..n 1922 and 1927. 

Although primarily a low-rise residential neighoorhood, the Historic 
District does include one elevate~ apart:rrent house.of 1939 (148-154 Iefferts 
Avenue) , tv.O rows of tenements on Rogers Avenue; and a very fine church barplex-
the Grace Refonned Church and Sunday School located on Lincoln Road and Iefferts 
Avenue, at Bedford Avenue. 

The thirty-years tine span for the developmant of Prospect Iefferts Gardens, 
from c.1895-c.1925, is typical of the growth pattern of nost of Brooklyn's 19th 
and early 20th-century neighborhoods. Scattered early developrrent in nost areas 
lasted for ab:>ut five years, follOW=d by a twenty-year pericxl of intense building 
and a five-year period in which the few remaining vacant lots were inproved. 
Generally, after an area of Brooklyn was built up, it became a quiet, middle-class 
oonmunity where little building took place. This pattern oocured in CObble Hill 
in the 1840s and 1850s, in Fort Greene in the 1860s and 1870s, in Bedford in the 
1870s and 1880s, in Crawn Heights North in the 1880s and 1890s, and in Flatbush in 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Prospect Iefferts Gardens always has been a well cared for and stable 
canmunity. The early residents of the area were solid middle-class business and 
professional people, many of wham lived in the District for only a short tirre, as 
they established themselves and rroved to larger houses. Today the District is one 
of the few successfully integrated middle-class ccmmmities in New York City. The 
rowhouses of the neighborhood did not see the post-war decline of nany of Brooklyn's 
brownstone areas. The buildings remain in excellent condition and are now attracting 
a middle-class population that is seeking many of the sane neighoorhood attributes 
as the or:iginal residents. 



l. Much of the Historical Introduction is based on rraterial fran: 
Andrew S. Dolkart, Prospect Park South and the Rise of the Arrerican 
Suburb; unpublished typescript, New York, 1977. 

2. The best early history of Flatbush is Maud Esther Dilliard, "A Village 
Called Mia,..,ut," Journal of Long Island History, 11 (Autumn, 1974), 
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6-24. Earlier histories include 'lhonas M. Strong, A History of the Town 
of Flatbush in Kings County-long-Island, (New York, 1842), and 
Robert G. Strong, A History of the Town of Flatbush, (New York, 1884). 

3. Dilliard, p.7. 

4. Dilliard, p.17. 

5. Robert G. Strong, p.20. 

6. Rural Gazette, in Olarles E. Scrivan, ed. "Papers and clippings relating 
to the history of Flatbush, " unpublished typescript and clippings collection 
in the J..ong Island Historical Society,n.p. 

7. Joseph CWmingham and Ieonard Dellart, A History of the New York City Sut:May 
System, Part II: Rapid Transit in Brooklyn, (1977). · 

8. ?vbntgomery SChuyler, "Some Suburbs of New York, II: westchester and I.Dng 
Island," Lippincott' s, 34 (August, 1884) p. 124. 

9. Brooklyn Daily Eagle, December, 1898 (in Long Island Historical Society 
Scrapbook). 

10. Ibid. 

11. Herbert F. Gunnison, ed. Flatbush of '.lb-Day (Brooklyn, 1908) p. 85. 
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Agreeably sited along tree-shaded sidwalks the buildings of Prospect 
Iefferts Gardens oonstitute a remarkably ooherent sanple of re$idential 
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design dating fron the 1890s to the 1920s. =-.and three-story rowhouses 
predominate throughout rrost of the neighb::>rhcx:d and fonn an extensive series 
of wtlfied block.fronts. This regular str~tscape is varied by an admixture 
of larger, freestanding and semi-detached dwellings oonstructed of frame and 
brick, which are clustered along Fenim::>re Street and in the blocks of M3.ple 
Street and Lincoln Road west of Bedford Avenue. Even the smallest ro.,houses 
oontribute to the effect of substantial dignity and comfortable, if sanewhat 
restrained, respectability that is the rrost striking visual cuality of this 
neighl:orh:x>d. The buildings, with the exception of those on Fenim:>re Street, 
have generally been kept ~1 good repair without major alterations to facades, 
thereby preserving nearly intact the original unified conposition of entire 
blockfronts. consistent building heights, facade materials, and setbacks 
throughout much of the district resulted from stringent covenants irrposed by 
the Iefferts family. Rapid developrent of their estate and adjacent parcels 
of land by speculators errq;,loying a sm>.ll groqp of architects enoouraged archi
tectural horrogeneity. The houses were designed in various revival styles that 
reflect the develoµrent of popular taste around the turn of the century and 
the following three decades. As one would expect of speculative building 
designed for a middle-class clientele, the architecture of Prospect Lefferts 
Gardens is neither avant-garde nor markedly idiosyncratic in style, although 
the Brooklyn architects who worked here did adapt standard elenents in a 
distinctly individual rranner that relieves the unifonnity of repetitive block
fronts •. 

The earliest rowhouses built in the District exerrplify the Romanesque 
Revival style developed by Henry Hobson Richardson during the 1870s. constructed 
of a combination of sm:ioth-; __ and -rock-faced sandstone and sm:>bth Roman brick, the 
houses exhibit interesting textural and chromatic contrasts. other characteristic 
features are boldly defined round-arched openings, a crisp foliate decorative 
ornarrentation knCMn as Byzantine carving, and the :use of such rrotifs as dwarf columns, 
box-stoops, stone transom bars, and stained-glass transcnn windows. Am:mg the 
finest Romanesque Revival style houses in the District are those located at 
56-60 Rutland Road. 

By the tirre Prospect Lefferts Gardens was developed, the Famanesque Revival 
had lost popularity in fashionable Manhattan neighborhoods, and had been sqpplanted 
by the classically-inspired nee-Renaissance and Beaux-Arts fo= popularized by 
the Chicago W::>rld' s COlumbian Exposition of 1893. '.111ere are few purely Romanesque 
Revival style holJSes in the District; instead, the buildings combine Rananesque 
and Classical fonns. 1his eclectic spirit is handsorrely illustrated by two 
identical rows at 51-71 and 52-72 Midwood Street designed by architect William M. 
Miller in 1898. These transitional Romanesque Revival/nee-Renaissance style houses 
are rrore lavishly decorated than the Rorranesque Revival structures, and their 
assortnent of omanental rrbtifs juxtaposes sorre of the standard Ronanesque elenents 
descriled above with features of classical derivation. 'llle use of different 
rra.terials of various textures and a chromatic scale limited to earth tones, is 

' 
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Romanesque in character, but a new design vocabulary, consisting of classically
inspired forms such as Palladian w~, cartouches, swags, foliate rroldings, 
etc. , is also evident on. these structures. 

'!he lt>rld's COlunbian Exposition caused a great chan.ge in the character 
of building in the united States. The variety of fonn and detailing characteristic 
of the Rom3nesque Revival gave way to a nore uniform style based heavily on 
Classical and Renaissance prototypes within the District. Buildings designed 
in this neo-Renaissance style generally have .m:,nochramatic facades, often faced 
with Indiana linestone, although a few have brownstone facades. The houses, 
frequently arranged in long rows, create unifonn streetscapes. The uniform rc:Ms 
on both sides of Maple Street be-en Bedford and Rogers Avenues, designed in 1909-11 
by Brooklyn architect Axel Hedman, e,renplify the ideal of the nee-Renaissance style. 
The omarrental fonn.s on these houses, including cartouches, foliate panels, pedi.nented 
doorways, swags, classical rroldings, etc., are typical of the design. vocabulary 
found on houses built in this style througrout the country. 

Nineteenth-centw:y interest in the revival of architectural styles of the 
past·led, ., late in the century, to renewal of interest in~and a re-eval.uation.of 
early Arrerican architecture. Although Colonial Revival style buildings began to 
appear as early as the 1870s, it was not until the early years of the 20th century 
that colonial Revival styles such as the nee-Georgian and nee-Federal becane najor 
factors in the design of urban housing·. 'l'h.ese Colonial P.evival style residences 
use ornamental details associated with 18th- and early 19th~tury .tarcliitecture, 
but adapt these forms to conten]?orary usage. In rows such as those at 13-49 
and 74-88 Midwood Street, designed in 1915 and 1917 by architects Slee & Bryson, 
Georgian and Federal fonn.s are CO!'!IDined to create the illusion of a colonial house. 
'l1le red brick facades are omarrented with decorative elerrents such as Georgian 
splayed lintels, Federal paneled lintels, Georgian pedirrented doorways, and 
Federal dootways with fanlights, but these historical details are juxtaposed with 
conten]?orary fonrs such as mansard roofs and angular bays. 

Within the District are a number of houses with nedievai detailing th.at, 
in their basic massing, reserrble the Colonial Revival residences. De°si;gned by 
Slee & Bryson, house$ such as those at 69-87 Fenirrore Street, built in 1919, are 
similar to the Colonial Revival houses on Midt«>Od. Street, but have entrances in the 
fonn of Tudor arches. The re,,, of eleven houses at 94-116 Rutland Road designed 
in 1919 by Peter J. Collins combines neo-Georgian, nee-Federal and neo-Tudor details, 
yet retains its coherence. z.bre obviously neo-Tudor are the rc:MS on Rutland Road, 
just east of Flatbush Avenue, designed by Collins in 1915. These unusual picturesque 
buildings have half-turoered gables linking them to English Tudor architecture. 
This revival of interest in medieval forms occurred early in the 20th century; but 
the use of such forms on rCMhouses is i.musual. It is rrore ccmTOll to find neo-'I\ldor 
half-tinber:ing and other rredieval details on freestanding structures such as those 
designed by ·s1ee & Bryson be~ 1907 and 1916 on Lincoln Road be~ Flatbush 
and Bedford Avenues. Both the Colonial and Medieval revivals renained popular in 
the 1920s and 1930s as evidenced on Maple Street where large freestanding brick 
houses designed in these nodes were constructed. 
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Due to the developrent pattern in Prospect Iefferts Gardens it is not 
unusual to find buildings designed in all of 'these styles on a single block. 
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On Mi&.:lod Street and Rutland Road between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues, houses 
with FDnanesque, F.enaissance, Federal, Georgian, and Medieval details are juxta
posed. Although the houses in Prospect Iefferts Gardens are nodest examples of 
their styles, built for a middle-class population, the}' .have a direct link to 
contemporary residential design in New York' s nest elegant neighl:orhoods. Streets 
on Manhattan's Upper East Side, built in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 
show the sarre stylistic mix. '!he' Manhattan houses are considerably larger, 
conmissioned by individual owners rather than by speculators, and were designed 
by the major architects of the period. 'Ihese buildings, however, were extensivly 
publicized and set stylistic trends that were followed by architects working on 
a smaller scale. · 

Although nore than twenty architects were active in the Historic District, it 
is the work of Brooklyn architects, Benjamin Driesler, Axel Hedman, and the firm 
of Slee & Bryson, that gives the area its coherence. 

By far the nest prolific architect in Prosi:ect Lefferts G3rdens was 
Benjamin Driesler (d.1949). Driesler moved to Flatbush from Rockville Center, 
l.Dng Island, in 1892 "foreseeing a much wider field in that growing section"! and 
soon becarre one of Brooklyn's nost active architects. His earliest known work in 
Brooklyn includes freestanding frame houses such as those in the Prospect Park 
South Historic District designed during the years 1898-1911. Mostly undistinguished 
adaptations of the nee-Tudor and Colonial Revival styles, these and many similar 
buildings typify the vernacular residential design that proliferated in many 
suburban areas around the tum of the century. Markedly different in style and 
materials ·are the rows of town houses designed by Driesler which were built in the 
Park Slope Historic District during the years 1902-1903. Constructed of brick, 
brownstone, and lirrestone, they incorp:>rate an eclectic array of Romanesque Revival, 
nee-Renaissance, and nee-Classical rrotifs. Driesler's earliest houses in Prospect 
Lefferts Gardens are a series of typical frame structures built in 1905 on 
Fenirrore Street. His major amtributions to the District, however, are the many 
modest stone houses built fran Lincoln Road to Fenimore Street between Bedford and 
Rogers Avenues and on Sterling Street between Rogers and Nostrand Avenues in the 
years 1907-1910. 'lhe elevations of Driesler's nunerous rows are unifonn in style, 
representing the classically-inspired neo-Fenaissance idiom. The typical Driesler 
house in the District is a two-story, linestone or brownstone-fronted residence 
with a full-he,ight rounded or angular bay. 

Axel· Hedman is one of the ·many nineteenth- .and early twentieth-century 
Brooklyn architects about whom little is known. He joined the l?<Xloklyn chapter 
of the American Institute of Architects in 1894 and oonpleted his earliest recorded 
buildings in the Stuyvesant Heights Historic District soon thereafter. For these 
houses Hedman enpl.oyed the neo-Fenaissance fonns that were to predominate throughout 
his career. Rowhouses designed by Hedman are found throughout Brooklyn with 
particularly notable examptes in the Park Slope Historic District, on Union Street 
in crown Heights south,' on Dean Street in Crown Heights North, and on Midwood and 
M3ple Streets in Prospect Lefferts Gardens. Hedman' s neo-F.enaissance designs are 
among the finest in New York City. Within the l:ilnited stylistic vocabulary 
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of the nee-Renaissance he consistently designed interesting and frequently 
original buildings, all with finely crafted details. 

The finn of Slee & B,:yson, founded c.1905 by John Slee (1875-1947) and 
Robert B,:yson (1875-1938), designed buildings in Brooklyn for over a quarter 
century. Slee was born in Ma,:yland and studied at the Ma,:yland Institute before 
coming to New York. Bryson was bom in Newark, New Jersey, and educated in 
Brooklyn. Early in their careers both rren worked for architect J6hnJ. Petit 
(see 37-45 and 47-55 Rutland Road) in ,J!rospect Park SOuth. After fonning a 
partnership Slee & B,:yson becane active throughout Brooklyn. They designed 
freestanding Colonial Revival and neo-'l\ldor houses such as those in Prospect 
Parle south, Ditmas Park, and Fiske Terrace, as well as those on Lincoln Road 
in the Historic District. The finn was noSt active in the design of early 
20th-century nee-Federal and nee-Georgian :rowhouses. Arrong their finest designs 
in these styles are All:emarle Terrace in the Albemarle-Kenrrore Terrace Historic 
District, 828-836 St. Marks Avenue in crown Heights north, 1329-1337 carrel Street 
in crown Heights South, and the rows on Midwood Street and Rutland Road in Prospect 
Iefferts Gardens. 

The Prospect I.efferts Gardens Historic District retains its architectural 
integrity to an astonishing degree. Exanples of houses designed in styles 
popular in turn-of-the-century middle-class neighborhoods, including the late 
Forranesque Revival, neo-Renaissance, nee-Federal, nee-Georgian, and neo-Tudor, 
line the streets and these residences have undergone few inappropriate alterations. 
Due to a series of restrictive rovenants, the neighborhood was built up in a -. ·" · · .. 
cohesive rranner and it ram.ins one of the finest enclaves of 19th- and early 20th
C"elltury hou.si!}g in New York City. 

1. Herbert F. Gunnison, ed, Flatbush ·of"TO-Oay, p.155. 
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BEDFORD AVENUE, west side between Lefferts Avenue and Lincoln Road. 

No. 1800 is the Sunday School and chapel of Grace Reformed Olurch and is 
described with the church at 163-171 Lincoln Road. 

No. 1822 is the si~ facade of Grace Reformed Olurch described at 163-171 
Lincoln Road. 

BEDFORD AVENUE, west side between Lincoln Road and Maple Street. 

No. 1824-34 is the side facade of the house described at 170 Lincoln Road. 

No. 1842 is a '0\0-story brick house with stone trim, designed for P.A. 
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Faribault in 1914 by Frank J. Helmle (1869-1939), a prominent Brooklyn 
architect. Helmle was ·a talented architect who, either alone or in partnership, 
designed many prominent civic and institutional buildings in Brooklyn, including 
a number of designated landmarks. l\rrong his finest buildings are the Brooklyn 
Central Office, Burean of Fire CCmnunicatiOn (1913) at 35 Elrpire Boulevard; the 
Shelter Pavilion (1910, Helmle & Huberty) in McGolrick Park, Greenpoint; the 
Prospect Park Boathouse and 'Iennis House (Helmle, Huberty & Hudswell, 1905, 
and 1909-10), and many prominent lbm3n Catholic churches including St. Gregory's 
(1915) in crown Heights and St. Barbara's (Helmle & Huberty, 1907-10) in Bushwick. 

lie lived in a house which he designed for hllnself at 225 Marlborough Road 
(Helmle & COrbett, 1919-21) in the Prospect Park south Historic District. 

The Bedford Avenue house is anong Helmle' s si.Irplest buildings. 'Ihe 
central round-arched entry on Ped.ford Avenue franes a neo-Federal style doorway 
COif!?OSed of two wooden colonnettes supporting an entablature, surnounted by a 
graceful leaded fanlight. This entrance is flanked by recessed round-arched 
windows with leaded sidelights. The remaining first-floor windows have splayed 
lintels; those on the seoond floor have only keystones. A galvanized-iron cornice 
encircles the building and is topped by a patterned-brick and stone parapet. 

BEDFORD AVENUE, west side between Maple and Midwood Streets. · 

No. 1848-58 is the side facade of the house described at 114 Maple Street. 

No. 1860 (1860-1870). This syrmretrically massed nee-Georgian style house was 
erected in 1923-24 for the Frederick B. Norris Conpany to designs drawn up by 
Slee & Bryson. · The Flernish-b:md brick structure has a centrally-placed stone 
entry enframement enclosing a rectangular door and a leaded glass fanlight. 
An iron railing on the cornice of the enframement guards a stained-glass window 
at the seoond floor. The doorway is flanked by multi-paned tripartite window 
groups. 'Ihe central window of each trio extends dc:Mnward and is protected by a 
small iron terrace with railing. 'Ihese windows and the three sinple 
windows of the second floor all have stone sills, lintels fomed by single rCM 

of soldier bricks. 



BEDFORD AVENUE 

1874 Bedford Avenue. Slee fi Rry5on, 1913. 

1860 Bedford Avem1c. Slee f, nryson, 192). 
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The side facades center around projecting chimney breasts with stone stacks , 
each ornarrented with a raised brick diarrond pattern . Single rectangular multi
paned windows flank the chimneys , and round-arched windows light the attic level. 

A brick extension with a single pair of small caserrent windows and a 
second-story sunporch extend from the house on Bedford Avenue . A garden wall 
with a round-arched entrance and a garage are also located on this facade . 

BEDFORD AVENUE , west side between Mid\,,.ood Street and Rutland Road . 

No. 1874 is a simple house designed in 1923 by Slee & Bryson for the Frederick 
B. Norris Corrpany . The three- story structure of brick laid up in Flemish bond 
with bumt headers is sparsely ornarrented . Its rrost prominent feature is the 
doorway enserrble with shoulder- arched stone enfrarrerrent, Tudor- arched portal, 
carved foliate plaques and paneled door , with leaded sidelights and transom. 
All of the windows have simple stone l intels and sills . A parapet wall with 
raised-brick ornarrent crowns the house . The Midwocx:1 Street facade is dominated 
by a projecting ch.iJmey breast. A garden wall with a lovely 'WOOden gate and 
a two-car garage extend along Bedford Avenue . 

No. 1880, at the northwest comer of Rutland Road, designed by Slee & Bryson 
for the Frederick B. Norris Corrpany in 1924 , was built as part of the row at 
105-113 Rutland Road. The sinple house of brick laid up in Flemish bond with 
bumt headers has a round- arched entrance with a linestone enfranerrent flanked 
by tripartite, segrrental-arched windows arrangerrents . The front facade is given 
further interest by a central gable f l anked by hipped-roof dorrrors which pierce 
the steep sloping peaked roof that is clad in multi-colored slate shingles . 
Arrong the notable features of the side facade are a brick chirmey and pointed
arched Gothic attic winac,..,,s . A garden wall and two- car garage extend from the 
house . 

BEDFORD AVENUE , west side betv.een Rutland Road and Fenirrore Street. 

No . 1896- 1906 is the side facade of the house described at 116 Rutland Road. 

No . 1918 (1908- 1918) is described with the row at 165-171 Fenirrore Street . 

BEDFORD AVENUE , east side between I..efferts Avenue and Lincoln Road. 

The apartrrent house at 1799-1890 Bedford Avenue is outside of the boundaries 
of the Historic District . 
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No. 1811- 21 is the side facade of the house described at 177 Lincoln Road . 

BEDFORD AVENUE, east side between Lincoln Road and Maple Street. 

No. 1823-33 is the side facade of the house described at 174 Lincoln Road. 

No. 1835- 45 is the side facade of the house described at 115 Maple Street. 

BEDFORD AVENUE, east side between Maple and Midwood Streets . 

No. 1847- 57 is the side facade of the house described at 125 Maple Street . 

No. 1859-69 is the side facade of the house described at 117 Midwocd Street . 

BEDFORD AVENUE , east side between Midwood Street and Rutland Road. 

No. 1871-81 is the side facade of the house described at 118 Midwood Street . 

No. 1883-93 is the side facade of the house described at 117 Rutland Road. 

BEDFORD AVENUE , east side between Rutland Road and Feninore Street. 

No . 1895-1905 is the side facade of the house described at 118 Rutland Road. 

No . 1907-17 is the side facade of the house described at 175 Feninore Street . 



FENIMORE STREET 

79-81 rcnimorc ~trcct. 
Slee r, Rryson, c.1920. 

127 Fenimore Street. 
Benjamin Orieslcr, 1905. 
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The north side of Feninore Street narks the southern boundary of the I.efferts 
Manor developrrent laid out with restrictive covenants in 1893. Although the 
original plans for the Manor required that all buildings be of masonry con
struction, many of those on Feninore Street are frarre . t-bst of these residences 
have been extensively altered, but the brick and stone rCMs that flank both 
blockfronts retain their original detailing. 

FENIM)RE STREET, north side between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues . 

Nos . 69 , 73- 75 , 79- 81 , 85- 87. (Nos . 71 , 77 , and 83 have been omitted from the 
street numbering. ) This handsorre group of three pairs of semi- detached houses 
and one freestanding structure was built for the Fen.irrore Building Corrpany c .1920, 
probably to designs of their architects Slee & Bryson . The houses , constructed 
of brick laid in English bond, are ornarrented with simple stone details that link 
them to JTEdieval English design. The nost notable features of all these houses 
are their steep slate mansard roofs and ornarrental doorway enfranerrents . 'IWo 
separate, but related, designs ~re used. Nos . 69 and 79-81 have flat facades 
interrupted by shallow, three-window wide , rectangular oriels at the second story 
and a projecting beltcourse between the first and second floors . Ornarrent consists 
of stone windCM and doorway enfranements that are keyed to the facades and square 
ornarrental plaques set above the entranceways . Nos . 79 and 81 have a paired stoop 
with original railings that leads directly to the original wooden doors , while 
No . 69 has a stoop leading to an open brick-wall ed terrace. The original door to 
this house has been replaced. 

The houses at 73- 75 and 85- 87 Fenirrore Street are identical . In contrast to 
the flat facades of Nos . 79 and 81 these four houses have one-story, projecting , 
three- sided, angled bays with slate roofs . 'Ihe paired entranceways are in the 
form of Tudor arches, with fol iate spandrel panels and drip lintels . All of the 
original w::xx:len doors are intact behind aluminum storm doors . Nos . 75 and 87 
have original slatted shutters with interesting cutout details , although one 
shutter at No. 87 has been replaced. 

Nos . 89- 101. (No . 91 has been omitted from the street numbering. ) This rCM of 
six lirrestone rowhouses is typical of the extremely rrodest horres designed by 
Benjamin Driesler for Realty Associates , Inc. Built in 1911, the simply detailed 
houses have rounded bays and m:xJeSt , Renaissance-inspired carved plaques and 
doorway-enfrarrerrent friezes . All six houses retain their galvanized-iron cornices , 
original double entrance doors and stoop ironwork . The garden fences and the wall 
at No. 101 are later additions . 

Nos . 107 and 115 are the earliest houses in the Prospect I.efferts Gardens Historic 
Distn.ct but ooth have been extensively altered . Designed with Colonial Revival 
style details in 1896 by architect G.A. Schellenger for Harry Matthews , both frarre 
buildings have been resided; aluminum and plastic shingles ~e used at No. 107 
and synthetic brick at No. 115. 'Ihe asyrnretrical profile of No. 107 remains intact, 
as does its porch with slender Tuscan colonnettes, double-doored entrance enfrarrcrrent, 
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and original railing . Perhaps the finest feature of No . 107 is the ornate 
wrought- iron finial that crowns its comer tower. 
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No . 115 is a heavy, flat- topped, hipped-roof structure with no original 
details visible . 

Nos . 119, 123, 127, 131, 135, 139, 141, and 145. These eight houses , designed 
in 1905 by Denjamin Driesl er, were built for local Flatbush developer William 
A.A. Brown (see Historical Introduction) . Brown advertised these houses in the 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle calling them "new detached houses . In the heart of Flatbush ... 
elegant hones" on the "finest street in Flatbush" with "beautiful surroundings" 
and "plenty of large trees ." l Although the design of each house is unique , all 
adhere to a basic forrn.3.t . M:>st of the houses have been altered but originally they 
were all narrow, two-and-one-half-story, claptoard and shingle buildings with 
peaked, hipped, or garnbrel roofs pierced by dorrrers . All had columnar front EX)rches, 
three-sided bay windows, and asymretrical fenestration patterns . 

Nos . 127 and 139 are the only houses of this grouping to remain intact and provide 
sorre indication of the original detailing . These rrodest , hipped- roof structures 
have clapboard , or claptoard and shingled, facades . On the ground floor of the 
front facades are columnar porches that are lined by simple railings and rest on 
lattice~rk bases . Wooden steps lead to double doors f l anked by sidelights . The 
porches shade the lower portion of full-height , angular bays . 

Nos . 119 and 123 have been clad in aluminum siding and have had their porches 
enclosed. No. 131 is covered with synthetic shingles , but retains its porch, 
double entry doors , and Palladian-styl e attic window with ornarrental sash. No. 
135 is clad in synthetic brick and has had its porch enclosed . No . 1.41, although 
sheathed with synthetic shingles , still exhibits original porch oolurms and 
railings , a stained-glass ornarrental window, original entrance door and projecting 
attic oriel. No. 145 retains its original clapboard and shingle siding and unusual 
attic windc:Ms recessed behind a Palladian opening , but has had its porch steps and r 
railings replaced. 

No. 149. 'l'his ~-and-one-half- story, clapooard and shingle , Colonial Revival 
style structure has an unusual lattice.-.Qrk gable and first-story beltcourse . Teh 
eastern facade is quite interesting with its oriel supported by large brackets 
and its one- story bay. The front porch has been rerroved and an entrance vestibule 
and brick terrace added. The date of construction and architect have not been 
determined. 

Nos . 159-163 are a row of three ornate neo-Reniassance style houses designed in 
1912 by George Marshall Lawton for John W. Egan. Their l:urestone facades , full
height rounded bays, stained-glass transom lights, galvanized-iron cornices, and 
deoorative carvings are typical of other oont.enporary houses in the Prospect 
Lefferts Gardens Historic District. The particularly fine carved Renaissance 
details on the doo:rway enfrairerrents , parlor- floor window pilasters , and ornamental 
plaques include abstract foliage details , bellflowers , and cartouches . The open 
terraces of these houses are an unusual feature in the Historic District. At No. 
161 the terrace is lined by a balustrade , while at Nos . 159 and 163 the terraces 
are enclosed by walls pierced with round holes . 
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Nos . 165-169 Feninore Street and 1914 Bedford Avenue . This alrrost perfectly 
syrmetrical group of four houses , designed in 1916 by Slee & Bryson for real 
estate develof)er Paul Ohnewald, uses features of the Colonial Revival style. 
The houses have deep front gardens set behind original bluestone sidewalks . 
The two-and-one-half-story central houses , with slate mansard roofs pierced 
by hipped- roof dormers , are mirror ina9es of each other. Built of brick 
laid in Flemish bond they have paired, projecting, peaked- roof , stucco and brick 
entry vestibules with~ doors , multi- paned side windows , and dianond-shaped 
tile ornament. The vestibules are flanked by triple window groups topped by 
splayed stone lintels . On the second floor , rectangular windows are set within 
shallow segmental brick arches , and at No . 167 they are franed by their original 
shutters . All the windows at No. 167 retain their multi-paned sash , while those 
at No . 169 have been replaced by single-paned sash. 

The projecting end houses of the r0w are three full stories tall and are 
faced with brick laid in English bond. The facades are marked by brick quoins 
and brick parapets. No . 165 has an entry vestibule that is similar to those of 
the center houses , while the corner house has ite entrance on Bedford Avenue 
(No. 1914) . The carefully detailed neo-Federal doorway of this house consists 
of a paneled door flanked by sidelights and surnounted by an elegant leaded fan
light, all set within a stone enfrarrerrent. The corner house has a triple window 
grouping at the parlor floor of the Fenim::>re Street facade , which serves to 
balance the vestibule of No. 165 . These windows are set within an enfrarrerrent 
similar to the keyed surrounds at Nos . 69 , 79 , and 81 Fenirrore Street. No . 1914 
has a two-story extension and a freestanding garage on Bedford Avenue . 

FENIM)RE STREET, north side between Bedford and Rogers Avenues . 

Nos . 175- 183. Designed in 1907 by architect d 1arles Infanger (one of the nost 
active architects in Brooklyn during this period) for William Reineking , these 
five nndest lirrestone houses corrbine retardataire, Rcmanesque Revival style 
details with nore fashionable Renaissance- inspired decorative forms . The 
alternating rhythm of angled and curved bays is typical of early 20th-century 
rowhouses , while the doglegged stoops , rock-faced browns tone baserrents and 
beltcourses , checkerboard stone patterns , and the Byzantine-style plaques are 
closely related to buildings of the 1880s . Conterrporary early 20th-century 
details include the Renaissance- inspired, carved, parlor- floor wind0w plaques , 
the doorway enfranemnts , and the galvanized- iron cornices . The cornices , with 
their unusually large egg- and-dart noldings , are particularly noteworthy. 

The handsome Bedford Avenue facade of No. 175 is faced with pale yell0w Ronan 
brick trinmad with limastone and brownstone . An interesting one-story, twt:>-car 
garage with pilasters constructed of angled bricks, bearred w::x:xlen doors, and 
galvanized- iron cornices is located on Bedford Avenue bet~ 175 Feninore Street 
and 118 Rutland Road. The entranre vestibule on Bedford Avenue is a later addiLion. 
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Nos. 185-195 (No. 191 has been emitted from the street nunbering) is a re,,, of 
five extrenely sinple brick and stone houses designed by owner/architect Ievi 
Fowler in 1897. The houses are arranged in a syrrrretrical pattem: :the central 
house (No. 189) has a three-sided bay, the ·flanking houses have flat facades, . 
and the end houses have rounded bays. All cif the dwellings rest on baserrents canposed 
of rock-faced brick, and all were designed with high stoops (rerroved at No. 195), 
rock-faced stone window lintels, snooth-stone doorway lintels, double doors, and 
wooden cornices. 

Nos. 197-199 are a pair of brick rowhouses designed by Ievi Fowler in 1897. 
With the exception of the Romanesque-inspired carving of the doorway liritels, these 
thest houses are virtually identical to the conterrq:,orary Fc~-.rler houses at Nos. 
185 and 195 Fenim,re Street. 

Nos. 203, 207, 211, and 213. Of these four frame dwellings designed in 1906 by 
Axel Hedman, only No. 213 retains its original appearance. This simple COlonial 
Revival style house has clapboard and shingle siding and is crowned by a steep 
hipped roof that is pierced by donrers. 'lhe front facade has a one-story porch and 
a pair of second-story angular bays. 

No. 207, originally identical to No. 213, is now covered with synthetic shingles. 
Nos. 203 and 211 have large garrbrel roofs, but were otherwise similar in detail 
to No. 213. Both have been resided. 

Nos. 217-219 are a pair of extremely sinple swell-fronted limestone houses built 
c.1906. The unornarrented facades of these houses are set behind raised terraces 
riimed by balustrades. l.Dvely stained-glass transom .lights decorate the parlor 
floor while a sinple, galvanized-iron oomice crowns each house. The entrance 
canopy and door at No. 217 and the vestibule at N::>. 219 are m:::,re recent additions. 

Nos. 223 and 227 are frarre houses that were built in 1906 to designs by Axel Hedman. 
Both have had their original siding replaced and their original porches renoved 
and rebuilt in brick. 

No. 231. Erected c.1900, this colonial Revival.'style frame dwelling retains 
few original features. 'Ihe original siding has been covered with almn.inum and 
synthetic stone, the steps and railings have been replaced, and the windows 
altered. Cl1ly the roof cornice, dormers, porch colurms, and a Palladian-window 
enfranerent remain as a reminder of the original appearance of the building. 
A pedinented garage with ornate cartouche is located to the rear. 

Nos. 241 1 245, and 249. 'lhese three COlonial Revival style frame dwellings were 
designed by Robert W. Firth, were built for Henry V. · Terboss in 1909. All have 
been resided, but they retain their original.profiles and sone original detailing. 
Porches, railings, doors, windows, towers, bays, dormers, and other decorative 
details can still be identified on the houses. 
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No. 251 is a nee-Renaissance style linestone house built for Henry V. Terboss 
111 1909, probably to the designs of Benjamm Driesler. unlike the other 
Driesler--designed houses an this block, No. 251 has a high baserrent and high 
dog-legged stoop. omarrent is limited to Benaissance-inspired plaques set below 
the parlor windcws, a carved beltcourse at the Second floor, stylized dooI.Way 
brackets with incised lines reminiscent of neo-Grec style carving :p,:,pu..1ar·,,, in 
the 1870s, and a pressed rretal cornice. ·· 

Nos. 253-263. (No. 259 has been omitted fran the street nunbering.·) Designed in 
1907 by Benjamm Driesler and built for Heruy v. Terboss, this i<M of five 
neo-Renaissance style houses is similar to many other linestone rCMS in the District. 
Full-height curved bays alternate with angular bays within the row. The carved 
doozway hcxx1s, dog-legged stoops, and large egg-and-dart cornices are of particular 
interest. No. 261 is one of the few masomy houses in the Prospect I.efferts 
Gardens Historic District to have been resided' with ·sYJ"!thetic stone. 

Nos. 265-275 (Nos. 271 has been omitted from the street nunbering). This neo
Renaissance style linestone row is typical of the rrodest, one-family rowhouses 
built in Prospect Lefferts Gardens by Fealty Associates in 1909 and 1910 (see 
Historical ·¥ltroduction). Realty Associates' linestone and brownstone houses, 
located an Feninore Street, Rutland Road, Midwood Street, Maple Street, and Linooln 
Road, just west of Rogers Avenue, were all designed by architect Benjamin Drielser. 
As with the others.,the Fen:iJrore Street designs are extremely sinple, with each 
house having a three-windowswide, full-height rounded bay (others have angled bays). 
'!he houses are set behind small area.ways or g?irdens, scme of which originally_-Sloped 
down to the sidewalk. Each stoop ,._ incc>1:}?0rates a small landing and is marked 
by lo, wing walls. 'Ihe entrances, with their paired wooden and glass doors with 
iron grilles are enfrarred by sirrple pilasters that support unpretentious entablatures 
-with. decorated friezes. Other ornarrent is sirrple and includes plaques located 
bel<M the central windows of each bay. Molded beltoourse separate the floors and 
each house is crowned by a nod.est galvanized-iron co.tnice. Here, as in other 
Realty Associates houses, the corner building is slightly taller, giving added 
enphasis to the end of the rem and fonning a frame for the street. The end houses 
have stra.ight, uninterrupted stoops and a side facade faced with brick. 

The Feninore Street r<M was built in 1909 and remains substantially as built. 

FOOINOI'ES 

1. Brooklyn Daily Eagle, June 1, 1906 (in IDng Island Historical Society 
"Scrapbcx>k," vol. 163, p.113) . 
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Lcffcrts /\venue, north Sillc between Rogers :inc.I Nostrand J\vcn11l's. 
rrnnk S. Lowe, 190S. 

Lcfferts Avenue, <lctni 1. 
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LEFFERTS AVENUE 

Lefferts Avenue is a wide street containing 108 similar, nod.est, tw:,-family houses 
erected in 1905-06. · The street also has the only aparbTent building in the Historic 
District. 

LEFFERTS AVENUE, north side between Bedford and Rogers Avenues. 

Nos. 139-215. (Nos. 143, 157, 167, 177, 189, 201, and 213 have been omitted 
from the street mmibering) • The thirty-o,,:, swall o,,:,-family rCMhouses on this 
blockfront were designed in 1906 by architect Frank S. 1"""" for the Kingston 
Realty Company. The houses, identical to those on the south side of the street, 
are sllllilar to the r<MS built by Kingston Realty on Iefferts Avenue between Rogers 
and Nostrand Avenues. All of the houses are oonstructed of brick omarrented with 
areas of unglazed terra-cotta. Two different designs were used for the houses 
between Bedford and Rogers Avenues--one type with rounded bays ("A" houses) and 
another type with three-sided angular bays ("B" houses). Although extremely smple, 
vernacular buildings, these houses use ornamental detail that can be traced to 
French Renaissance precedents. · 

The "A" houses are faced with white brick and have prcminent, three-window
wide bays. 1-bdest stoops with stepped wing walls lead to double-doored entrances 
which have clear-glass transom lights. Each entrance is surnounted by a terra-cotta 
entablature that rests on foliate brackets and is omanented with anthemion friezes. 
Above each entrance is a single rectangular window topped by a splayed lintel 
ornanented by a raised keystone. '!he six wind.CMS of each bay are surrounded by a 
terra-cotta enfrarrerrent. The windows are flanked by stylized C.Orinthian pilasters, 
each with a centrally-placed lozenge form. A b3nd with larger lozenges separates 
the first and second floors. Additional interest is provided by leaded-glass 
transom lights on the parlor level and by a o:>ntinuous, galvanized-iron, dentilled 
comice. 

The 11 B" houses are dominated by three-sided angular bays, each clad in 
terra-cotta. 'lhese houses are constructed of red brick ~d, like the 11A11 houses, 
have rrodest stoops, stepped wing walls, double-doored entrances, terra-cotta 
doorway lintels with anthemion friezes, clear-glass transcm lights a1::ove the doors, 
leaded-glass transom lights at the parlor floor window's, and continuous dentilled 
comices. The windows of the angular-bays are set within an enfrarrerrent high
lighted by a foliate rolding. A wide band of heavy, three-d.ilrensianal carving 
separates the windows of the first and second floors. All of the second floor 
windows are crowned by single nodest anthemia. 

All of the houses retain their basic fo:rm. Alterations have been limited 
to the addition of metal doorway hoods and iron railings and the replacerrent of 
the original double doors by single-leaf doors at Nos. 139, 141, 149, 169, 171, 175, 
177, 183, 185, 187, 191, 193, 205, 207, 209, 211, and 215. 
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No. 217 is a f~standing lirrestone ho\JSe typical of the simple nee-Renaissance 
style hares built in the Prospect J.efferts Gardens area in the early years of 
the 20th centw:y. The 1:1,Q-sto,:y house rests on a low baserrent. CJrnarrent is 
confined to the doo.rway lintel and three modest cazved panels set below the 
windows of the first floor. Original double doors and a bracketed cornice remain 
intact. The architect is unknown. 

LE.t'F'ERl'S AVENUE, south side between Bedford and Fogers Avenues. 

Nos. 138-146. (No. 140 has been anitted from the street nuni,ering). This row 
of four tw:>-family houses was designed in 1921 bY architects Slee & B,:yson for 
the Maade Realty Conpany. These vernacular brick houses, with their vaguely 
neo-Tudor details, are not arrong Slee & Bryson 1 s m::,st sophisticated designs. 
All of the houses of this symretrical grouping have projecting sun porches lit 
bY rows of six leaded windows (intact at Nos. 138 and 140) • The houses have 
paired entrances, but only that at No. 138 retains its original form. Here 
the doo.rway is set behind an open, Tudor-arched vestibule (enclosed at Nos. 140-146 
and covered by a 11colonial" enfranenent at No. 146). Other interesting 
features on the rCM include false gables at the end houses and a continoous, 
steeply-pitched slate roof. 

NO. 150 (Nos. 148-154) is a six-sto,:y brick apartrrent building designed in 1939 bY 
seeling & Finkelstein, an architectural finri praninent in the design of Brooklyn 
apartnent houses in the 1920s and 1930s. The nee-Federal ornament on this building 
is limited and includes urn pedestals, roof balustrade, an elliptically-arched 
entranceway caq:ilete with Doric pilasters and _a round-arched' fanlight. 

Nos. 158-214. (Nos. 156, 168, 180, 190, and 202 have been ormnited fran the 
street nurrbering). Designed in 1905, these twenty-four modest tw:>-family rowhouses 
are identical to those described at 139-215 J.efferts Avenue. As with those on the 
north side of the street, these houses retain their basic form with alterations 
limited to the addition of doo?:Way hcxxis and iron railing$ and the replacerrent of 
the original double doors at Nos. 174, ·194, 196, 198, 212, and 214. 

LEFFERTS AVENUE, north side between Rogers and Nostrand Avenues. 

Nos. 241-30. (Nos. 243, 255, 265, 283, 295, and 303 have been anitted fran the 
street nunbering). These twenty-six houses, designed in 1905 by Frank S. Ia-Je for the 
Kingstori Realty Conpany are similar to the row described at 139-215 Iefferts Avenue,. 
but they are nore ornate than those between Bedford and Rogers Avenues. Above the 
doorway lintels of the rounded-bayed "A" houses are large shell forms not found on 
the rows to the west. '!he angular-bayed "B" houses also have nore elaborate door-
way lintels. Here, slab lintels support cartouche-li.ke panels that are flanked bY 
volutes. The window above the doorway of each "B" house is set within an ornate 
terra-cotta enfranerent similar to those surrounding the windows of the bays. 
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In addition to the houses with curving and angled bays are a pair of narrow 
one-family houses with flat facades (Nos. 271-273). These centrally-placed houses 
("C" houses) are faced with red brick and have paired entrances with nodest stoops 
and single-leafed doors. '!he ITOSt notable features of these houses are shallow, 
projecting, second-story, rectangular bays, each with three windows flanked by 
paneled COrinthian pilasters. 

As with the other IDwe-designed rows on Lefferts Avenue, these houses 
retain their original detailing with the exception of the addition of doorway 
hcxxls, and iron railings, and the replacerrent of the original doors at Nos. 241, 
249, 251, 253, 257, 259, 277, 279, 281, 289, 291, 293, 297, 299 and 301. 

Nos.305-309 are outside of the l:oundaries of the District. 

LEFFERI'S AVENUE, south side between FDgers and Nostrand Avenues. 
,. ... ~. ,•, 

Nos. 242-302. (Nos. 248, 260, 270, 284, 296, and 304 have been omitted from 
the street nuntiering). are identical to the row across the street at 241-301 
Lefferts Avenue. 

Alterations are limited to doorway hoods, iron work, and neM doors at Nos. 242, 
244, 250, 252, 254, 262, 268, 272, 280, 292, and 300. 

No. 304 is a single brick rowllOuse, probably designed c.1905. The t=-story 
house has a nodest rounded bay, a cloo:rway flanked bY engaged columns with crude 
capitals, bracketed window enfrarrements on the first floor, crossetted enfrarrerrents 
on the seoond floor, and a sinple bracketed· comice. The present door is a 
replacenent of the original. · 
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177-18~ Lincoln Road. /\lhcrt Ullrich. t<rns. 

204-208 Lincoln Roa<l. /\xel lle<lmnn, 1907. 
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Grace Reformed Church. 
George T. ~lorsc, 1893. 

108 Lincoln RoaJ . 
Sl ee G Uryson, 1907. 
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LINCOIN ROAD, north side between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues. 

'!he apart:Jrent buildings and the parish house of the Grace. Refo:rned Church are 
outside of the boundaries of the Historic District. 

No. 163-171. The Grace Fefomed Church, housed in a picturesque nee-Italian 
Renaissance style building traces its history to 1856 when a Sunday School 
was founded in what is now Prospect Park. In OCtober, 1858 this nascent Sunday 
School rrerged with another local group to becorre the Society for the Arrelioration 
of the C.Olored Population in the town of Flatbush. '!his organization built a 
chapel which in 1871 came under the care of the Flatbush Dutch Reformed Church 
on Flatbush and Church Avenues. In 189 3 the Lefferts family donated land on the 
comer of Lincoln F.oad and Bedford Avenue for a new church and George Morse was 
corrmissioned to design the new building. In 1903 Morse was re-engaged by the 
congregation to design a Sunday School to be located behind the church on the 
corner of Bedford and Lefferts Avenues. In 1903 Grace Chapel became Grace 
Church, but,although it was independent of the Flatbush Dutch Refo:rned Church, 
it did not gain ownership of the property until 1973. 

The church is a beautiful small structure constructed of brick with terra
cotta trim. Designed on a cruciform plan, it has a nave, transepts, and comer 
towers. The front facade of the nave is articulated by a triple-arched entrance 
with double wooden doors c=ed by fanlighted windows. A round window with a 
heavy arched lintel and rrodillion brackets lends further interest to this lX)rtion 
of the facade. A squat, hipped-roof tower rises to the left of the nave. On 
the exterior, this tower is divided into two stories and an attic. At the front 
and side facades a single multi-paned rectangular window marks the first floor 
while a round-arched window denotes the second level. A blind brick arcade runs 
around the attic level. This tower is balanced by a taller tower · located to the 
right of the nave, at the comer of Lincoln Road and Bedford Avenue. The facades 
of this tower are articulated by narrow, ~-sto:cy brick arches that incorporate 
single rectangular and round-arched, multi-paned windows. A rrodest dentilled 
cornice separates the base of the tower fran the one-stoi:y upper portion. Fa.ch 
fare of this section has a pair of multi-paned, ro1.D1d-arched openings with terra
cctta lintels. 'lhese windows are recessed between brick piers and crowned by a 
terra-cotta beltcourse and a projecting cornice. The oomice supports a brick 
parapet and projecting corner pedestals with terra-cotta projections omarrented 
with swags and finials. '!he tower fo:ons the base for a belfry cooi:x,sed of 
round-arched openings flanked by 'Corinthian pilasters that-support . peclinented 
cornices. This picturesque tower composition is conpleted by a· slate-covered 
conical roof with finial. 

_,., '. 

' 'Ihe short nave of the church -is interrupted. by wide transeP~t· a dorred 
cupola marks :the crossing. Each transept is lit by a JXJW of three round-arched, .... ···'~ 
stained-glass windows ana by a pair of roundel windows, all of which are set 
within a large round brick arch. The tran,septs and ~rs are connected by 
open three-bayed arcades supported on octagonal terra-cotta columns. The arcades 
run in front of round-arched, stained-glass windows and are located below fan
lighted clerestories. To the rear of each transept are low projections with 
large elliptical arches that span three narrow round-arched windows. Most of 
the stained-glas$ windows in the church were donated by the Lefferts family and 
were designed by Tiffany Studios. 

, 
.' . 
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'!be Stmday-School building, now k"""11 as the Chapel of Grace Reformad 
Church, dating from 1903-04, ,,..s designed cy Morse in a style similar to the 
church. The. rrain facade of the SUn.day School, on Bedford Avenue, is divided 
into a three-bayed central pavilion flanked cy reoassed· wings. The massing of 
the central J?,3.vilion is divided into a projecting, nave-like entrance bay and 
narrow flanking bays. '!be entrance is shaded cy a bracketed hood above which 
is a rose wind.cw with omate tracery .. A brick, i;:ointed-arched, corl:elled com.ice 

-marks the peaked roof of this section. '!be t.u-story flanking bays have blind 
brick arches on the first floor and small rotmd-arched openings on the second 
story. 'Ihese arch~s and those of the other windCMS on the building have unusual 
raised brick vo~5.olrs. The side facades of the projecting central pavilion have 
street level entrances set below brick arches and small seoond-story windc>-,s. 
'.!he front facade of the flanking wings are lit cy paired multi-paned, rotmd-arched, 
windows, while the side facade$ ha'VE! wooden entrance vestibules and symretrically 
arranged round-arched window openings. '.Lb the rear are nore round-arched openings 
and a tall brick chimney. '!be entire structure is crowned cy a large octagonal 
drum lit cy triple, round-arched window groups. The polygonal roof is capped cy 
a tall finial. 

The church and Sunday SChool, which have not been altered- since their 
construction, are a superb foil to the conta:rg;:orary residences of the renainder 
of the Historic District. · 

, 
I 

With the exception of Nos. 98 and 130, all the large freestanding frane houses 
on the south side of LinCOln Poad were designed by the Brooklyn architectural 
firm of Slee & Bryson (see Architectural ·1ntroduction) . 'Ibis finn designed 
many houses in other parts of Brooklyn that are similar to the group on Lincoln 
Foad, including several houses in the Prospect Park south Historic District. 
Slee & Bryson were hired by Frederick B. Norris, a Brooklyn developer, to design 
the Lincoln Road houses. Norris had purchased the land from the I.efferts family, 
sulxlivided it into lots and then sold each house as it was built. 

South Side 

No. 74. '.!his shingled Colonial Revival style house was constructed in 1909. 
It is given a strong central enphasis cy a substantial jerkinhead gable which 
dominates the front facade. The gable exhibits a four-part rectangular windcM 
embellished with dentilled sills. A row of smaller, dentils at the gable base 
echoes the window dentils. '!be gable rests an two large-scaled brackets which 
flank a large three-sided angular bay. The front entrance still retains its 
original double-leaf "-"O<:len· doors with beveled glass panels set behind an L-shaped 
p6rch carried· on Doric colurms. A sirrple Pilaster featuring. georretric decoration 
stands to either side of the entrance. · · 

----1 

' 
" 
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No. 80. Like its neighbor to the west, this house was constructed in 1909. 
The clapboard and shingle colonial Revival style structure is crowned by 
a crossed-gable roof with a peaked-roof donrer at the front. Both the first 
and second floors exhibit three-sided angular bays and paired rectangular 
windows. The windows at the ground-floor level are nore elaborate, featuring 
leaded glass with a central decorative shield. Like No. 74, this house still 
retains its original double-leaf \\U:Xlen doors. Four heavy Doric colurms 
support the roof of the spacious Ir-shaped porch and are joined by the original 
wooden railing. 

No. 86 is a Colonial Pevival style house designed in 1909, but altered at a 
later date. Intitially the house was shingled; now the ground floor is brick 
and the upper floors have been stuoooed. Before alteration, a simple »xXlen 
porch ran across the frcnt of the house and double· doors framed by leaded-glass 
sidelights and~ pilasters corrprised the entrance. Now a small, rol.lllded 
portico carried by fluted colonnettes shelters the sinplified entrance. A large 
multi-paned rectangular window has been placed next to the entrance. A rrassive 
three-sided angular bay at the second-floor level carries the praninent attic 
gable which still retains its original open...,rk bargeboard. Further 
facade interest is provided by a shed donner which pierces the side of the front 
gable of the crossed-gable roof. 

No. 92. This pleasing clapboard and shingle colonial Revival style house was 
designed in 1909. Its rrost striking feature is a polygonal tower shich rises 
ab:>ve the irregular roof line at the northwest comer. Shingled brackets 
support the overhanging roof of the tower. A large peaked-roof gable with 
deep eaves decorated with block nodillions also pierces the roof and crowns a 
second-floor, three-sided, angular bay. A deep front porch with four D:Jric 
columns leads to the central entrance. Although the simple = doorway 
enfranerrent is still intact, the original door has been replaced. However, the 
original J:X)rch railing, featuring a Roman crisscross pattern, still links the 
porch columns. · 
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No. 98. 'Ihe newest house on this block.front is No. 98, designed by architect 
Eric Holmgren in 1922 for Marie Rosecrans. 'Titls house does not replace an 
earlier dwelling, but was built on a large plot of open land that had belonged 
to the owner of No. 102. '.!his Flemish-1:ond brick house is symretrically rrassed 
and features an elaborate, pedimented central portico supported by Doric columns. 
A swiliurst deooration highlights the tynpanurn of the pediment. Mditional interest 
is provided by the windru shutters which exhibit a half-noon m,tif and by the 
slate-oovered hipped roof. 

No. 102. Sonewhat similar in design to No. 92, this colonial Revival style 
house was designed in 1908. It was purchased the sane year by Harry C. Shiner, 
a shopkeeper who had a business in Manhattan. A "!ide porch with grouped Doric 
collllTDlS leads to the central entrance which has retained its original double
leaf wooden doors with glass panels. To the left, a three-sided angular bay 
rises the height of the house and is crowned by the steep, pitched overhanging 
roof. This bay is balanced to the right by a round tower toPped by a conical 
roof that gives dramatic enphasis to' this roomy shingle and clapooard structure. 
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No. 108. Frederick S. Marcyn, a Brooklyn lawyer, purchased this shingled 
colonial Revival style house in 1908. A projecting cross gable supported by 
large brackets dominates the front facade. A decorative bargeboard with Gothic 
detailing and a triple rectangular wind.CM featuring ornarrental tracery in 
the upper sash further enhance the gable.. The second-floor facade is 
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articulated by two three-sided angular . bays separated by a snall, rectangular 
stained-glass windCM. The central window of each bay is enfrarred by a crossetted 
shoulder-arched surround. Thin Doric colonnettes support the rcof of the deep 
front porch which shelters a centrally-placed entrance .that re~ins its original 
dcuble doors with beveled glass panels. Further interest at the ground floor 
is provided by a triple, leaded-glass, rectangular window highlighted by 
colored-glass crests. 

No. 116. Quite similar in rrassing to its neighbor at No. 108, this neo-Tudor 
style house was also built in 1907. A prominent front gable exhibits ornanental 
half-timbering and a sinple barge]:oard. At the second-floor level two three-sided 
angular bays with llUllti-paned windcws suppert the projecting gable. The spacious 
perch is omarrented by four fluted COrinthian columns connected by a wooden railing. 

No. 122. Designed in 1908, this clapboard and shingle colonial P.evival style 
house was originally the horre of Albert M. Schall, a nanufacturer. The front 
perch is almost identical to that of No. 116, exhibiting the sane fluted 
COrinthian coltmnS joined by a >lOOden railing. Slight variations were provided 
by changing the railing pattem and the entrance location. No. 122 has a 
central entrance while the entrance to No. 116 is set to the left. The dcuble-
leaf wooden doors which appear frequently on this street are given oore elaborate 
treatrrent at this house. Set in a sinple wooden enframerrent, they are flanked by 
both leaded-glass sidelights and geonetrically-decorated pilasters. To the left 
of the central entrance a three-·sided angular bay rises the height of the house 
to support a large projecting front gable enilellished with a sinple bargeboard. 
Shingles laid in a diam,nd pattem add a pleasing flourish to the base of the gable. 

No. 130. John Turney, a dealer in skins, purchased this inposing brick and 
shingle house in 1910. The architect and the exact construction date are unknCMn, 
but the house was probably built shortly before its sale. It occupies a lot 
that is dcuble the size of the other lots on the block (100 x 100 instead of 
50 x 100) and includes a one-story brick extension on the left. The main 
section of this inpressive Colonial Revival style structure is syrnrretrically 
nassed and crowned by a peaked rcof pierced by large hipped-roof donrers. A 
small triangular domer exhibiting a bull's-eye winda-.r with decorative tracery 
is set between the main dorrrers. At the second-floor level a tripElri'!=e:, window" 
with ornarrental tracecy is set between the main do:rners. Slender Doric columns 
support the rcof of a deep front perch. Sheltered by the perch is an inpressive 
central entrance cc»1l?OSed of three panels flanked by fluted engaged columns and 
crowned by an elliptical sunburst motif. The sinple one-sto,:y extension has little 
ornamentation except for a small porch Carried by square columns. 
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Nos. 140 and 146 are similar brick and stucoo nee-Tudor houses with crossed
gable roofs. Altough they were constructed five years apart, No. 140 in 1916 and 
No. 146 in 1911, they are allrost identical except for variations in deoorative 
detail. Both houses exhibit large frontal gables omarrented with half-timbering 
that at NQ. 140 is the nore elaborate with a curved crossed-brace pattern 
nmning along its base. Each second-flcor facade is articulated by a flat, 
slightly projecting rectangular bay containing pairs of decorative leaded-glass 
windows (at No. 146 the leaded glass appears only in the transcms). The ground
floor entrances are slieltered by projecting pedimented porches carried on square 
piers. Both houses have recessed entrances set to the left of central, three
sided angular bays. To the right of each projecting porch is a large, multi
paned rectangular window. No. 146 remains intact. No. 140 was altered in 1937 
to provide a second entrance for tw:::> doctors' offices. 'Ihis second entrance 
was placed in the central panel of the three-sided angular bay. 

No. 152. This stucco and brick nee-Tudor style reSidence was designed in 1910. 
'Ihe house is sorrewhat similar to its neighbors at Nos. 140. and 146, although the 
treatrrent at the first and second-floor levels is different. Here, the brick 
ground floor is eni>ellished by a five-part leaded-glass rectangular window. 
The entrance, placed to the right, is defined by a peaked-roof, brick vestibule 
with inner and outer wooden doors, each exhibiting a beveled-glass, multi-paned 
window. A snall leaded-glass window on either side of the vestibule echoes the 
large ground-floor wind<:M. Two hooded, tripartite rectangular windows pierce the 
second-floor facads. A large half-t:ilnbered front gable crowns the house. Side 
dorners and gables and a brick chirrney stack laid in a decorative pattern rise 
above the roof line. 

No. 158. Designed in 1910, this C'.olonial Revival style house was purchased in 
1912 by Kenyon Parsons, a merchant. The steep, pitched hipped roof of the house 
is pierced by a ·peaked-roof dorrrer ,with a double rectangular window. On the 
second· floor b.o three-sided angular bays rise to rreet the .deep overhanging 
roof. A smaller rectangular window is placed to one side of the angular bays. 
A wide porch carried by brick piers and Doric columns is highlighted by a 
jerkinhead gable located over the entrance bay. A \\UOden railing in the familiar 
Roman crisscross pattern joins the columns. An unusual feature of this house 
is the use of overlapping bands of shingle that cover all facades. 

No. 164 was designed in 1910 and sold the foll.CMing year to William Delancy 
savage, a broker. Originally a wood and stucco structure, its exterior has 
been conpletely covered with stucco. The front facade is dominated by a 
prominent gable. Paired rectangular windows with decorative upper sash appear 
at both the attic and second-floor levels while a tripartite stained-glass wind<:M 
ornanents the ground flcor. The centrally-placed entranceway to the house is 
cOl1l)OSed of a single-leaf glass door, protected by iron grillework and flanked by 
pilasters. 'lhe entrance is sheltered by an L-shaped porch. 
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No. 170. I.Dcated on the comer of Lincoln Road and Bedford Avenue, No. 170 is 
an llTpOSing brick and stucco,· neo-'l\tdor style house designed in 1910. On the 
Bedford AVenue side two three-sided, angular bays rise the height of the house 
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to support peaked-roof, half-tini:>ered gables. A smaller peaked-roof donrer pierces 
the roof line between the tw:, larger gables, all of which are lined by wooden 
bargeboards. Rectangular windows articulate the second-floor bays which are 
separated by a tripartite central window with leaded glass in the upper sash. 
Ornate leaded glass reappears in the three rectangular windows of the one-story 
brick li vingrcx:m facing on Lincoln Road. The house has ~ entrances--each a 
sinple wooden door protected by iron· grillework. A brick railing COJ\]?Osed of 
open brick balusters nm.s around the fiont and side of the house. A separate 
stucro garage with bricks laid up in a quoin-like pattem complerrents the house. 

LINCOIN !OAD between Bedford and Rogers Avenues. 

Although only the south side of this street is within the boundaries of the 
Iefferts Manor developrrent, l:oth sides were built up with similar one-family 
rowhouses. The architectural quality on this block is extremely high with 
excellent xcellent exarrples of the Fananesque Pevival and neo-F.enaissance styles. 

LINOOIN ROAD, north side between Bedford and Rogers Avenues. 

Nos. 177-183, designed in 1905 by architect Albert Ullrich, form a harmonious 
group of four nee-Renaissance style rowhouses. Built in an ABB.l\ pattern, these 
three-story brick and linestone structures are unified at the roof line by a 
sinple rrodillioned comice. Limestone blocks placed in a quoin-like pattem 
om.anent each end of the row and separate the "A" houses from the "B" pair. 
The upper floors are faced with Fanan brick trinmed with lirrestone. The end houses 
exhibit three-sided angular bays running the full height of the house. A 
decorative band embellished by a Greek fret rroti.f separates the brick upper floors 
from the stone baserrent. Paired, round, b.o-story and baserrent .linestone bays 
topped by ornairental railings distinguish the central houses. A band of guillouche 
decoi,ation separates the basement from the upper floors. Rectangular windows 
articulate the facade; the parlor-floor windows are enphasized by stained-glass 
transoms. Unusual paired, dog-leg stoops lead to the entrances. Each entrance 
enframerrent is unique, giving a certain individuality to each house within the 
group. At. No. 177 a triangular pedinent is supported by Tuscan pilasters. At 
No. 183 a segrrental-arched pediment ornamented with a lion tynpanum rests on 
oonsole brackets. The brackets rest on· a 1irre stone enfranerent and each is 
embellished by a wreath. At No. 175 a banded enfranerrent is crowned by a blind 
oculus set into foliate enfrarrerrent. The doorway at No. 181 is crowned by a 
slab lintel supported by incised brackets. A projecting brick round arch rises 
from the lintel and is adorned by a linestone keystone and b«> linestone 
voussoris. A stone panel with a wreath encloses the arch. The Bedford Avenue 
facade of No. 177 is sinply articulated by rectangular wind<:Ms as well as by an 
Oriel windCM at the first-floor level. 'l"here is a one-story brick extension behind 
this house. 
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Nos. 185-191. Architect August Nordberg designed this group of four brick and 
stone, late Roiranesque Revival style i:owhouses in 1895·. As is typical of this 
style, these houses are built of Roiran brick and various types of rock-faced 
and srrooth-faced stone. However, their galvanized iron oornices with floral 
rrotifs look ahead to the neo-Fenaissance style that characterizes many other 
houses in this neighborhcx:>d. The houses alternate angular bays with rounded 
bays. Dog-leg stoops lead to round-arched entrances surnotmted bY rockfaced 
stone lintels. WindcMs are both rectangular and round-arched. The rectangular 
parlor-floor windows have stained-glass transoms. 'Ihe round-arched windows at 
the second floor of the houses with rounded bays exhibit brick lintels with 
header bricks laid in three concentric circles. Except for a new basenent 
door at No. 191, the houses are essentially intact. 

No. 193-197. '.!his space is the rear yard of a large apart:nent house at No. 
148-154 Iefferts Avenue. 

Nos. 199-205. The architectural finn of Lawton & Field designed this group 
of four stone necrRenaissance style rowhouses in 1897. Built in a ABAB pattem, 
they are unified bY an ornate galvanized-iron cornice with swags and wreaths. 
The "A" muses feature full-height, three-sided angular bays with srrooth rusticated 
blocks between the first and second floors. The original entrance, a sinple 
square-headed stone enfrarrerrent with rounded corners and stone transom,. bar, 
remains intact at No. 199, although the original doors have been replaced. 
Unfortunately the entrance at No. 203 has been altered. The "B" houses exhibit 
full-height ro\Dlded bays and segnental-arched entrances with Gibbs surro\Dlds. 
'fypical of other houses of this period, this rCM is essentially neo-Renaissance in 
character, but there are also soma Roiranesque Revival details. These include 
dog-leg stoops, rock-faced stone stringcourses and basements. 

Nos. 207-215. Decorative elements differ slightly within this group of five 
stone nee-Renaissance style r<:Mhouses probably designed in the early 20th 
century bY Axel lledm,n. All of the houses have dog-leg stoops and galvanized
iron comices; four of the houses have three-sided angular bays rising the full 
height of the muse, while No. 209 el<hibits a rounded bay. Richly carved 
ornanental plaques in foliate and abstract patterns typical of Hedman' s work 
embellish the bays at the first and seoond-floor levels. The double-.dciore,r 
entrances of Nos. 207 and 213 have si.nple architrave m:,ldings. The entrances 
of Nos. 211 and 215 feature. s:inple projecting lintels supported on decorative,· 
foliate corl:els. No. 209 has a nore elaborate entrance enfrarcenent exhibiting a 
full entablature resting on fluted pilasters. The detailing of this enfrarrerrent 
is quite interesting with its small Ionic capitals, cupid' s bow frieze, and a 
cartouche-like cornice projection. A. pleasing feature of this group is that all 
houses have retained their original wooden double-leaf doors with glass panels. 

Nos. 217-255. (Nos. 221, 223, and 225 have been anitted from the street nunbering.) 
This extrenely fine group of seventeen rowhouses was designed by architect 
Axel S. Hedman (see· Architectural Introduction) in 1901. Many of these houses are 
similar to sm3.ller groups of rowhouses located across the street at Nos. 17 4-184 
and 204-236. Basically neo-Renaissance in design, this long rCM is unified by an 
elaborate galvanized iron cornice exhihi ting a variety of classical details such 
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as swags, rinceau, and anthemia. All the houses have double-leaf . 
wooden doors with transom windows and heavy dog-leg stoops. To avoid 
m:motony Hedman varied the typa of stone used, the shape of the bays, and the 
decorative rrotifs. 

The first four houses in then:,;,, illustrate the four.different· types 
used within the entire row.. With the exception of the second type which is 
only used once, all the other types reappear. randomly throughout the ro.. 

Nos. 217, 231, 241, 247, and 253 are all examples of the first type. 
A three-sided angular bay rises the full height of these houses. llandsam3 
plaques with floral decoration separate the first and second floors. At 
the entrance fli.ited pilasters .support a blind arch with keystone. This 
arch and the related spandrels are filled with lush foliage and cartouches. 
A smaller version of this entrance enfranerrent appears at the central window 
of the bay. Some of these houses have b=nstone basemants and J.imastone 
upper stories, while others are oompletely of brownstone. No. 255, the last 
house in the rct,,1, presents a variation of this first type; it has the sane 
ornarrentation but its bay curves out to neet the adjacent building. 

The only exanple of the second pattem., No. 219, has a brownstone baserrent 
and linestone upper stories. A full-height rounded bay exhibits semi-circular 
floral plaques above each first-floor window. Narrower floral panels appear 
beneath the first-floor windows. This house has an unusual battered and 
crossetted doorway enfrarrernent reminiscent of those on Greek Revival houses 
built in the 1830s. ·The enfrarrerrent is crowned by a decorative plaque flanked 
on each side by a spindle. Directly above the entrance plaque is a rectangular 
window topped by a segm,ntal-arched floral plaque. 

Nos. 227, 235, 239, and 243 are of. the third type. All of these houses are 
built of b=nstone and- feature full-height three-sided angular bays. 
Decorative plaques appear under the first- and second-floor windows and al:ove 
the entrances. The detail on Nos. 227 and 235 consists of the typa of Byzantine 
leaf\..urk pattern often found on P.omanesque Revival structures. However, Nos4 239 
and 243 feature the floral decoration typical of the neo-Fenaissance style4 
A sinple architrave rrolding defines the entrance. 

The fourth and final type includes Nos. 229, 233, 237, 245, 249, and 251. 
These houses have brownstone bases with limestone upper stories. A large 
rectangular plaque in various floral pattems highlights each entrance 4 IM'arf 
pilasters.flank. this panel· and rest on corbels that reSemble COrinthian capitals4 
The houses' full-height rounded bays display a smaller version of the entrance 
plaque between the first and second floors. 

Fortunately there has been only minimal alteration in this handsone r<:M4 
Nos. 233 and 235 have their stoops renoved and Nos. 227 and 229 have new doors. 
Aside from these changes the row remains intact, an excellent exarrple of a 
harrogeneous yet varied group. 
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LINCOIN ROAD, south side between Bedford and Rogers Avenues. 

Nos. 174-184. (Nos. 180 and 186 have been omitted from tile street nurriJering). 
Axel Hedman (see Architectural Introduction) designed this group of five neo
Renaissance style rowhouses for Frederick B. Noiris in 1906. They are practically· 
identical to sare of the houses in Hedman's lbng rQW··at_ 217-255 Lincoln~, 
but tile omanentation in this group is nore lavish. All tile houses have dog-leg 
stoops and double glass doors protected .. cy graceful iron grillework. The re,, is 
crowned by a continous galvanized iron cornice decorated with swags and floral 
designs. The houses are arranged in an.ABABA pattern. M:>st of the "A" houses 
have brownstone bases with lirrestone~upper stories; however, the front facade of 
No. 174, the first house in the row-, is completely of lirrestone. The entrance 
to each of these houses exhibits a rectangular plaque e!!bellished cy ornate 
floral carving. tMarf pilasters flank the entrance plaque and rest on oorbels 
that resenDle Corinthian capitals. · Similar plaques flanked cy dwarf pilasters 
are located between tile first and seoond floors of the full-height rounded bays. 
Of the tw::> "B" houses one is entirely faced in brownstone (No. 182) while the 
other has a brownstone base with li.mastone upper floors (No. 176). An angular 
bay rises the full height of these houses. The first and second floors are 
separated by handsome plaques with floral decoration. At the entrance, fluted 
pilasters support an ornate blind arch with keystone. A smaller version of 
this entrance enfrarrenent appears at the central window of the an~ bay. 

'!be Bedford Avenue facade of No. 174 is 'faced in brick highlighted with 
limestone. The rrost notable features are quoins, a galvanized-iron oriel 
window, a tripartite rectangular window, and stained-glass transom lights. 
Eehind the row there is a one-story and -baserrent extension with an oriel 
window and a tw:::>-story,. freestanding garage. 

Nos. 188 and 190. This pair of transitional late Rananesque Revival/neo
Renaissance style rowhouses was designed for William F. Schaefter in 1898 cy 
Albert E. White, an architect who designed similar rowhouses in tlle,crcr.m Heights 
North and Park Slope sections of Brooklyn. The rusticated.base and dog-leg 
stoop of each house are stone and the upper floors are brick with stone trim. 
A rounded bay rises the full height of each house. The stone dooi:way enfrarrerrents 
exhibit carved decoration; the quality· is particularly fine on the friezes above 
tile doors. '.!his frieze pattern is repeated over tile first floor winck:Ms. The 
second-story windows of the rotmded bay are flanked by unusual torches with 
Ponanesque-style £lanes. No. 188 has· a new door but otherwise the houses are 
intact. 

Nos. 192-194. In 1899, one year after he designed Nos. 188-190, ¥chit<;ct 
Albert E. White designed this pair of neo-Renaissance style houses for John 
McKeown. The rusticated base and dog-leg stoop of each house are li.mastone, and 
the upper floors are faced with cream-c6lored · brick with l.irrestone trim. This 
pair of houses has angular bays whj.$ -tise .. the full. height of the oouse. '!be 
doorway and ground-floor windows have 00111?lete stone enfrarrerrents. '!be ornate 
decorative frieze located above the entrance reappears over the central window 
of tile angular bay. A carved plaque appears beneath the central windcM of the 
bay which is franed cy a bead-and-reel nolding. At the seoond-floor level stone 
bands running the width of the house enliven the brick facade. 
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Nos. 196-200. This group of three neo-Renaissance style houses was designed 
in. 1900 by Roosen & White for John Wilson. Architect George F. Roosen worked 
in several other Brooklyn neighborhoods including Sunset Park, Crown Heights, 
Clinton Hill, and Prospect Heights. White is probably Albert E. White who 
designed Nos. 188-194 Lincoln Road. Although each house is different, they 
share certain details including ro\lllded bays, double-leaf wood and glass doors 
protected with iron grillemrk, and dog-leg stoops. The brCMnStone house at 
No. 196 is alnost ideritical to that at 219 Lincoln Road designed by architect 
Axel Hedman in 1901. No. 198, with a brownstone base and lirrestone upper floors, 
closely reserrbles No. 209 >mich was designed by Axel Hedrran for John Wilson, the 
owner/builder of this rc:M. The last hoi.tse in this group, No. 200, is unique 
to the block. A pedinented lintel resting on stylized brackets SUJ:Jl'O\lllts the 
double-doored entrance of this house. Deoorative floral plaques with cartouches 
appear bel0"7 the ground-floor wind0"7S of the rounded bay >mile a floral frieze 
with a central cartouche separates the first and second stories of the bay. A 
round-arched window lights the area al:ove the entrance and Romanesque-inspired 
bands of rock-faced stone laid to reserrble voussoirs radiate from it. 

Nos. 204-236 (Nos. 202 and 238 have beeri omitted fran the street numbering), 
with their angular and rounded bays, omate doorway enfrarrents, carved plaques, 
dog-leg stoops, and galvanized-iron cornices are al.rrost identical to sorre of the 
houses described on the north side of the street in the groups at 207-215 Lincoln -·· 
Road and 217-255 Lincoln Road. Although these seventeeri neo-Renaissance style 
houses were all designed by architect Axel Heclman, they were built in three 
different· groups: Nos. 204-216 in 1907 for John and William Doherty; Nos. 
218-226 in 1901 for Frederick B. Norris; and the last part of this large 
group, Nos. 228-236, in 1905, also for Frederick B. Norris. The five houses 
in the· 1905 group are faced with brownstone basenents and llllestone upper stories, 
while the other groups are variously all linestone or all brownstone. No. 21.0, 
a brownstone house, is slightly different fran the Hedrran designs described 
aoove as it displays a pedinented lintel above the entrance. The only major 
alteration in this fine group appears at No. 220 where the stoop has beeri rem,ved 
and a new door added. Nos. 224 and 228 also have new doors. 

Nos. 244-274. This pleasing row of thirteen peo-Renaissance style rowhouses 
is typical of those designed by architect Benjamin Driesler for Realty Associates. 
Built in 1909-10, the rCM is identical to those described at 253-275 Fenirrore 
Street. With the exception of new iron railings the rCM renains as built. 
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MAPIE Si.'REEr, between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues 

Maple Street between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues was the last block within 
the old Iefferts Manor to be developed. As a result, it was built up not 
with brownstone or limestone rowhouses, current at the tum of the century, 
but with the free-standing neo-Geol:gian brick houses typical of the 1920s. 
They were designed largely by Brooklyn architects >AlO specialized in the 
construction of one-family <M!llings. Sare of these nee-Georgian hanes were 
given Spanish-tiled Mission Revival roofs, which were very popular at the 
tine; although the two,sj;yles sound meongruous, they actually blend together 
very well. · 

NORIH SIDE 

Nos. 15-19, 21-23, and 25-29. These six two-story, semi-detadled houses, 
built by George lobenstein in 1922 for Stephan waris, are typical of specu
lative housing in New York City in the 1920s. They are constructed of Flemish
bond brick, with = trun. 

The two caip:,nents of each pair of houses are mi,:;ror :images. The l.cMer 
story of each contains an entrance and a large multiple window. 'Itle entrance 
is recessed within a round-arched porch approached by a brick stoop. The upper 
stories of Nos. 15-19 and 25-29 have three-sided angular bay windows topped by 
brick pedjments. At the second story, Nos. 21-27 have flat windows topped by 
brick discharging arches. The lCMer story win:lows of Nos. 19 and 23 have 
leaded lights with colored-glass shields set into roondels. The peak roof above 
the upper story and the slightly sloping roof over the lower story of all the 
houses are tiled. 

Nos. 31 and 39. These two free-standing houses,mirror unages of one another, 
were designed by George Alexander, Jr. for Steven McKeever in 1925, and are 
examples of the neo-<;eorgian style as used in the 1920s. The narrco, end of 
each house faces Maple Street, where an elegant one-story arcaded Corinthian 
sun porch with handsa!e w.ought-iron grilles extends £:can the body of the build
ing. ~ extension is crowned by a w.ought-iron railing that runs in front of 
a three-sided angular bay. · 

The entrance to each house is through a smaller enclosed porch at the 
side; this porch also carries a wrought-iron balustrade. The first story windows 
on the entrance side of the houses have nee-Georgian splayed stone lintels. 
while those above have flat lintels. Each house has a Spanish-tile hipped roof 
with large shingled daII!lers. The contenp:,rary garages behind the houses have 
similar tile hipped roofs. 

· Nos. 43 and 47, post-war freestanding brick houses, maintain the scale of the 
earlier houses an the block. Each has an extended porch, recessed entrance, 
and a slate roof, all of which relate to the stylistic elerrents of the 
neighboring buildings. 

Nos. 51; 591 and '63. William A. ta.cerenza, one of Brooklyn's· rrore prolific 
architects of the 1920s, designed these three houses in 1924 for three 
different clients: NO. 51 for Isidore Ruoins, No. 59 for the D. Bernstein 
canpany, and No. 63 for Lillian Martus. · Nos. 51 and 59 are identical; 
No. 63 is similar, but has a different front entrance and no porte-cochere. 

________ ------ __ df!E: ___ _ 
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The houses, a mixture of the neo-Georgian and Spanish Mission styles, 
axe constructed of Flenish-band brick, with Spanish-tile hipped roofs. The 
bricks axe of two types: a shiny, srooth brick for the headers and a dull, 
rough brick for the stretchers, The pl.acarent of porches, porte-eocheres, 
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and dormers gives each house an irregular, picturesque massing. centrally 
placed stoops at Nos. 51 and 59,'.'and a side stoop at No. 63 lead to projecting 
front porches, with stone balustrades, in front of a living-roan wall artic
ulated by paired double-hung windows with round-arched deoorative upper sash; 
No. 51 has cast-iron floral window grilles. 'Ihese one-story living-roan 
extensions axe topped by sloping Spanish-tiled roofs. 'lbe porte-oocheres at 
Nos. 51 and 59 axe fonned by a continuation of the entablature of the extension 
above slender, paired boric colunns on brick bases. In place of the porte
oochere, No. 63 has a small, covered entranoe portioo supported by brick piers. 

The s:inple rectangular windows an the west side of the houses have flat 
lintels. Interest has been added to the east facades by the presence of an 
elliptical-arched window plaoed over a hooded side-entrance. The Spanish-tile 
roofs fol1"'1 the irregular massing of the houses, and this irregularity is 
accented by a tall chimney rising f,:an the eastern facades. 

No; ·71, a picturesque house built in 1924 for Gustave Kellner, was designed 
by the firm of caughy & Evans to resemble a medieval English cottage. The 
main portion of the house is constructed of unadorned brick, laid in Flenish 
bond, b.tt gains interest fi:an the massing of the various facade elemants. 
The eastem section of the Ir-shaped front facade projects towards the street. 
A projecting entrance vestibule with a steep.',pitctied roof and Tudor-arched 
stone lintel gives further eop,asis to this section, To the right are a group 
of four leaded-glass casement windows. Sunilar casemant windows a= an the 
first floor of the recessed section to the left and on the side facades, while 
all of the second story windows have six-over-one double-hung sash. The slate 
roof is steeply pitched and has a shed donner on its western slope. To the 
east rises a Tudor-style chimney with three angled stacks. A seconda:ty entrance 
on the east has tall = leaded-glass casement doors. The oontenporary 
garage at the rear has a slate hiJ;l?ed roof. 

· ·No; ·75, designed in 1922 by Albert M:,rton Grey for Jeanne M. Reynolds, is a 
s:i.nple variation on the neo-<.eo,:gian style seen elsewhere on this street. Its 
two floors axe faced with English-bond brick and are articulated by s:inple 
double windows and large' elegant French doors. The central, round-arched 
entranoe in a projectlllg bay en the eastern facade, is ai;proached through an 
el ab:>rate porte-cochere with four sets of heavy piers sui;porting a flat-topped 
tile hipped roof. French doors open cnto a railed porch on the porte-cochere 
roof; the bay is topped with a gable. The hipped roof of the house is clad in 
red French tiles; brick clriJmeys rise on both its north and west sides. 

'No; 95, a neo-Georgian house with elab:>rate neo-Federal detailing, was designed 
by Gordon M, Freutschold in 1917 for William H, Todd, the head of the New York
based Todd Shipyards Co,:poration, It is a very large house, with an extensive 
garden extending to the west. The main entrance, sheltered by a oolumar 

· porch on the east side of the Maple street front, is OCl11poSed of a large neo
Federal door with fluted pilasters and elegant leaded-glass fan- and 'side-1.ights. 
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on the west side of the front is a set of three round-arched leaded-glass windows 
with brick arch surrounds. The house is toppe:i by a large =en entablature 
and modillianed cornice, above which rises a Spanish-tile hipped roof with two 
pedimented doimers. 

E><tending to the west of the house is a t..o-stocy brick and ,«lOd sun 
porch with arcaded windows on the main floor and double-lrung windows above. 
'lbe body of the house continues behind the porch with round-arched windows 
on the main floor and square-headed windows above. Behind the garoen is a 
oontenqx,ranecous brick garage with a Spanish tile hipped roof. 

No. 109. Like No. 95, No. 109 was designed by Gordon Freutschold in 1917 
for William H. Todd, and is a snaller and less elaborate version of that house. 
A =en porch of Ionic COlUJmS shades a round-arched entrance enfr"""""'1t 
with sinq:>le leaded-'glass fanH1<;A,.t. To the west of the entrance is a modified 
PaJladjan window, with keystone and .leaded-glass fanlight. A =en cornice 
runs around the house and is sw:m:runted by a Spanish-tile hipped roof pierced 
by a central Palladian-style donner, and a brick cltimney. A one-story brick 
sun porch with arcaded, modified Palladian windows extends on the west. The 
fenestration on the eastern facade is in:egular and :includes two round-arched 
windows, and a projecting oriel with a round-arched window and ,«lOden piers 
supporting an entablature. 

No. 111-113 is the side facade of the house described at 1842 Bedford Avenue. 

SOUrH SIDE 

Nos; ·14~1s, 20~22, ·and ·24~2s are part of the same developnent as, and are 
identical to, Nos. 15-19, 21-23, and 25-29 across the street. 

No; 32 was designed by the £inn of revy & Berger in 1934 for Dr. Max Mensch, 
a specialist in internal rredicine ..tio taught at the Iang Island college of 
Medicine and was later the medical director of Iang Island Hospital. A ll'Odest 
hale, designed to resemble an English oottage, the building is rrost interesting 
for its massing and an unusual roof outline. The Maple Street front canprises 
a two-and-a-half=stocy gabled facade with basement, and a one-story arched 
porch enclosing the recessed front entrance. Its windows are arranged as a 
set of four doubl<Mlung windows at the first stocy, two double-lrung windows 
at the secorn stocy, and a small Tlxlor-arched window at the attic. 'lbe attic 
level is further enilellished by Tudor style half-tiJnbering. The eastern front 
is most notable for its unusual jerkin-beaded gable. The slate roof follows 
the outline of the two peaked roofs and the sloping roof over the entrance 
portico. 

No. 36-40, a picturesque residence, nee-Tudor style in feeling, was des.igned 
for Bernard M. Maltz in 1927 bylldeilc'hGol.dbel:g, a Flatbush apartment house 
nnjlder. 'lbe building is ca>stnlcted of English-bond brick with llalf-tmiber 
detailing and is crowned by a hipped roof. 

The house caipriaes a large blo-stocy and attic main section, and a 
sraller one-stocy wing extending to the east. The. main sectim is· synn,etrically 
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coni;x,sed axound the central projectu,g entrance pavillion, which is 
approached by a broad flight of steps, The recessed, segn-ental-arched 
doorway is flanked by small side w:i.r:'3""8, A shallow r:ectangular oriel 
resting on cmsole brackets projects above the ooorway, · 'nie oriel has leaded.
glass w:i.r:'3""8 and half-tinber amament with panels of tapestry- and herring
bone-pattemed brick infill, 'lb either side of the entrance pavillian are 
two stories of double-h\lllg windcMs tq;,ped by small half-timbered gables, A 
hipped roof pierced by a single half-timbered domer crowns the house; a 
Tudor-style polyga,al brick chimney stack with pattemed brick-work rises an 
the west, 

The smaller wing oonsists of a large tripartite window above which is a 
half-timbered_ gable, A secondary entrance set into a· keyed enframenent ·with 
a shoulder-arched lintel is topped by a gable· with half-ti!mering and 
herringbone patterned brick. · 

Alterations include the filling in of w:i.r:'3""8 an the ..,,stern side with 
brick, and the addition of windcM grilles, 

- ------·-- ------------ - -----------------, - ------ - ----·-------• 
No, 50 is a sinple neo-<:lassical style house, designed in the l920's, It 
J.S oonstructed of brick which has been \\Orked into quoins, piers, windcM 
arches, and lintels. Ti«> front entrances axe sheltered by an open portico 
fOillled by fluted, attached columns that support seni-cii:cular arches. The 
,rain porticm of the front facade oaiprises three bays, each containing a 
first-sto,:y r:ectangular window recessed within a brick round arch, and an 
upper window with a brick linl;el. 

Acme-story brick porch on th'! west has large, elegant classical
inspired French doors each with a leaded-glass fanlight, The same classical 
inspiration can be seen in the curil:u,g Imll.lions and aedicular surromids of 
the do:cmers that rise fran the slate roof, 

------------ ··-· , ________ --- ------------ ----
No. SB, which displays a ndxture of Georgian·· and Spanish Missicm Revival 
details was built by Bly & Hamann in 1924 for Mr, and Mrs. Charles A, Brassler. 
The mabl entimnce to this brick house is through a small porch with Doric 
colmms located on the wastern facade, A ori<Mitory sun porch, with casanent 
w:i.r:'3""8 topped by fanlights, extends fran. the house towards Maple Street, On 
the wall above the porch are a pair of shallow angled oriel w:i.r:'3""8. The 
hipped roof, with its large dormers, is covered in green Spanish tile, as are 
the sun porch; entrance porch and original hipped_roof garage_. ...... __ 

. --- -- ---.-------- --
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No. 66 is .a neo-Fe3eral style house designed in 1925 for Janes H. Gilvary by 
architect J. Sarsfield Kennedy. A centrally-placed wocden entrance portico, 
fonned by four slender Corinthian colonnettes that cany a swag-adomed 
frieze and a segmental-arched roof, leads to the. dool:way. '!be door is topped 
by an o.rnamental transan bar and a wocden sunburst. On either side of the 
portico are two pairs of French windows topped by fanlights, sunilar windows 
are found on the side facades. '!be rectangular upper-story windows are much . 
sillpler. A cornice supported by dianond_;shaped brackets runs around the house; 
Above this rises a Spanish-tile peaked roof. ' 

· No; 72. · This brick neo-Georgian style house built by lldolph Goldberg (see 
, also No. 36-40) for Patrick McDentott in 1926, follows the sane basic fonn 

as the other houses on tds street-two stories with a large one-story front 
. projecting porch, an open portico entrance, double donners, and a Spanish-tile 

hipped roof. Instead of neo-classical ..:,od ornamentation. it has carved 
stone panels-lunettes with an um and swags over the front porch windows, and 
ovals with stylized fl= petals on the second floor. 

· ·No. 80, designed for John P. Bierschenk in 1924 by Bly & Harram, is sunilar 
in fonn tx, the house designed by this finn at No. 58, but has different 
ornamental details. Instead of a projecting wide porch at the entrance it 
has an open cozner portico; the front porch has nuch· sillpler window openings, 
with dianond-shaped leaded panes, the seoond-sto,:y 1windows are paired and 
topped by projecting slab lintels ~-by fol,_~te A!'acke_ts. The roof is 
slate rather than Spanish tile, and the front domer is pedimented and contains 
a large elegantly detailed Palladian.window. 

Nos; ·94( ·90 ·and 96 are free-standing two-story brick houses built by the 
Brooklyn COnstruction corporation in 195~.. 'Ibeir scale and m>ssing are in 
hanrony with the general .pattem of the block-each has a slightly projecting 
porch on the front, a peak or hip roof with canpositian shingles, and a · 
recessed side-entrance. · 

No. 110 was des_igned by Maxfield Blaufeux for Shirley and ·stanley Stark in 
_1951. A brick house with wocden trim and a hipped roof, it is sunilar in 
fonn to the other residences on the block. A large, one-sto,:y polygonal bay 
projects fran the bcxly of the building; a porch with a segmental arch in
OOlpOrating a keystone encloses the recessed entrance. The fenestration of 
the ""5tern front includes six small square windows lighting the porch, and 
a i:ound window above a secc:n:lary entrance. · 

No. 114, on the southwest oozner of Bedford Avenue, was designed by J. A. Boyle 
for Susanna Peake in 1917. A t..>-story brick house, its detailing is largely 
neo-Fe3eral, including paneled lintels an all windows, and an elaborate · 
entrance surround caiprising two stone Ionic colmms supporting a pediment. 
The entrance is flanked by two angular bays. A modillianed cornice is sur
m,unted by a pattemed-brick parapet. Solle of the windows on the Bedford 
Avenue front have been filled in. 

_, 
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MAPLE 5'1REEr, between !logers and Nostrand Avenues. 

The houses on Maple Street between !logers and Nostrand Avenues are ana,g New 
York's finest exanples to display the influence of the White City Movement. 
The White City Movement was an offspring of the Chicago world's Col\Jlllbian 
Exposition of.1893. The buildings at this WOrld's Fair were large, white, 
classically-inspired structures designed in a uniform nanner. The effect of 
this oohesive ensenble of buildings was far reaching' as cities and towns 
throughout the united States sought to '::linitajoe the grandeur of the WOrld's 
Colimi:>ian Exposition in public and residential building. White limestone 
replaced brownstone and brick as the 1eaa; r,g material for nasonry facades, and 
houses were oonstructed in long unified blockfronts. The l.inestone rows on 
Maple Street reflect this desire for a unified white streetscape. Most of 
the street is lined with tw:>-story, limestone houses designed in two related 
styles by l\xel. lledman, and built by Eli H, Bishop & Son between 1908 and 
1911. The result is a unified streetscape of visual. grandeur. · 

· ·N<mH SIDE 

No. 125. Together with the house at No. 126<,across the street, this building 
creates an ·~ing gateway to Maple Street. ' Designed in 1909 by l\xel. lledten, 
the building is a full three stories high,' rising above the related rCM to 
the east •. The first two stories and basenent are faced with Indiana l.inestone, 
while the third floor and the entire Bedfm:d Avenue facade are of pale yellow 
brick. Decorative ornament on both facades has been kept to a mirumum; the 
most pxaninent feature is the unusual Spanish-tile roofs that project on 
bracketed cornices at the roof line, above a two-story rounded bay, and over 
first-floor windows at the rear of the side facade. 

On Maple Street, a short stoop leads to a shallow open terrace set in 
front of the nain entrance. A finely proportioned, glass-enclosed vestibule 
with a graceful curved copper roof encloses the terrace. A single wimow 
with a crisply-cut eared enframenent marks the second story' above the entrance. 
A two-story rounded bay rises to the left. The brick third floor is articulated 
by two pairs of windows flanked by decorative, pattezned-brick panels. 

The side facade is marked by limestone quoins and is ornairented with 
brick panels, leaded-'l'·.amstained-glass windows and classical decorative forms, 
such as shells, brackets, and cartouches. A one-story exterision with a Spanish
tile roof projects to the rear of the house and an extremely fine iron fence 
runs along the lot line, A garage with Spanish-tile roof and angled-brick 
pilasters is located on Bedfm:d Avenue, behind the house. · 

Nos. 127-.i73. Together with the. fourteen similar houses on the ""'1th side of 
the street, these twenty-four l~tone, neo--Renaissance style houses designed 
in ,1909 by Axel Hedman for Eli H. Bishop & Son, fOllll a unique grouping. Much 
of the facade detailing is typical of lledman' s work in Brooklyn, but: the flat
topped, polygonal, Spanish-tile roofs, which appear over each bay, are a motif 
not foun:i elsewhere, The very long limestone street facade is linked by a 
continuous galvanized-iron cornice and by the rhythm of projecting··bays, and 
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Hedman enlivened the facade by alternating pairs of rounded and angled bays 
and by v.uying the carved ornamental forins. 

All of these t,o-sto,:y houses are fronted by open, walled terraces 
that are linked by iron gates which gua,:d the steps that lead to sunken 
basement entrances. Short flights of steps ascend to the terraces and to the 
main entranoes with their paired glass doors guarded by iron grilles. The 
IIUll.tiplicity of ornamental fOll!IS on the dooooy enfranenents and at the 
central, parlor-floor windows add visual interest to each house. Different 
types of enframements are randanly scattered through the row. sane houses 
have shoulder-arched doorway and window enfxarnsnents outlined by foliate 
nr:,ldings. These arches are filled with boldly carved fonns including 
shells, cart.ouches, fleur--de-lis, and bellfl.owers. other houses have 
doo:cways that are flanked by paneled pilasters that support flat-topped 
shoulder arches lined by egg-and-dart nr:,ldings. Each of these arches is 
crowned by a projecting slab lintel, and the arches are filled with carved 
ornamental fo.cms. A third type of doozway enfranenent is cc:,,p,sed of 
shoulder-arches outlined by egg-and-dart nr:,lding. These enfranenents are 
capped by shall.ow pedimants.· · The Renais~inspired carved foons seen at 
the other doo:cways can also be seen within the shoulder arches and tynpanlDn 
of the pedimants. '!he final entranoe treatment camprises a shallow 
segmental-arch that encloses ornate deoorative fonns. 

All of the wimows of these houses, with the exception of those in the 
center of the parlor-floor level, have s:inple enfranenents. '1hree types 
of cornices CtOWn the houses. The round-bayed residences have cornices 
with a continuous rinceau frieze above the bay and a series of vertical 
grooves over the dootway. The angular-iJayed houses have cornices with panels 
of rinceau ornament and a central wreath of rows of anthsnia with a central 
cartouche. 

The row remains in excellent condition-the rrost unfortunate alteration 
being the replacement of the tile roofs at Nos. l5l, 153, 155, l~l, and 163. 
No. 129 has had its original single-paned, double-hung windows replaced by 
IIUll.ti-paned, double-hung and casement windows. · 

Soon after the row was built, an extrenely fine iron and glass canopy 
was placed over the door of No. l6l. '!his type of canopy was popular at the 
turn of the centu,:y; one of the rrost praninent exarrples is at the Andrew 
carnegie Residence (now the ceoper-Hewitt Museum) on East 9] st Street and 
Fifth Avenue. 

Nos. 177-215 (Nos. 175, 187, 199 and 2ll have been anitted from the street 
numbering) are a group of seventeen bo-sto,:y rowhouses, typical of the hanes 
designed by Benjamin Driesler for Realty Associates on the eastern edge of 
Lefferts Manor. '!his house type is described at 265-275 Fenirrore Street,, 
These brownstone and l:imestone houses rsnain intact with the exception of)the 
later areaway walls and fences, and an added third sto,:y set back on the ~f 
of No. 203. ..,, .,,t' 
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No. 126, Together with No •. l25 across the, street, No. Ji6 fonns a grand 
entrance to Maple Street. The limestone-fronted h:luse is set ~ind a 
raisea.•terrace lined by a balustrade with piers ornamented by flowers and 
torches. -~=setted and battered, shoulder-arched entrance enfranenent 
is fl.anke:3 by wing walls topped by console brackets. Double glass doors 
with iron grilles are recessed within the enfranenent, and a shallow 
pedirrent resting on tiey brackets is located above, . At the second floor 
above the doorway is a =ssetted w:in:low enframaient with a shell keystone. 
An extranely shallow, 1>o,,-stocy curved bay rises to the right of the door 
and is crowned by a galvanized-iron hood supported by four large console 
brackets. Each floor of the bay is arranged with a centrally--placed, doubl~ 
hw,g, rectangular w:in:low that is flanke:i by narrow, double-hw,g w:in:lows. 
Sinple incised and foliate panels below each w:in:low add interest to the bay. 

·· A Spani~tile roof resting on stylized brackets projects above the bay. This 
roof interrupts a roof parapet that extends arourvi the house between limestone 
piers ornamented with cartouches mid is capped by unusual pedirrented tower
lettes. The parapet is articulated by rows of blind, pointed arches. 

,, . 'lhe Bedford Avenue facade is constrllcted of yellow brick with Ulllestone 
tr:im. 'lhe focal .point of the facade is a centrally-placed first-floor 
cartouche with bold three--dimonsional carving. 'lhis especially fine feature 
is flanked by leaded- and stained-glass doub~hw,g w:in:lows. Also notable 
is a group of leaded-glass cas....rit w:ln:lows. A handsane iron fence with 
stone posts marks the prope,:ty line along Bedford Avenue. 

Nos. 128.!134 are a group of four neo-Renaissance style houses designed by 
l\xel Hedman for Eli H. Bishop & son in 1911. 'lhey are d:dentical to the row 
described at 1:l27-173 Maple Street and retain their original.- detailing. 

Nos. ,136-154 are 1>o,,-story limestone houses that are s:imilar to the other 
buildings on Maple Street designed by Axel Hednan for Eli H. Bishop & son, 
except that they lack the unusual tile roofs fourxl elsamere on the street. 
As with the other houses, these ten buildin;Js, which date fran 1910, use a 
Renaissance-inspired design vocabulary that includes rounded and angled bays; 
open-walled terraces; double doors with iron grilles; shoulder-arched entrances 
enfr.imements crowned by pedirrents, slab lintels, rourd arches, or segmental 
arches/and rich carved omamental. fonns. The m,st unusual features of these 
houses are the galvanized-iron cornices that run along the roof line of each 
bay, below the nodillioned main oomice. A large segmental-arched, galvanized
iron parapet ornaments the roof line of No. 136. All of the houses of this row 
retain their original fonn am details • 

• 
Nos. :'56-J.74 are ten limestone houses s:imilar to those described at l27-P3 
Maple Street. Unfortunately the tile roofs of seven of these ten houses.have 
been raroved (Nos. 156, 158, 162, 164, 166, 172, and 174). 
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Nos . 178-216 (Nos. 176, 188, 200 and 212 have been 011itted f ran the st:ceet 
numberfrig) are seventeen roode.st houses of the t ype designc-d by Benjamin 
Drieslet" and described a t 265--275 Feni;n:,re Street. Alteratj_cns to the rcr,, 
ir.clude a hood at No. 203, new doors eind garden walls a t No. 214, and later 
ironw.:Jrk. 

I .. 



MIDWOOD STREET 

17-.51 Mi<lwood Street, Slee & Bryson, 1915. 

12-58 Midwood Street. William I. Miller, 1898 
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178 tlidwooc.l Street. 
Lawton~ Piel<l, 1899. 

217 Mi<lwood Street. 
ncnjamin Uricsler, 1910. 
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This street contains sone of the finest buildings in the Historic District and 
reflects the eclectic mix of styles popular at the turn of the centw:y. 
Excellent exanples of houses designed in the late Fomanesque Revival, neo
Renai.ssance, and nee-Federal styles are interspersed along the street. 
Developrrent of this street spans the entire period of Iefferts Manor construction. 
'!he earliest houses are the facing i:oos at Nos. 51-71 and 52-72, dating from 
1898. No further building occurred on the street until 1904 and the last house 
was not erected m1til 1936 (No. 100) •. 

North Side 

Nos. 17-49 (Nos. 13, 15, 19, 21, and 23 have been omitted from the street 
nwmering) . Designed in 1915 by Slee & Bryson for the Frederick B. Norris 
Corrpany, these fourteen houses fonn the longest and finest :ro,, of nee-Georgian/ 
neo-Federal style residences in the Historic District. Slee & Bl:yson were 
responsible for nany of the nee-Federal brick rowhouses built in Brooklyn 
between 1910 and 1925, and this :ro,, is quite similar to the houses that they 
designed in 1916 on Alberrarle Terrace in the Albemarle-Kennore Terraces 
Historic District, and to the :ro,, of buildings at 74-88 Midwood Street (1917). 

The row is constructed of brick and is COITQ?Osed of tw:, basic house 
types: a three-stocy version crowned by a parapet, and a tw:>-and-one-half-
story :version with a steep sloping slate mansard. 'Ihese 00 forms are similar 
to those used on Albemarle Terrace and, like those houses, the Midwood Street 
grouping gains interest from the arrangenent of the houses and from the jux
taposition of a limited nwmer of Georgian- and Federal-inspired architectural 
details. Single three-story houses anchor the ends of the roo, while an additional 
group of four three-story houses is located in the center. Two groups of two-and
one-half-story houses are set between the taller buildings. 

'.Ille ends houses (Nos. 17 and 49) use a design vocabularY heavily based on 
Anerican Georgian ornarrental details. These ~ houses, which project slightly, 
are mirror iirages of one another--No. 17 has its doorway to the right and No. 49 
to the left. · Short stoops with iron railings lead to paneled front doors that 
are lit by multi-paned square windows (altered at No. 17) and capped by leaded
glass fanlights. '!he doorway is recessed.within a pedinented stone enfranement-- .. 
a typical Georgian notif. Next to the doorway is a tripartite double-hung window 
ensemble with rro.tlti-paned upper sash, stone still, and splayed stone lintel with 
raised keystone. Single double-hm1g windows with multi-paned upper sash, stone 
sills, and splayed lintels articulate the upper stories. Small lirrestone panels 
separate the second and third floors. A sirrple cornice projects above the third 
floor. A brick parapet with two openings filled by balusters = above the 
com.ice. 

The four central houses are quite similar to the end house. All have short 
stoops, pedinented stone doorway enfrarrenents, paneled doors (replaced at No. 35 
by m:xlem doors and at No. 39 by glass doors with iron grilles), double-hung 
multi-paned windows with sinple stone sills, splayed stone lintels on the second 
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and third floors, smple cornices, and parapets. The center houses (Nos. 35 
and 37) have paired entrances, while Nos. 33 and 39 have their entrances at 
the outer edges of the facade. The major feature which differentiates these 
four houses are the large parlor-floor windows. These windows are composed of 
triple, double-hung openings with multi-paned upper sash. A segmantal-arched 
fan fonn is articulated by a recessed, round-arched blind fan. '.Lhis entire 
notif is set within a brick segnental-arched lintel with a stone keystone and 
lllpOSt blocks. The brick parapet that spans all four buildings has paired 
openings which may originally have been filled with balusters. 

The t\O:l groups of tw:>-and--one-half-story houses are arranged in an l\BBh 
pattem. Each pair of "AB" houses miri:ors its neighbors and all use details 
derived fran Airerican Federal style architecture of the late 18th and early 
19th centuries. en the "A" houses one-story, three-sided angular bays, with 
flat, raised roofs, project beside elegant entrances with attenuated COrinthian 
colonnettes, leaded-glass transom lights, paneled.doors with multi-paned lights 
and paneled stone lintels, each with a centrally-placed deoorative um. The 
t\O:l upper windows of each "A" house have multi-paned upper sash and paneled 
lintels. 

At the "B" houses all of the first-floor openings are topped by round-arches 
filled with stone plaques each omanen:l:ed with a classical um and swag. The 
three seoond-story windows are grouped as a single unit suntounted by a splayed 
lintel with raised keystone. Each group of four houses has a rrodillioned and 
dentilled cornice with a le., paneled parapet above which rises the slate mansard .. 
Each nansard is pierced by a pair of pedimented donners with six-over-six, 
double-hung windows. 

The row remains in excellent oondition. The only alterations are the 
replacerent of original doors at Nos. 29, 35, 39, 43, and 45; the rerroval of 
the multi-paned upper sash on all the windows of No. 43; the loss of a raised 
roof on the bay of No. 31 and the addition of a doorway hood at No. 25 and a 
doorway hood, ll'Ofl: guards, and air conditioners at No. 49. 

Nos. 51-71. (No. 63 has been omitted fran the street nuntiering). These ten 
houses and the ten identical three-stocy dwellings on the opposite side of the 
street are anong the earliest rowhouses in the Prospect Lefferts Gardens Historic 
District. All twenty are constructed of Roman brick with limestone or sandstone 
trim; "They. were designed: in 1898 by William M. Miller and· are the first· buildings 
in the Dis:trict built by developer William A.A. Brown· (see Historical Introduction) . 

Sylistically the houses represent the transition fran the late Rorranesque 
Revival style to the nee-Renaissance style. Each of the ten houses in the t\O:l 
rcws was designed as a single tmit, but together form a lIDl.fied group of 
exceptionally fine quality. som. of. the buildings are fairly typical of the 
rowhouses erected in Brooklyn duririg this periOO.. No. 51, with its rounded bay, 
classical doorway rrolding, and cartouche and swag panels is representative of 
the neo-Penaissance sty'ie, while Nos. 53, 59, 67, and 71 use details typical of 
the Rooanesque Revival including rock-faced stone, rpund-arched windCMs, stone 
transom bars, stained-glass windows, dwarf colurms, and Byzantine carving. 
No. 69, with its round-arched wi.ndcMs and classical omarrent is typical of 
transitional Ronanesgue Revival/neo-Renaissance style houses. other facades 
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are rrore eccentric in their use of decorative forms. No. 55 is one of the nost 
interesting houses in the rrM with its sinplified Gibbs surrounds at the parlor
floor openings, modified Palladian window at the second floor, and two pairs of 
third-floor windows, each pair divided by a pilaster. No. 57 is a Ronanesque 
Revival style house with an unusual second floor window arrangerrent. At this 
level a tripartite oriel with decorative upper sash windows projects slightly 
and is .supported by narrow, attenuated brackets. The oriel is set below a 
segnental arch and has a m:x:lest Spanish-tile rcof. '!he second stories of 
Nos. 63 and 65 are also quite unusual. At No. 63 two shallow, rounded oriels 
with stone transan and mullion bars are set below a sloping tile roof similar in 
fonn to those on Regency style houses built in England in the early 19th century. 
en the third floor of this house are two Ronanesque Revival, round-arched 
windows with classically inspired Gxhic sash in the transans. At No. 65 an oriel 
window supported by a de<X>rative corbel and topped by a small Regency roof is 
flanked by sinple rectangular windows wj,th stone transan bars. 

With the e><eeption of Nos. 51 and 53 which have had slight alterations, 
the row remains intact. 'Ille first and second floor windows of No. 51 probably 
had transom lights similar to those on No. 72 and the transom light of the 
parlor floor w~ of No. 53 has been enclosed. 

Nos. 77-79 1 83-85 1 and 91-93. (Nos. 73, 75, Bl, 87, 89,.and 95 have been 
omitted from the street nuntiering). '.lhese three pairs of unusual semi-detached 
houses were designed in 1904 by Axel Hedman for the Frederick B. Norris Building 
Company. All s'ix are faced with brick '(long red Rcm3n brick at Nos. 83-85 and 
ordinary pale yellow brick at the other houses) and the facades are ornamented 
with heavy linestone detailing. '!he major feature of each facade is a projecting, 
full-width, two-story, three-sided bay. On the first floor these bays form 
deeply shadowed entrance porches, while on the second story they are fully 
enclosed. The porches are extrercely heavy; the side walls and piers are built 
of brick ornarrented with overscaled linestone beltoourses, and they are relieved 
by only three openings~- a oentrally-plaoed entry portal reached by a stoop and two 
narrow side openings protected by iron railings. The rectangular entry is topped 
by a slab lintel supported by stylized brackets with corbels in the fonn of 
cartouches and by a heavy centrally-placed keystone. Instead of being aligned 
with the stoop, the front entrances have been awkwardly set to the side. Each 
entrance has a fine w:xden door with elegant iron grillework. 

On the second story each face of the bay has a crisply-cut double-himg 
window with stylized classical ornament. A projecting splayed ll.lJ,tel has been 
placed above each window, while the central openings have large sills that rest 
on guttae-like brackets. A stone parapet runs along the top of each bay (renoved 
at No. 83). 'Ille flat facades of the third floor are cut by three rectangular 
windows; the central one has a stone surround. A galvanized-iron cornice with 
a pedimented parapet runs across the top of each house. The side facades, facing 
the driveways, are enlivened by one-story, three-sided bays with leaded- and 
stained-glass windows. 
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Nos. 97-101, 103-105, and 109-111. (Nos. 99, 107, and 113 have been emitted 
from the street mmbering). These three pairs of Flernish-1:ond brick houses. 
were built in 1922-24 and are typical of the nee-Georgian and nee-Federal style 
houses designed for the Frederick B. Norris COnpany in Prospect Lefferts Gardens. 
All of the similar houses built for F .B. Norris were designed by architects 
Slee & Bcyson. Brooklyn Buildings Departrrent records show that Nos. 109 and 111 
were designed by Slee & Bcyson, but they attribute the other houses to Silverstein & 
Infanger. Since these houses use details that are identical to those preferred 
by Slee & Bcyson it is clear that they had a major part in the design. 

All three pairs have centrally-placed paired entrances with short stoops, 
iron railings, paneled doors, and leaded-glass door lights (altered at No. 105). 
The doorway enfranerrents at Nos. 99 and 101 have pediments with open cornices 
that rest on :ilq:lost blocks supported by Tuscan aolonnettes. A leaded fanlight 
is set within the enfranerrent. N:>s. 103, 105, 109, and 111 have identical 
enfranerents with leaded-glass .transans, garland friezes, and pediments supported 
on console brackets. · 

All of the doors are flanked by one-story, three-sided angular bays similar 
to those used by Slee & Bcyson elsewhere on Mi.dwood Street and on Fenirrore Road. 
These bays have rrulti-paned sash, single small baserrent windows with iron guards, 
and Spanish-tile roofs. All of the upper windows have multi-paned upper and lower 
sash and projecting stone lintels and sill. Nos. 99 and 101 have elegant neo
Federal style stone lintels with um panels, while the other houses have splayed 
lintels with raised keystones. 

Each house has a galvanized-iron oomice--those at Nos. 99, 101, 109, and 
111 have friezes ornarrented with a Vitruvian scroll fonn and Nos. 103 and 105 
are decorated with a garland frieze. A parapet wall with paired balustrade 
openings crowns each house. 

The only alterations have been the rerroval of the balusters on the para:i;:,ets 
at Nos. 109 and 111. 

No. 115. This is the side facade of the building described at 1860 Bedford 
Avenue. 

South Side 

Nos. 20-50. Designed in 1909 by Axel Heclmm for Bertram and Eli H. Bishop, 
this row of sixteen, three-story limestone houses is arrong the nost ilrposing neo
Renaissance style groups in the District and resembles the contenporaneous houses 
that Hedman designed for Eli Bishop on Maple Street. Each house has a full-height 
rounded or angled bay that provides a sense of rhythm to the long row. There 
are raised, walled areaways (altered at Nos. 26 and 34) in front of each house and 
a continuous classically-detailed, galvanized-iron corn.ice that link all of the 
houses. The rusticated parlor floors are embellished with finely-carved classical 
ornamental forms (particularly cartouches, swags, and athemia) ·1ocated above 
the iron grille doors and above window openings. M:>dest carving sunrounts the 
second-story windows while the crisply-cut third floor openings ~e unornarrented. 
No major alterations detract from the grandeur of this fine rem of houses. 
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Nos. 52-72, (No. 64 has been omitted from the street m.m1bering) designed in 
1898 by William M. Miller for William A.A. Brown are identical to 51-71 Midwood 
Street. The arrangenent of these ten houses is the reverse of the rCM across 
the street, i.e. No. 52 is identical to No. 71, No. 54 to No. 69, .etc. An 
early 20th-century iron and glass dootway hood has been added to the facade of 
No. 58. The original doors have been replaced at NO. 72. 

Nos. 74-88 (No. 76 has been omitted from the street numbering). These seven 
finely detailed, three-story brick houses were designed t,y Slee & Bryson in 
1917 for the F.B. Norris C'onpany and use many of the same nee-Georgian and 
nee-Federal decorative fonns seen at 17-49 Midwood Street. Four different 
types of houses are found in the rCM. Arranged in a syrmetrical rrann.er, they 
are linked by an uniform cornice with elegant friezes and a continuous brick 
parapet with paired openings filled with balusters (missing at Nos. 74 and 86 
and filled in at No. 88) . Other shared details include identical short stoops 
with balustraded walls and concrete planters; multi-paned upper sash windows on 
the first and second floors; and multi-paned upper and iower sash windcMs on the 
third floors. 

'lhe row centers on No. 82, a handsorre structure with neo-Federal detailing. 
The rrost prominent feature of this house is a second-story Palladian window 
embellished by a graceful iron terrace. At the first floor the door and windows 
are topped by blind round arches filled with stone panels, each omanented with 
an um and garland. Splayed stone lintels and projecting stone sills mark the 
two third floor windows. 

To each side of NO. 82 are elegantly detailed nee-Federal style houses 
(Nos. 84 and 88). Each has a paneled door with a leaded-glass opening. The 
door is set into an enfrarrement composed of attenuated COrinthian oolom.ettes, 
a leaded-glass transom light flanked t,y rosette blocks, and a paneled stone 
lintel with foliate end blocks and a central um. Next to the door· is a 
tripartite window group with a paneled lintel entiellished by end blocks and a 
large ribbon garland and urn. The second-story windows are capped t,y graceful · 
shoulder-arched lintels, each with a single garland, while the lintels of the 
third-floor windows have paired rosettes.· No. 84 retains its original shutters. 

'Ihe multi-paneled doors of N::>s. 76 and 86 are surrounded by stone, neo
Georgian enfrarrerrents with pedi.rrents resting on oonsole brackets. Each door 
originally had a beautiful leaded light and transom. The tripartite parlor
floor window of each of these houses ·is crowned t,y a recessed fan rrotif identical 
to those described at 33-39 Midwood Street. All of the upper-story windows of 
these houses have splayed lintels-and No. 76 retains its original shutters. 

The end houses project slightly from the row and are notable for their 
pedi.rrented stone dootway enfrarrements; paneled doors; leaded-glass door and fan 
lights; one-story, three-sided angular bays; rectangular second-story windows with 
splayed. limestone lintels set within brick round arches; and original third-floor 
shutters (missing at No. 88). 

Further alterations at No. 88 include the renoval of leaded doorlights and 
the replacement of the multi-paned sash at all of the windows. A new door has 
been added to NO. 82. 
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Nos. 92-94, 100; 106°108; ·and 110°114. (Nos. 90, 96, .98, 102, 104, 112, and 114 
have been emitted fran the street numbering) • 

In February, 1919 the Frederick B. Norris OJrri;,any submitted plans to the 
Brooklyn Buildings Departnent for the·erection of eight semi-detached brick 
houses that ,..re to be designed by Slee & B,:yson. For sone reason only two of 
these houses, Nos. 92 and 94, ...re built at that tine. In 1923 the Norris 
Corrpany again applied for a pennit--this tine for the oonstruction of four 
houses (Nos. 106, 108, 110, and 114). These houses ~e coopleted in 1924. 
'.!he final pair planned in 1919 was never built. Instead, George I.obenstein 
designed a freestanding residence (No. 100) for Dr. Peter Shannon, in 1935. 

The semi-detached houses resenble others designed by Slee & Bryson, 
particularly the group at 69-87 Feninore Road. All three pairs have coupled, 
centrally-placed entrances with paneled doors, low stoops, and iron railings, 
as well as steep sloping mansard roofs clad with large slate shingles and 
pierced by hipped-roof dorners. 

Nos. 92 and 94 are constructed of brick·laid in English bond. The doors 
of these houses are set within simple, beveled, stone enfranatents each 
topped by a discharging arch. The doors are flanked by the one-story, three
sided bays favored by Slee & Bryson. Each bay is capped by a sloping slate 
roof and is articulated by narrow, rulti-paned windows and paneled piers. All 
of the six-over-six windows of the seoond story retain their original shutters. 

Although designed' much later than the rest of this group, No. 100 uses 
similar forms. The rrost prominent feature of this house is the elegant stone 
doorway enfranemant conp:>Sed of 'I\Jscan pilasters and an entablature with an 
ornate triangular pedinent. 'lhis enfrarrem:mt is set on a stone backing crowned 
by a rrodest cornice. '.!he original paneled door with its leaded light is partly 
hidden by a recent alumim.nn door. A three-window wide wooden oriel with multi
paned windows, fluted pilasters, and a rransard roof adds int.ere.St to the ground 
floor, while the three second-floor windows are set below blind brick arches. 
'lhe facade, which is faced by brick laid in English bond with rand.cm bU:rnt;: bricks, 
has a galvanized-iron comice ornamented by a railed parapet. A slate-roofed 
mansard with three hipped-roofed dorners is located behind this parapet. 

The remaining pairs of houses are ornamented with detail rredieval in feeling. 
At. Nos. 106 and 108 the doorway enframerrents have Tudor arches and foliate 
spandrel panels. <me-story, three-sided bays flank the doors while two sm;.11, 
paired, multi-paned casenent windows with stone sills and lintels light the 
second story aix>ve the doors. Larger, eight-over-eight windows, with stone 
surrounds are located above the bays. At Nos. 110 and 114 the stone doorway 
enframerrents are topped by .shoulder-arched drip lintels and small foliate panels. 
'lhe tripartite parlor-floor windows are set within keyed stone surrounds. The 
seoond floor is enlivened by two pairs of casenent windows and by rectangular, 
limestone oriels that rest on console brackets. This pair of houses is attached 
to the rear of 1874 Bedford Avenue. 

No major alterations have changed the character of these seven houses. 

No. 116 is the side facade of the building described at 1874 Bedford Avenue. 
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MIDl'!JOD STREET between Bedford and Rogers Avenues 

This street is one of the rrost unified in the DJ.strict, with similar rows on 
00th sides of the street. The long rows east of Bedford Avenue are arrong the 
earliest in the District, while the houses near Rogers Avenue are typical of 
the rrodest rows erected c.1910. 

North Side 

Nos. 117-151 (Nos. 123, 129, 143, and 153 have been omitted from the street 
numbering). The fifteen rrodest, two-story and baserrent, brick and stone 
houses of this row are, along with the related rows at· 155•177, 118-152, and 
156-178 Midwood Street, arrong the earliest to have been 'built in Prospect 
Iefferts Gardens. They are transitional in style between the Romanesque 
Revival and the nee-Renaissance. This row was designed in 1899 by architect 
George Lawton for developer William A.A. Brown and is conposed of houses in 
four designs arranged in an ABCDAAOCBMBCDA pattern. 'rhe houses are unified 
by the presence of identical dog-legged stoops built of rock-faced stone blocks 
laid in a random pattern. A unified roof line with a dentilled and rrodillioned, 
galvanized-iron cornice further s'tre!1gthens the corrposition. 

'.lhe "A" houses all have full-height rounded bays; classical doo,way 
enfrarrenents; linestone baserrents and parlor floors; stained-glass transom 
lights at the parlor-floor windciws; and lirrestone doorway lintels, second-story 
J:eltcourses, and window enfranenents. Decorative ornanent is limited to a large 
foliate neo-Renaissanoe style plaque set between the baserrent windows and a 
crudely-carved oval, banded cartouche, surrounded by foliage, that is located 
in the center of the parlor floor. The second-story window over the entrance of 
No. 141 is a variant with its heavy limestone voussoirs and Byzantine-style key
stone. 

The 11B"· and 11 C11 houses are typical of the transitional style structures 
built in Brooklyn during the 1890s. The "B" houses - Romanesque Revival 
detailing on the basement and parlor floors, including ·t,olq., rock-faced.stone 
voussoirs, round- and segrrental-arched openings, Byzantine carving, and leaded.
glass transom lights. The ornament on the second-story windows has a Renaissance 
character with ·ionic pilasters separating the windows of a slightly angled 
tripartite grouping that is set within a stone enfrarrerrent. 

The "C" houses hace a nee-Renaissance, limestone basement and parlor floor 
with a three-sided angled bay topped by a balustrade. 'lbe doorways are enfraned 
by a classical rrolding while the second story has three si.nple Romanesque 
Revival, round-arched windows with projecting stone lintels. 

The "D" houses are basically nee-Renaissance in fonn, each with an unusual 
tripartite parlor-floor oriel entellished with stanied-glass transom lights, a 
Spanish-tile roof, and a panel of Romanesque Revival s·tyle carving. Above the 
oriel is an angled, double window group with a single Ionic pilaster and a 
stone surround. · · 
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lt>st of the houses in the roo remain as built. All of the original 
double doors, with the exception of those at Nos. 117, 131, and 137, are 
in place. At No. 137 the parlor-floor windows have been altered. '.lwO 
balustrades are missing from the railing of the bay at No. 147 and a doorway 
hood has been added at No. 149. A sandy-textured chemical sealant has been 
sprayed on the stone\\Ork at No. 145 and over the entire facade of No. 137, 
destroying the orininal color and texture of these facades. 

53· 

Nos. 155-177 are a ITM of houses designed in iB99 by George Lawton of the firm 
of Lawton & Field for William A.A. Brown. These ten houses are similar to the 
"A" houses described at 117-151 Mi.&«xxl Street. All of the "A" houses in the 
row to the west were oonstructed of Roman brick and lirreStone, but the houses of 
this row are either brick and llll'estone or brick and sandstone. M:Jst of the 
basement plaques display FDrrBnesque Revival detail, rather than the nee-Renaissance 
forms of the other row. 

The stoop has been rerroved at No. 157, a doorway hood added at No. 175, 
and the doors altered at No. 177, but the row retains m:,sts of its original 
detail. 

Nos. 179-205 (Nos. 189 and 199 have been omitted from the street numbering). 
Designed in 1909 for Realty Associates these twelve brownstone and limestone 
houses are typical of the rows that Benjamin Driesler designed along the 
eastern edge of Iefferts ·Manor. 'I'hese houses are described nore fully at 
253-275 Feninore Street. '.!he re,,, remains intact. 

Nos. 207-217 (No. 213 has been omitted from the street numbering) are a group 
of five lll'restone houses with rounded bays. The rCM was designed .in 1910 by 
f!er\jarnin Driesler for Realty Associates (see 253-2J5 Fenim:,re Street) . They 
are typical of Driesler's work and with the exception of later iron work and a 
new door at No. 217 the houses retain their original appearance. 

South Side 

Nos. 118-152 (Nos. 124, 130, 144, and 154 have been omitted from the street 
nurrbering) . 'Ihis row of fifteen two-story and basenent, brick and stone houses 
was designed in 1899 by George Iawton of the finn ·of Iawton & Field and was built. 
for Flatbush developer William A.A. Brown. The four types of houses found in the 
ro. are identical to these described at 117-151 Midwood Street. Unfortunately 
the facades of two houses in the row have been drastically altered. At No. 120 
the parlor floor, baserrent and stoop have been covered with synthetic brick. The 
entire facade of No. 126 is now clad in synthetic stone. Nos. 134 and 138 have 
had inappropriate chemical sealants affixed to their facades. No. 138 has a 
rretal doorway hood and Nos. 120 and 126 have had their original double doors "=',-'·"" 
replaced bY m:,dern single-leaf doors. · 
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Nos. 156-178 (Nos. 162 and 174 have been emitted from the street numbering) 
fonn a re,,, that is identical to the one described at 155-177 Midwood Street. 
M:>st of the row retains its original detailing. Exceptions are the chemical 
sealant that has been plaoed on the facade of No. 164; netal dooi:way hoods that 
have been added to Nos. 158 and 170; and the rerroval of . the original double 
doors at Nos. 176 and 178. 

Nos. 180-218 (Nos. 190, 200, and 214 have been emitted from the street 
numbering) :are eighteen rowhouses designed in 1909 and 1910 cy Benjamin 
Driesler for Realty Associates. The brownstone and lirrestone houses are 
similar to those at 253-275 Feninore Street. With the exception of the mxlern 
ironwork and new doors at Nos. 180, 186, and 212 all of the houses renain intact. 



ROGERS AVENUE 

'111 Rogers /\venue. Louis Berger f, Company, J 907. 
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ROGERS AVENUE, west side between Sterling Street and Iefferts Avenue. 

Nos. 406-428. The block of Rogers Avenue between Sterling Street and Iefferts 
Avenue is typical of much of Brooklyn's ccmrercial develc:,pient shortly after 
the tum of the century. The ten, three-story buildings, with storefronts on 
the ground floor and apartments al:ove, were designed in 1908 by F.C. Buchar 
for the Capital Construction Corrpany. Their stYle iS: a sinplified classicism: 
brick fronts flanked by quoins, m,lded lintels, and a heavy Italianate cornice 
of pressed rretal (Nos. 408 and 426 have lost their cornices). The identical 
buildings form a very .si.nple, unified row terminated by a sinple round projection 
in the cornice of the taller end structures. The side elevations are identical, 
shooing groups of windCMs divided by decorative patterned brickwork. 

roGERS AVENUE, east side between sterling Street and Iefferts Avenue. 

Nos. 403-427. Like Nos. 406-428 across the street, these eight buildings, 
designed in 1907 by Iouis Berger & Cclrpany for Charles I.emer, form a unified 
ra-, which is carefully terminated at each end. The = consists of three-sto,:y
and-basenent and four-story multiple dwellings which, except for the end buildings, 
have no storefronts and are largely l.lllaltered. 

The facades, brick with terra-cotta trim, are designed in a Classical 
F.evival style. Each has a central entrance, approached by a srrall stoop., with 
a surround of narrow piers supporting an entablature · with an elaborate floral 
frieze; the windows on either side of the entrance have rusticated label lintels, 
each with a large keystone flanked by small consoles. At the upper stories, 
giant brick pilasters with terra-cotta capitals and bases support round-arched 
terra-cotta rroldings with Medusa-head.voussoir blocks that fonn a double-story, 
five-bay wide arCade. Decorative terr a-cot ta panels are set between the second.
and third-story wind.CMS. A heavy Italianate galvanized-iron comice sits above 
a terra-cotta stringcourse. '· 

'Ihe taller end buildings are similarly designed, but each has an additional 
fourth story of round-arched windCMs separated by brick piers; the design of 
the fronts is continued around on the long sides on Sterling Street and Iefferts 
Avenue. 

The bui'.lding at the corner of Iefferts Avenue. No. 427, has had its store
front sealed; No. 425-has been coopletely sealed. 
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23-27 Rutland Rond. Peter J. Collins, 1915. 

Ii 
'17-55 RutlnnJ Rond. ,John J . Petit, 1897. 
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Slee & Bryson, 1025. 
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RlJTLI\ND ROI\D 

Rutland Road between Flatbush and Bedford Avenues. 

'lhis portion of Rutland Road caiprises sare of the finest and nost inter
esting houses in the Historic District. '.the buildings range fran late 19th 
oentu,:y Rananesque Revival style stxuctuxes (Nos, 63~83, 93A-99, etc. to 
idiosyncratic, nee-Renaissance style designs (Nos, 37-45), picturesque neo
Tudor style rows (Nos, 1~31 and 16-32), and an \lllusual neo-Federal/neo-Tudor 
row (Nos, 9~116), All of these houses are three stories high above basenents, 
and all have similar set backs, which lend a sense of ooherenoe to the varied 
rows, 

~orth·Side 

Nos, ~31, '.lhese nine houses and the echoing row on the south side of Rutland 
~d {Nos. 16-32) fo,:m two groups of \lllUSual neo-Tudor :rowhouses. The picture
esque buildings were built in 1914-1915 by the Brighton Building CClnpany to 
designs by its president Peter J, COllins, and they are identical to the 
oonteltp)rary houses on nearby Chester Court. Although a oamon style for free
standing frama dwellings, the neo-Tudor was n:,t mmouly used for :rowhouses 
and these arell,anong the few built l.n New York City during this period. 

'Ihe residences on the n:>rth side of Rutland Road are constructed of red 
brick with dark, deeply recessed mortar joints, Mxlest stoops with iron rail
ings lead to altemating flat-arched and round-arched ent,yways. Pairs of 
flat-arched and round-arched windows light the first-floor level, Altemating 
three-sided angular and rectangular, oriels of stucco with ornamantal pseudo-
half-tinbering extend £:ran the second sto,:y, The oriels are topped by half
timbered gables that project fi:an a oontinlJOUS Spanish-tiled mansard xoof. 
A wooden coping topped by a saw'tooth nolding (lnl.ssing on sane houses) separates 
the oriel f:com the gable, The row retains all of its original detail with the 
exception of the replacement of · the nn.ilti-paned upper sash on the seoond-sto,:y 
and attic. ~,ii- of No. i.5, 

Nos. 37-45 (Nos, 33 and 35 have been anitted f:ran the street numbering), 'Ihese 
five brick and limestone mwhouses, built in .1897 for Jolm c, Sawldns (see · 
76-84 Rutland Road),were designed by John J, Petit, one of Flatbush's major 
tum-of-the-century architects. Although Petit designed two rows of houses 
in Prospect Lefferts Gardens (see 4 7-55 Rutland Road) , he is best l<n<Mn for 
the design of large freestanding hanes, particularly those inAProspect Park 
South Historic District where he was the chief architect for developer Dean 
Alvord. Petit was an extremely original architect, using oontenporary design 
details in an interesting and varied manner, For this design Petit used a 
number of eccentric details and played with the scale of other ornamantal fOJ:11tS 
to create a rich street facade, 

'Ihe nee-Renaissance style :rowhouses on Rutland Road are arranged in an 
Al3CBA pattern and are anong the earliest buildings in the District. All of 
the houses have dog-legged stoops, rusticated l:ilrestone baseoonts, leaded
and stained-glass parlor-floor transan lights, and a oontinlJOUS galvanized-

/ 
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iron cornice. The identical houses at NOs. 37 and 45 are constructed with 
full-height, three-sided, angular bays and have parlor floors faced with 
Sll00th limestone. The double-<loored entrances:) (altered at No. 37), located 
to the left of the bays, are set in crossetted, flat-arched enfranments. 
Each enfranvamenthas a keystone in the. fOllt\ of a console bracket and a pair of 
trape"°idal voussoirs. The double-hung, 1lFl?"l""Story windows are all surround
ed by stone enfranenents; those on the second floor have paneled keystones. 
An unusual detail is found bel'"" the thixd-floor windows. Each of these 
wi~ has a sill that rests on a Sj:Oile ooi:bel. cut into a cupids-~ fom 
and oniamented with guttae-like pegs. 

With the exception of the detailing of the parlor-floor levels, Nos. 39 
and 43 are identical to the houses described above. The parlor-floors,.of 
these tlo:> houses are faced with rusticated limestone and the doors are set 
into round-arched enframements. A lau:9e, overscaled cartouche adds enphasis 
to each entcyway. The cart.ouches are set beneath projecting slabs that rest 
on console brackets and sUH)Ort iron railings. 

The central house, No. {:I, uses detailing derived fran Federal-style 
architecture. The facade is enphasized by a full-height rounded bay. The 
,:ibund-arched entrance is set be1'"" a segmental-arched pedjirent raised on 
elongated mq:,ost blocks that rest on stylized pilasters with anthanion capitals. 
A classical wreath and swag fills in the space between the entrance arch and the 
raised pedjirent. The parlor-and seoond-floor windows are topped by paneled 
lintels, while the thixd floor openings have stone sills and splayed lintels. 

The row retains its basic fOllt\, although all of the ironwork, as well as 
the doorway hood at No. 39 and the stozrn doors at No. 4.1 are recent additions. 

Nos. 47-55. Like the row located to the west at 37-45 Rutland Foad, these five 
houses were des.igned in 1897 by John J. Petit for John c. Sawkins. Alj:hough 
three different designs were used for the symootrical row, it is unified by the 
use of dog-legged stoops, rusticated limestone basenents, leaded-glass transatt 
lights, a unified stone beltcourse,and a continuous galvanized-iron cornice. 
The row is framed by houses with projecting, full-height rounded bays. Each 
of these houses has a wide neo-Federal style fanlighted doozway with Ionic 
oolonnettes and. leaded sidelights flanking sir,;ile-leaf doors (that at No. 47 
has an iron grille) • The entrance ensanbles are set into limestone enfranments 
that are enphasized by a projecting keystone, voussoirs, and mq:,ost blocks. 

The three central houses fOllt\ a group that is articulated by brick piers 
supporting an arcade at the parlor:floor and by twcrstory brick pilasters with 
stone capitals and bases at the upper stories. Double-hung rectangular w~ 
and rectangular doorways, all with leaded-glass transon lights, are set within 
the arches of the parlor-floor arcade. Also set into the arches are stone panels 
ornamented with classical wreaths and swags. At Nos. 49 and 53 ornate galvanized
iron oriels project fran the second story. The windows of each oriel are flanked 
by Doric pilasters. At No. 49 the original Gothic upper sash of the segmental
arched central ,W!lndow and multi-paned upper sash of the curving side w~ 
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renains. All of the other windcws of the upper stories of Nos. 49-53 have 
sjnple splayed stone lintels and stone sills. 
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All of the i.ronwork, with the exception <lf the basEmant w:iJldow guards, 
is a later addition, as are the door and dcol:way hood at No, 53, Otheiwise, 
the rcw remains much as Petit designed it. 

Nos. 57-59 are a pair of brick and limestone houses of 1909, inspired by 
coloru.al sources and designed by an uril<n<:Mn architect. The three-storY 

· buildings have limestone sunken baserents and parlor floors above which are 
t\«:> floors faced with brick. Short stoops lead to the double entJ:y doors, 
with iron-'gill,$swhich are towed by grilled trans=. 'II«> large double-hung 
w:iJ1dows with leaded transan lights and egg-and-<lart surrounds further articulate 
the first floor. Three round-arched openings appear at the second floor of 
each house. Each opening enCCltp!Ses caseirent windcws crowned by leaded-glass 
fanlights (old stonn w:iJldows protect these openings at No. 57 ..tu.le modern 
aluminum stonn windows have been added to No. 59). The arches are ornamented 
by limestone keystones and lllpOSt blocks. The double-hung rectangular 
w:iJldows of the third floor have multi-paned upper sash and l:imastone lintels 
and sills. An overscaled, galvanized-iron cornice ornamented with triglyph · 
is crowned by snall pedestals sunrounted by balls and by brick parapets. 

Nos. 63-83 (Nos. 61, 7;1 and 85 have been anitted fran the street mmiJering) ... are 
.a: rcw of typical late Rananesque Revivial style houses, designed in 1898 ·for 
Thanas O. I:onnellon by Brooklyn architect Robert Dixon. Dixon (b, 1952) was 
a prolific late J 9th-centuxy architect, Born in Brooklyn, he apprenticed as 
a carpenter to his father, the builder Danenick Dixon. lie later ,tudied in 

. the office of Marshall J, Morrill, one of Brooklyn's m>st pranu,ent architects, 
and in i)B79 set up his own practice, Dixon ..orked extensively in the Fort 
Greene, Clintnn Hill, and Park Slope areas and also designed the 5eoond Signal 
~Amory (,1883) on Dean Street in Prospect Heights, 

Although oonstructed of varying shades of dark and light brick and stone, 
the design is unified throughout the rcw. All ten houses have dog-legged 
stoops oonstructed of blocks of roclc-faced stone and all share a galvanized
iron cornice with wreath-and-swag ,Fri,~. The basanents are also of rocltifaced 
stone, as are the w:iJldow lintels and beltoourses, Each house has a full-height 
rounded bay and an entrance enframsrent CICJ1l"Osed of double doors and a project
ing slab lintel supported on oonsole brackets. Small seoord-storY stained
glass windows (rerroved at Nos, 65, 69, 73, 77, 79, 8:'., and 83) are notable for 
the cupids-1:x:M oorbels that support the sills. All the ~:-is a later 
addition. . 

Nos. 87-93, designed in i925, are am:,ng the last buildings in Prospect Ief:Eerts 
Gardens designed by Slee & BJ:yson for the Frederick B. Norris canpany. The 
three-storY Flemish-bond brick houses are unusual in ,th,ttelliptical-arched 
portals, which lead to garages, pierce the facades between Nos. 87 and 89 and 
Nos. 9_1 and 93, The t\«:> halves of the rcw are mirror :images of each other, but 
all are unified by similar :round-arched, limastone entrance enframements with 
ornamental apandrels and snall round-arched pediJTients, Short stoops lead to 
the paneled wooden doors which are lit by round-arched, oolored-glass lights, 
At the end houses one-storY, three-sided bays with slate roofs project beside the 
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entrances, while the central houses have tripartite casanent window groups set 
into limestone enframsnents, The garage portals at the ground floor are marked 
by stone arches, At the second sto,:y each facade is articulated by brick arches 
that encarpase three six-over-six windows, Stone plaques with Tudor-inspired 
shields are located at the second floor above the portals, Slltl>le double-lrung 
windows with six-over-six sash mark the third floor, At this level tiny l:ime
stone panels take the place of the second-stoxy plaques, A steep slOPing 
mansard roof clad in slate tiles = the ro,,, · 

Nos, 93A-99 are identical to the houses descril:led at 63-83 Rutland !load and were 
undoub£edl.y designed by Robert D:iJ<On for Thanas 0, Donnellon about 1899. only 
No, 97 retains its second-floor stained.glass window, The ironwork at Nos. 97 
and 99 is a recent addition and the original double doors have been replaced at 
No, 99, 

Nos. ··:i.os-111 (Nos, •101, 103 and 113, have been anitted fran the street nlJfflbering) 
are a ro,, of brick houses built of Fletti.sh bond and designed in i924 by Slee & 
13%yson for the Frederick B, Norris catpany, The four hJuses are· typical of 
Slee & 13%yson' s work in Prospect Iefferts Gardens, and they are part of a group 
that includes .1880 Bedfom Avenue, 'l'l,;o types of houses appear in the row, 
although all are unified by a continuous slate mansard roof and by the use of 
short stoeps with iron railings, No, 105 has a flat-arched entrance set within 
a keyed, stone enfranerent with a drip lintel topped by a carved address panel, 
A one-stoxy, three-sided, angular bay with multi-paned double-lrung sash and a 
slate roof, typical of the bays favored by Slee & 13%yson, appears to the left 

, of the doors, A tripartite, multi-paned window group articulates the second 
floor of the house while a peaked-roof gable pierces the mansard to fonn an 
attic sto,:y. No, 1.11 is identical to No. ),OS with the exception of the segmental
arched ent,:y set in a keyed ljmestone enframement inscril:led with an ogee arch, 
This house retains the multi-paned sash of the attic windows which have been 
altered at No. lOS, 

The .oentral houses have paired entrances shaded by a steep sleping slate 
hood. The remainder of the facade is quite Slltl>le, with tripartite windows and 
shed donners. 

No. lJ:5 is the side facade of the house descril:led at J.880 Bedford Avenue, 

SOU'lH SIDE 

Nos, 16-32 <X1t1?rise a neo-Tudor style row built in l9i4-+5 for the Brighton. 
Building ccmpany to designs by .its president, Per.er J, Coll~·. The row is 
identical to that descril:led at 15-31 Rutland !load. With the exception of alter
ed sash on the windows of No, 18 and new areaway railings the row ranains intact, 

No, 34 is a 111:ldern garage that is set back fran the building line, 

Nos, 36-44 are a row of five late Raranesque Revival style houses designed in 
l897 by Fobert D:iJ<On for william Donnellon, They are one of fdur similar rows 
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and are described in detail at 63-83 Rutland Foad. The second-stoxy stained
glass windcMs haVe been rerroved at Nos •. 36 an1 JS. The only additions to these 
houses are the ncdem stoop and areaway ironwork. 

No. 46 is a three-sto:cy, nec>-Federal style house designed in 1919 by Slee & 
B:cyson for the FeniJrore Building CClnpany and is similar to contaip:>ra:cy houses 
designed by Slee & ,_ Bryson in the District. Details inspired by colonial sources 
include the pedmiented stone entrawe with swag, frieze, and the paneled window • 
lintels on the upper stories. other details are those favored by Slee & B:cyson 

1 

and include a three-sided angular bay with a slate roof, a galvanized-iron 
· cornice with swag-adorned frieze, a brick parapet with a pair of openings filled 
with balusters (one ro,, missing), and slatted shutters with stylized cut-out, 

Nos. 48-50·.-aiie a pair of three-stoxy neo-Georgian/nec>-Federal style houses 
designed in 1919 by Slee & B:cyson for the Fettim:>re Building Company in conjunc
tion with No: 46. These houses haVe leaded, fanlighted dooJ:ways set within 
pedmiented stone enframeoents, one,stoxy' three-sided angular bays ' with slate 
roofs, splayed stone window lintels, galvanized-iron cornices with' garland and 
wreath friezes, a brick parapet with balusters (missing at No. SO), an1 original 
shutters (only extant at No. 48) • 

, Nos. 52-54 •. This pair of handsane, transitional Rananesque Revival/nec>-Renaissance 
style, Ranan brick and stone residences was constructed for Will:iatn Seals, Jr., 
in i897-i898, and was probably designed by Albert E. White. White was a, Brooklyn 
resident who designed irany late Rananesque Revival rowllouses in crown Heights 
North, and he was responsible for the neighboring houses at No. 56-62 Rutland 
Foad as well as residences on Lincoln Road. · 

'1hree stories high above'a Rananesque. Revival, rock-faced stone basanent, 
the buildings are awroac,hed by high dog-legged stoops, also of rock-faced 
stone. A full-height, three-sided angular bay appears to the right of each 
ent:cy. Faced with stone, the first sto:cy facades are distinguished by .crossetted '• 
doorway enframsients topped with elaborately carved panels. other notable 
details include decorative stone bandcourses at seoond~and third-sto:cy levels, 
stone transan bars, stained-glass transan windows, elaborate basenent window 
grilles 'imi-.': classically-inspired galvanized-iron cornices decorated with 
_s, /lentils, and m:xlillion blocks. All of the iron railings are new. 
No. 52 has been painted red with white m:>rtar joints drawn in below the real 
joints. 

/ 
No. 56 was designed in a transitional Rananesque Reviva.1/neo-Renaissance style 
by Albert E. White in 1898. The residence is constructed with three stories 

, _f~ in,J:an -~_prick alxlve a sto~~-level_,__The front entrance, ___ -c 
· located to the left of a full-height, rounded bay,_ is approach- _ _. ' 

ed by a high, dog-legged stoop. The ent:cy, the nost decorative feature of the 
house, is distinguished by a handsane door enframeoent oanposed of engaged 
columns with foliate capitals, duted brackets, an1 a projecting lintel arnamated 
with Rananesque carving. The original paneled wood-and-glass double doors 
remain intact. Rananesque carved stone panels appear above the first stoxy 
windows, while plain stone bands and noldings articulate the top t\oJo stories. 
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A galvanized-iron cornice tops this building, a handscme stru.cture that rerra.i.ns 
largely unaltered, with the exception of new iron railings. 

Nos. 58-60. Very similar in form to 56 Rutland Road, this pair of transitional 
Ronanesque Revival/neo-Renaissance style JXM houses, built for William Seals, Jr., 
in 1898, was probably designed by the architect Alllert E. White. With stone 
baserent, yellc:M Ronan-brick upper facades, rounded bays to the right of the 
entries, ai)d dog-legged stoops, the dwellings vary only in omanehtation from 
No. 56. Carved ornament above the entranoe and first-story windows show a 
Renaissance pattern at No. 58 and a Raranesque pattern at No. 60. The buildings 
are cratmed by a galvanized-iron comice identical to that at No. 56. 

No. 62. Like other houses on Rutland Road, No. 62, built c.1900 was designed 
for William H. seals, Jr., probably by Albert E. White. '!he distinctive appear
ance of the residence is enhanced by a rock-faced basement level and dog-legged 
stoops, a three-sided angular bay to the right of the entrance, lintels of 
rock-faced stone, and a decoratively carved and rrolded doorway enfrarrerrent. 
'.!he top two stories of the facade are faced in grey Ronan brick and are banded 
with lirrestone. A sin]?le dentilled and m:ldillioned cornice tops the building. 
'.!he design has been altered only slightly by the addition of iron stoop rail
ings and a metal doorway hood. 

Nos. 64-7 4. Th.is group of six rowhouses was designed as three pairs by the 
architect Robert Dixon, for William o. Dormellon. While each pair is different, 
all of the residences display high basements and dog-legged stoops, all faced 
with rock-faced stone, and each house has a galvanized-iron comice. With 
their round bays, stone bands, and carved panels, Nos. 64-66 are similar to 
those houses by Dixon at 63-83 Rutland Road. Round bays appear at the right 
side of the entrances on Nos. 68 and 70, two late Romanesque Revival style 
brownstone buildings that are distinguished by checkemoard pattern and 
decorative panels under the ground-floor w:indows. With the exception of the 
ironwork at No. 70, the original design of these two residences ~ins :intact. 

Nos. 72 and 74 Rutland Road are quite different in .appearance, with. grey 
Forren brick and white limestone facades. Handsorre door frames with decoratively 
carved lintels and noldings enbellish the plain facades, while rock-faced 
stone voussoirs appear over the central windows. The design of the buildings 
is unaltered, and like the rest of the group; they retain their original 
character. 

Nos. 76-84. Built jn a synnetrical.· ABABA pattem this rCM of five transitional 
Raranesque Pevi val/neo-'Renaissance style houses displays a conbination of 
Ronan brick upper ·walls with rock-faced or rusticated stone basements. The 
residences were designed in 1898 by the architect/builder John C. Sawkins, 
one of the best-known 19th-century builders in Flathush. Sawkins, a carpenter, 
started his business in 1866, and his work eventually extended throughout all 
parts of Flatbush. 

All of these houses have high dog-legged stoops and stained-glass, parlor
floor windc:ws (missing at No. 80 ana· in part at No. ·s2) , and the houses are 
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distinguished by fine detailing. Nos. 76 , 80, and 84 have three-sided angular 
bays to the right of each entrance. Rcmanesque and Classical foliate carving 
and keystones appear on the doors and parlor-floor w.indcMs, while the upper 
windows are capped with splayed stone lintels. Nos. 78 and 82 display round 
bays and arched entries that are flanked by pilasters with foliate capitals. 
Rock-faced stone bands and window lintels appear at each level. The ironwork 
at No. 78 is a recent addition. 

Nos. 94-116 (Nos. 86-92 and 106 have been emitted from the street numbering). 
This rru of eleven houses was designed by Peter J. Collins in 1921 for the 
Brighton Building Conpany. COOposed of handsorre two-and-one-half story brick 
residences with a large three-story corner house at No. 116, the ro,, was designed 
with a blend of classically-inspired Georgian and Federal details, and Medieval 
font\S. Typical details are the pedinented domers that light the nansard attic 
level of each house, and the pedinented or arched entries, splayed lintels, fan
lights, and slate roofs that are included in the designs. The houses are faced 
with brick, sorre with deeply recessed nortar similar to that used by Collins on 
the neo-'I\ldor rowhouses on Rutland Road near Flatbush Avenue. The residences 
are fronted by walled terraces, many with' stone balustrades, and are approached by 
steep stoops. 

While all of the houses are similar and fonn a unified row, rrost vary in 
appearance from one another. Nos. 94-102 comprise a syrmretrical ABCBA pattern. 
Nos. 94 and 102 display three-sided angular bays with splayed stone windCM lintels. 
They have front doors topped by fanlights, all protected by iron grilles. The 
entrance at No. 102 is distinguished by an enfranenent canp:,sed of slender Ionic 
colonnettes sunrounted by an open-bed pedinent, a Georgian notif. An identical 
door surround probably once enfraned the entrance at No. 94. The dorrrer windcMs 
of these houses have ·niul.ti.-paned upper sash. Nos. 96 and 100 are distinguished 
by three-sided oriels at second-story level. They are ornarrented with carved 
panels and are supported on console brackets. · Tudor-inspired drip lintels that 
tenninate in foliate corbels crcMn the parlor-floor window group and the front 
entrance. 'rhe do:arers of these residences also have a rredi.eval character with 
their dianond-paned upper sash. The central house, No. 98, displays a handsome 
arrangement of arched el.enents. · The ground floor is articulated by two pairs of 
French windows set into arched openings and an arched entrance with glass doors. 
Above, at the second-story level, is a set of French windows designed in a 
Palladian-window ITQtif. A curved iron balcony runs in front of this elenen.t. 
An unusual cornice extends above the second floor and arched, Gothic-sash 
windows light the pedinented domers at attic level . 

The second group of houses in an ABCBA pattern are those at Nos. 104-114. 
Nos. 104 and 114 are very similar to Nos. 94 and 102, but the angled bays on 
the left of the entrances are only one story high. lhe pedimented door enfrarrenent 
on No. 114 is identical to that on No. 102. The omarrent on these houses is 
restrained, consisting of splayed stone lintels that contrast with the brick 
facades. Nos. 108 arid 112 are identical to the houses at Nos. 96 and 100 and No. 
110 e6hoes·"No. 98 in design'. 
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Terminating the row is No. 116·, a three-story house at the southwest comer 
of Bedford Avenue. '.!he design of the front facade recalls that of the houses 
at Nos. 98 and 110, but it is on a larger scale. The tall, ilrposing facade is 
coni;,osed of arched bays, French windows, and a Palladian window with a curved 
iron balcony, while similar windows appear on the Bedford Avenue front. A b.u-
story ell projects from the rear of the building' and the house is topped by a 
brick parapet interrupted at intervals by stone balustrades. · 

An unusual feature of the rcw is the rear alley that opens onto Bedford 
Avenue. Alterations include new iron detailing at Nos. 96, 100-104, 108, and 
116. New brickwork appears on the garden walls of No. 94 and 100 and a 
contenporary front entrance replaces .the original at No. 96. A chemical sealant 
has been sprayed on oertain el.eirents of No. 112. 1-bst of the architectural ·· 
elements are intact,. however, and despite its variety of details, this 
distinguished row retains a rerrarkable sense of continuity. 

·-
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RUTLAND ROAD between Bedford and Rbgers Avenues. 

Lined completely with stone dwellings, most designed in the nee-Renaissance 
style popular in the early 20th century, these two tree-lined blocks present a 
completely unified ensemble. 

North Side 

Nos. 117-127 (Nos. 119 and 129 have been omitted from the street numbering). 
This row of five modest, two-story-and-basement limestone houses was designed 
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in 1911 by Benjamin Driesler and built for Realty Associates. The houses are 
similar to those described at 253-275 Fenimore Street and are typical of Driesler 1 s 
work in Brooklyn. The houses remain as built with the exception of recent ad
ditions that include metal awnings placed over all the doors and _over the windows 
at No. 127, modern garden walls, new lower stoop walls at No. 119, and contemporary 
Jron railings. 

Nos. 131-135. This row of three brownstone-fronted houses was designed in 1898 
by owner/architect Archibald McDicken in a transitional Romanesque Revival/neo
Renaissance style. The houses are two stories set above high basements that are 
constructed of alternating rock-faced and smooth-faced stone bands. The entrance 
to each house is Bpproached by a high, dog-legged stoop, and all the houses have 
stained-glass parlor-floor transom lights. Nos •. 1,31 a~d 135 were designed with 
full-height rounded bays tha·~ are located to the left of the classically-ornamented 
entranceways. The facades of these two houses have Romanesque-inspired decorative 
bands in a checkerboard stone pattern, and each house is topped by r,a;rbT'aCk~te'd 
cornice with a foliate frieze. No. 133 has a front entrance located to 'the r"ight 
of a three-sided angular bay. The bay displays classically-inspired ornamental 
plaques between the floors and slender pilasters at the parlor level. A handsome 
bracketed cornice with an unusual patterned frieze tops the house. The doorway 
hood, storm doors, and ironwork of this house are recent additions. 

Nos. 137-141 were designed by owner/architect Archibald McDicken and were built 
in 1897, one year earlier than the neighboring row at 131-135 Rutland Road. Nos. 
137 and 139 are fine examples of the late Romanesque Revival style, while No. 141 
is more classical in design. All three houses use Romanesque-inspired rock-faced 
stonework, dog-legged stoops, and stained-glass transom lights. Nos. 137 and 
139 have broad, flat facades which display a variety o.f Romanesque Revival details 
including round-arched windows and Byzantine carving, At No. 137 a shallow, pro
jecting, two-story oriel supported on a carved corbel lends particular interest 
to the facade. 

The rounded bay and simplified character of No. 141 contrasts with the well
articulated facades of its two neighbors. A detailed door surround and decorative 
cornice are the only ornament on this very plain facade. 

The original double-leaf front doors have been replaced at Nos. 137 and 141 
and the entrance to No. 141 has been topped by a metal awning. 
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Nos. 143-151. This row of five brownstone and limestone houses was designed. 
in an ABABA pattern by. Brooklyn owner/architect S.W. Ferguson in 1897. The 
transitional Romanesque Revival/neo-Renaissance style row contains houses with 
alternating round and angular bays. All the two-story residences have basements 
with rock-faced stone bands, as well as rock-faced, rlog-le'gged stoops, and 
stained-glass, parlor-floor transom lights. The round-bayed houses at Nos. 143, 
147, and 151 have plain facades, with ornament limited to the door S'.Urrounds and 
raised stone beltcourses. The angular bays of Nos. 145 and 149 show a more ornate 
treatment. A Romanesque or classical carved panel appears below each window of 
the bay, while pilasters with foliate capitals flank the first-story windows and 
front doors. 

The modillioned cornice at No. 143 has been removed and the entire facade 
has been refaced with a chemical sealant considerably altering the original;' 
character and appearance of the house. A new door has been placed on No. 151, 
but the remainder of the row remains intact. 

No. 153-181 comptise a row of fifteen houses designed by Axel Hedman and built by 
Charles G. Reynolds in 1908. Like most houses on the blockfront, these residences 
exhibit many classical elements that typify the early 20th-century neo-Renaissance 
style and they are typical of the fine houses in Prospect Lefferts Gardens de
signed in this style by Axel Hedman. The long row consists of two-story limestone 
and brownstone houses with basements, each designed with a round or angular bay. 
Each of the -ho_µf;°41?; is approached by a high dog-legged stoop that leads to a set 
of double doors. Those houses with rounded bays display carved decorative panels. 
and stained-glass, parlor-floor transom lights. The windows of each bay are 
flanked by fluted pilasters with foliate capitals, while the front entrances are 
framed by. engaged Corinthian colwnns that-support carved friezes. The houses with 
angular bays are all constructed of limestone, with bro¼nstone ,~aSefa:e_ii~s ,,'. and have 
exceedingly ornate Jecorative panels with boldly carved wreaths and cartouches. 
At the second stoq all the windows of these houses have full enframements; the 
central windows are capped by pediments, each displaying a single rosette. The 
entire row is crowned by a handsome galvanized-iron modillioned cornice with a 
swag frieze. 

With the exception of the loss of Original doors at Nos. 157, 159, and 173,. 
and staine&.glass at No. 159, and the addition of modern doorway hoods and iron,;; 
work on a number of the houses, the row remains as built. 

Nos. 193-219 (Nos. 183-191, 203, 207~ and 213 have been omitted from the street 
numbering). This row of ten houses was designed by Benjamin Driesler for Realty 
Associates in 1910 and is identical to the row described at 253-275 Fenimore 
Street. Although contemporary ironwork appears on some of the stoops, Nos. 197 
and 20S have new front doors, and Nos. 197, 205, and 209 have recent garden walls, 
the row has retained its original character and has a pleasing sense of regularity 
that completes a fine blockfront. 
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Nos. 118-130 (Nos. 120 and 124 have been omitted from the street numbering). 
This row of five limestone residences was designed in the neo-Renaissance style 
by Benjamin Driesler in 1910 and built the following year for William T. Reinking, 
The houses are Driesler's most ornate buildings in Prospect Lefferts Gardens. 
The taller corner house, No. 118, is a full three stories high and is distinguished 
by a one-story porch-with square piers flanked by Ionic columns, all of which 
support a galvanized-iron cornice. This porch shades an extremely narrow entrance11 

capped by foliate carving. The front facade is further embellished by a full
height, three-sided angular bay set to the right of the main entrance. The upper 
stories are ornamented with carved panels that appear under each third .floor 
window. The long Bedford Avenue facade is faced with brick and is articulated by 
limestone trim that includes keyed window surrounds, keystones, and an elaborately 
carved doorway lintel. The main entrance, with imposing double doors with iron 
grilles, is located on this facade. The house is crowned on both sides by a hand
some modillioned cornice with a paneled swag frieze~ 

The remainder of the row is comprised of two-story-and-basement~.houses de
signed in an alternating ABAB pattern. Full-height, rounded bays appear to the 
right of the main entrances. The original double glass doors with elaborate 
wrought-iron grilles remain at each building. The row is set back from the 
street. and each liouSe is approached by a stc.ep stoop interrupted by a large 
areaway landing and open terrace. Nos. 122 and 128 were designed with shoulder
arched doorway lintels. Decorative carved panels appear above the parlor windows. 
By contrast Nos. 126 and 130 each exhibit a carved and molded pediment over th~ 
front door. and shoulder-arched lintels in the center of the parlor floors. These 
houses are also ornamented with decorative panM.•s. Each of the buildings is 
crowned by a modillioned cornice with a paneled swag frieze. The row retains its 
original form and detail. The garage to.the rear of the house is part of the 
pair described at 175 Fenimore Street. 

Nos. 132-148 comprise a row of nine limestone and bPownstone houses designed by 
Brooklyn architect Frederick Tyrell· and huilt for Thomas Brown in 1897. The two-

" story residences are raised on full basements and show both late Romanesque Re-
vival and neo-Renaissance detailing. Each house has a full-height, three-sided 
angular bay to the right of the entry, a steep, rock-faced stone stoop with stone 
wing walls, and decorative, carved facade panels. The brownstone facade of No. 
132 is articulated by narrow bands of rough-cut stone and panels of foliate orna
ment. No. 142 has a similar design, lackiJ1g··9hly the stone banding. Nos. 134, 
138, and 144 share the same design' whic~ inclUdes a Romanesque-inspired second
story, round-arched window with rock-faced voussoirs and foliate keystone. A 
more classical motif is the dentilled string course that runs across the facade, 
dividing the first and second stories. Yet another facade design appears at Nos. 
136, 140, and 146, which exhibit rock-faced stone bands at the basements, orna
mental panels and roundels, and elaborately carved doorway lintels. Romanesque 
Revival style engaged dwarf columns appear at the tops of the parlor.floor windows. 
No. 148 was designed with a handsome Byzantine style plaque above the entrance. 
A round-arched window topped by a foliate keystone appears on the second story 
above the doorway. Each house is crowned by a modillioned, galvanized-iron cor
nice with a rinceau frieze. 

Most of the houses in the row retain their original features with the exception 
of Nos. 134, 136, 138, 140, 146, and 148, which have new doors, and No. 140, 
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which has lost its stoop. 

Nos. 150-154. This row of three brownstone houses, built by owner/architect 
George Morgan in 1897, shows a combination of late Romanesque Revival and neo
Renaissance style detailing. Typical Romanesque Revival features are the rock
faced stone stoops, beltcourses, door and window lintels, and the undercut carving 
seen at No. 152. A full-height, three-sided, angular bay appears to the right 
of each entrance, and bands of Renaissance-style ornament run below and above 
the parlor-floor windows of Nos. 150 and 154. A classically-inspired galvanized
iron cornice with <lentils, modillions, and a swag frieze, crowns each house. The 
row remains intact. 

Nos. 156-158 are a pair of transitional Romanesque ReVival/neo-Renaissance style 
houses designed in 1898 by owner/architect George Morgan, the architect of the 
related row at 150-154 Rutland Road. Both houses of this pair have dog-legged 
stoops and high basements with rock-faced stone banding. Full-height, three-sided 
angular bays with decoratively carved plaques add interest to the facades. The 
original double doors and ealvanized-iron cornices remain in place. 

Nos. 166-'170 (Nos. 160-164 have been omitted from the street numbering). These 
three houses comprise a row of limestone and brownstone structures designed by 
Benjamin Driesler for Oscar Palmleaf in 1909, The two-story-and-basement neo
Renaissa.nce style residences are approached by dog-legged stoops and exhibit 
curved bays located to the right of the entrances, as welHas such features as 
fluted pilasters, carved panels, carved foliate doorway lintels, and galvanized
iron cornices with rinceau friezes. The ircn railings and door hood are a recent 
addition. 

Nos. 172-176. These three houses, def.igned in an ABA pattern, are very similar 
to Nos. 166-170 and were probably designed by Benjamin Driesler inc. 1909. All 
three houses have full-height rounded bays located to the right of the entrances 
with their dog-legged stoops and double doors. Nos. 172 and 176 each have a 
round-arched second-story window located above the front door, and all three resi
dences are ornamented with carved panels and are topped by galvanized-iron cor
nices with swag.friezes. No. 174 has lost the front wall of its stoop; all trie 
ironwork is 1r-ecen.t. 

Nos. 182-192 (Nos. 178 and 180 have been omitted from the street numbering). 
This row of six neo-Renaissance style limestone houses, designed with an alter• 
nating pattern of curved and angular bays, shows a different decorative treatment 
at each facade. All the houses have straight stoops and use such ornamental motifs 
as rough-cut stone banding and modillioned, swag cornices. Nos. 182 and 188 have 
round-arched windows. Nos. 186 and 192 display richly carved plaques. and each 
doorway is topped by a carved lintel. With th~ exception of Nos. 188 and 192, the 
houses retain their original double doors with transoms and beveled glass panels. 
The doorway hood at--No.--.i84·i~d·a1Cthe ironwork are recent additions. 

Nos. 194-220 (Nos. 204, 208, and 216 have been omitted from the street numbering). 
These houses, designed by Benjamin Driesler for Realty Associates in 1910, comprise 
a row of eleven brownstone ,and limestone residences that are identical to those 
described at 253-275 Fenimore Street. The row displays only a few alterations-
retaining walls have been added to the gardens at Nos. 198, 200, and 212, and a 
decorative plaque has been removed at No. 210. 



STERLING STREET 

182-180 Sterling Street . Wi l li~m Oehus, 1910. 

249-243 Sterling Street. Benjamin Orieslcr, 1909. 
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STERLING STRIBr 

This quiet, tree-lined street displays long, unifo,:m = of well-kept ro,,
houses. Since this street was not within the boundaries of the orignal 
Iefferts Manor developrent it is lined with both.one- and two-family houses. 

North Side between Bedford and Rogers Avenues 

Nos. 155-205 (Nos. 161, 173, 185, and 197 have been omitted from the street 
nuni:lering) • '.!his rc,w of twenty-two two-family brick rowhouses was designed 
by architect Iotti.s Danancher in 1910-1911. Danancher was a Brooklyn architect 
who also w::>rked in the StmSet Park, East New York and Cypress Hills sections. 
'.ll1ese neo-Renaissance style houses exhibit full-height angular bays, rectangular 
windcMs with dianond-pattemed upper sash, and incised lirrestone lintels over 
glass double doors. Handsane iron grillewoik eni:>ellishes both the entrance 
doors and transons. A distinctive feature of this rCM is the series of 
variously designed walled terraces in front of each house. SOJTe have corrpletely 
plain walls while others feature incised panels, rows of balusters, or a 
series of little boxes. The houses are essentially intact, although No. 199 
has a new door. Many houses have rretal door hoods or window awnings and No. 201 
has an outsize aluminum awning attached to l:x:>th the house and walled terrace. 
Much of the iron fenci!1g is 6£ a recent vintage. 

South Side between Bedford and Rogers Avenues 

Nos. 130°176 (Nos. 136, 148, 160, and 172 have been anitted from the street 
numbering). These two-family nee-Renaissance style rowhouses were designed by 
architeCt Walter Searn9Il. Although they are all identical, they were built in 
two groups: Nos. 130-152 in 1909, and Nos. 154-176 in 1910. The houses 
alternate brc,.,mstone and linestone facades, but they all have round-bayed fronts. 
Fluted pilasters flank the glass-paned wooden double doors and reappear on the 
bays where they separate the three rectangular windows of the parlor and seoond 
floors. Stained-glass transoms give additional emphasis to the parlor-floor 
wi.ndoos. Bands of rock-faced stone appear above and below the windows while 
three foliate plaques separate the parlor and seoond floors. M:,st of the houses 
are intact, although Nos. 134 and 164 have had their facades resided with 
unsyrrpathetic rraterials. Nos. 134, 138, 140, 144, 152, 162, 166, and 174 no 
longer have their original wooden double doors. Also, in m:my instances, 
m:::dem fencing has replaced the original ~rk. 

Nos. 178-204 (Nos. 184, 196, and 206 have been anitted fran the street nuni:lering). 
Arclutect William Debus who designed :t.,.')eSe' two-family nee-Renaissance style row
houses in 1910 worked in a number of other Brooklyn neighborhoods including 
Bushwick, Cravn Heights, Bedford-Stuyvesant, and Park 'slope. The twelve houses 
are arranged in groups of three, alterilating brownstone houses with angular bays 
and linestone houses with round bays. carvea.· foliate plaques separate the first 
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and second floors of the bays. Stained-glass transoms ornament the windcMs on 
the first floor. Fluted pilasters supJ?Orting foliate friezes corrprise the 
enfranenents of the wooden, glass-paneled double doors. These houses: exhibit 
walled terraces similar to those across the street at 155-205 Sterling ,street. 
In their original form terraces lined by solid walls with incised panels 
altemated with those lined with balustrades. However, those at Nos. t88, 
190, and 200 have been :replaoed with m:xlern concrete blocks or have be<in resided. 
An unusual feature of this row is the baserrent entrances located benea:~ the 
terraces. Unlike the traditional service entrance beneath the stoop, ~se 
entrances a:re adjacent to the stoop and closer to the property line. An 
attractive iron fence and gate marks the short flight of stairs leading to each 
baserrent. The rrost seriOUS alteration to the I.'CM is at No. 190 which has been 
conpletely resided with synthetic brick and stones. Nos. 182, 186, 188, 200 
and 204 have rew doors and the stained-glass transans of No. 192 have been covered 
over. 

No. 208 is a single neo-Renaissance style liro9stone rowhouse designed by architect 
F.E. Bucher in 1908. Bucher also designed the houses at 406-428 Rogers Avenue, 
which are just arotmd the comer, but outside the boundaries of the Historic 
District. No. 208 is a very plain h«l-'family house with a rounded bay. The only 
ornamental forms a:re the foliate carved lintel over the entrance which is supported 
by brackets, each with a shell rrotif, and three foliate plaques which ·separate 
the te.serrent windows from those on the first floor. A new door has been installed. 

North Side between Rogers and Nostrand Avenues 

Nos. 231-283 (Nos. 243, 255, 267, 279, and 285 have been omitted from the street 
nurrbering) . Architect Benjamin Driesler (see Architectural Introduction) designed 
this long row of twenty-three neo-Renaissance style l.i.rrestone and brownstone row 
houses lJl 1909. The houses exhibit a mixture of rounded and angular bays. 
Foliate keystones ornament the rectangular windows of the angular bays. The 
door lintels either have a plain incised panel or sinple carving. SOn'e door 
lintels rest on slender pilasters; others are supported by rrodest brackets. Sorre 
houses still have their original double-leaf wooden doors topped by a rectangular 
transom. Nos. 231 and 233 project:.1'rom the building line of the other. · 
houses and clearly define the beginning of the row. Nos. 231, 233, 239, 241, 245, 
247, 271, 273, and 283 all have" new doors. Also sorre iron fences have been 
:replaoed by rrore m:xlern fencing. 

Nos. 287-289. A marked contrast to the neo-Renaissance style houses on this 
block, this P3,ir of brick t'CMhouses was designed by Benjamin Driesler in 1912. 
Designed as a mirror image of one another, they are similar to rrany simple ~ 
houses built in Brooklyn in the second decade of the 20th century. Their detailing 
is minimal, consisting of brick lintels with keystones above the windows and peaked
roof door hcxxls carr"ied cy large brackets. A ·small guatrefoil cutout appears in 
each hood. 'Ihe houses originally were enbellished by pressed rreta;t.. balu'strades 
above the cornice but they have been rerrovect No. 289 has a new door. 

http://the.se
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south Side between Rogers and Nostrand Avenues 

Nos. 232-300 (Nos. 238, 250, 262, 274, and 286 have been omitted from the 
street nunbering) conpose'. another long row designed by architect Benjamin 
Driesler (see Architectural Introduction) • This group of twenty-nine neo
Renaissance style houses was built between 1908..:1910. For a detailed 
description see Nos. 231-283 across the street. Nos. 232, 234, 246, and 280 ,-
have new doors and many houses have new fences. 
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architrave - l. The lc:Mest·J101.ding of a.classical entablaturei 2, a J10lding that 
enfranes an opening such as a window. 

a:ceaway--The open spaoe between a house and the sidewalk. 

ashlal:---Masomy cut in :i:ectangular blocks. 

balus~ of a series of short verticai· neni:lers used to support a rail. 

balustrade-A railing funning along the edge of a porch, balccny, roof, or 
other irenber, OCJll'()Oed of ·J:ialusters' and a top rail, 

bargeboard-An omarrental board suspended fmn the edges of a gable, frequently 
carved in elaborate pattems. 

base--1. The lc:Mest portion of a building above the foundatiani 2. the 
lower portion of a colum that tests on a plinth and supports a 'shaft. 

battered-A vertically inclined fonn, wider at the bottom. 

bay--1. A xegularly xepeating division of a facade, marked by ·fenestration, 
buttresses; ·pilasters, etc.; 2. see also ·my ·window. 

bay window--A projecting fonn containing windows, that rises f,:an the ground 
or fran sare other support, such as a porch roof; see also··oriel. 

bead and xeel--An omarrental band fonnecl of bead shapes alternating with 
shallow disks (xeels). · 

bell flower--An ornanent oooposed of a vertical line of snail flc:Mers. 

beltcourse-A horizontal band, often in the fonn of a ~' extending 
across the ·facade of a buildingi also called a s~course or 
bandcciurse. · 

bevel-The slant of a surface that is not at right angles with another. 

blind opening-,An arch, arcade, or other opening that is fully enclosed by 
wall construction. · 

bracket-A projecting angled or curved fonn used as a support, found in 
oonjunction with balconies; ·llJitels; 'f)ediJnS'.rttsi 'OOrnioes, etc. 

burnt brick-Dark colored brick used for ornamentation. 

Byzantine carving-A.variety of three-cilirensional, stylized carving, usually 
foliate'·. and deeply tmdercuti used an Raranesque Revival style buildings, 
b;,t derived f,:an Byzantine decorative fonns. · 

capital-The crowning elerrent of a colunn or pilaster. 
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cartouche-An ornanental panel in the shape of a shield surrounded by scrollwork. 

casenent-A windcM sash that ~ on hinges attached to the vertical sides of 
the frame in~ch it is set. · 

chimney bteast-A projecting nasomy structure that encloses a fireplace and 
flue. · 

chimney stack-A tall chimney that protrules aJx>ve the pitch of a roof, or a 
cluster of chimneys. 

clapboard-Wood siding caiposed of horizontal, overlapping boards, the lower 
edges of which ai:e usually thicker. than the upper; 

c. eo~~~~~·~~uµve. collJ[lU'l whi:cti' is -.~~.rJUllUS~J.ly ._ short 0:(:-~1~~-· ·, . - "'·---·----·----. ·.· ·----·------

col1.111Vl-A vertical cylindrical support. In Classical design it is catpOSed 
of a base (except in the Greek Doric atder), a long, gradually tapeJ:ed 
shaft, and a capital. · · 

console-A scroll-shapeji·-, \ projecting bracket that supports a horizontal 1tl3lllber. 
. , . 

co:i:bel-A projecting block or a series of stepped projections, usually of nasonry, 
that supports an overllanging horizontal 1tl3lllber. 

Cb!:inthian-One of the five Classical orders, distinguished by a bell-shaped 
capital adorned with volutes and elaborate foliage. 

cornice-A projecting rroldi!jg that tq,s the element to which it is attached1 
used especially for a roof or the crowning mentier of an entablatw:e, 
located aJx>ve the frieze. · 

cross gable-A gable the base of which is parallel' to the rcof ridge. 

crossette-A horizontal, rectilinear extension fi:an the· 1inte1 or head of a 
Classical door ,or window; also called an ear. 

cupids tn,..An ornanental rrotif in the form of a l:xM. 

dentil-A snall, square tooth-like block which appears with identical blocks in 
a row beneath a oomice. 

discharging arch-A brick arch built into the wall aJx>ve a ;.i.intel to channel 
weight to either side of it; also, relieving arch.· · . . 

dog-leg Plal\'-,A plan laid out with an abrupt angle. 
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Dorie>-Qle of the five Classical orders, reoognizabui by its s:i.nple capital, a 
frieze with triglyphs and ·netq,es, and a ·cornice with nutlile blocks. The 
Gieek Doric ·collilm has a fluted shaft and no base; the Raran Doric (a si.np
lified version of which is called TUscan) · may be fluted or sm:x>th and rest 
on a nolded base. 

doi:mer-A vertical structure, usually housing a window, that P"!1jects £ran a 
sloping roof and is oovezed by a separate roof rst_ructure, · 

double hung-A window with two sash, each sliding on a vertical track. 

drip nolding--A projecting nolding around the head of a door or window frame, 
often extended horizontally at right angles to the sides of the frame, 
intended to channel rain away fran the opening. 

A 
ear-See orossette. 

eave-'.lhe overhanging edge of a roof. 

egg arid' dart--An ru:narrental band nolding of egg-fonns altemating with dart-
fullrLS. ' 

enfranerent--A general texm refering to aey elarents surrounding a window 
or d:>or. 

engaged ooluan--A colum that is attached to a wall surface. 

English bond-A pattern of brickwork consisting of altemate rc.,s of stretchers 
and headena. . 

entablature-A major hori~ntal no~ carried by a colunn or ·pilaster; it 
consists of an 'architrave, a ·f ze, and a-~ 

·facadel:"~: 'principal front of a building, or one of its other faces. 

fanlight-A semicicular window above a door, usually inset with radiating 
glazing bars. . 

fenestration-The organization and design of windCMs. 

Festoon-A carved ornarrent in the fonn of a band, loq:,, or wreath suspended 
fran two pointsi also called a garland. 

finial-The crcMning ornarrent of a pointed elerrent, such as a spire. 

flat arch--Arch with a horizontal inner edge. 
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Flemish l:ond-A pattern of brickwork, each course of which consists of alternat
ing headers and stretchers. 

fleur-de-lis-A stylized lily-patterned ornament derived from the royal anns 
of France. 

fluting--Deoorative semicircular grooves running vertically along the shaft 
of a column. 

French door, windc:M-A tall caserrent window that reaches to the floor, usually 
arranged in two leaves as a double door. 

Frieze--1. The central rrent>er of an entablature, located above the architrave 
and below the cornice; 2. an ornarrental band, often in relief, placed 
in the upper portion of a wall. 

gable-The portion of the end of a building fonred by the slope of a roof. 

galvanized iron--Iron that has been ooated with zinc in order to inhibit 
rusting. 

gambrel-A roof with a double pitch on each side. 

garland--See festoon. 

Gibbs surround-A doorway or window enfranenent C0!1p0Sed of a keystone (usually 
a triple keystone) and projecting blocks; a Classical fonn popularized 
by the English architect Jam,s Gibbs (1682-1754). 

Gothic sash-A window sash pattern composed of crossed mullions that fonn 
pointed arches. 

grille-A decorative, openwork grating, usually of iron, used to protect a 
window, door, or other opening. 

guilloche-An omarrental form created by overlapping twisted bands, thus leaving 
central circular openings. 

guttae--cylindrical ornaments on the underside of a Doric entablature. 

half tirnber-1. A means of construction used during the 16th and 17th centuries, 
particularly in England, oonposed of exposed heavy wooden members with 
plaster or masonry infill; 2. a non-structural ornamental veneer on late 
19th- and 20th-century neo-Tudor buildings. 

header-The short end of a brick. 

herringbone-A diagonal zigzag pattern on wall surfaces or in paving created by 
bricks or other blocks. 
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hip roof-A roof that slopes on all four sides, the side slopes meeting at a 
central ridge. 

hood-A projection that shelters an element such as a door or,window. 

irrpJst block--'lhe rrasonry unit which receives the thrust of an arch. 

Ionic-one of the five Classical orders, characterized by capitals with spiral 
elements called volutes. 

jerkinhead-A roof characterized by a gable the point of which is cut off by a · 
secondary slope fonning a hip. Also known as a hipped gable. 

key, keyed-A block, 1.1Sually 1.1Sed in a series, which projects beyond the edge 
of the enfrarrement of an opening and is joined with the surrounding 
masonry. A block handled in such a manner is keyed to the masonry. 

keystone-The central wedge-shaped member of a masonry arch; also used as a 
decorative elerrent in ¼OOden structures. 

latticework-Thin strips of wood arranged in a net-like grid pattern, often 
set diagonally. 

leaded window-A window corrq,osed of small panes, usually dianond-shaped or 
rectangular, held in place by ;narrow strips of cast lead. 

lintel-A horizontal structural element al:ove an opening, often given omarrental 
enrichrrent. 

lozenge-A diarrond-shaped omarnent. 

mansard-A roof with an extremely steep lower slope and flatter upper slope. 

mcxlillion-A projecting scroll-shaped bracket or sinple horizontal block 
arranged in series under the· soffit of a cornice. 

nolding-A decorative, shaped band of varied contour, used to trim structural 
neni:lers wall planes, and openings. 

mullion-A thin rrember that separates the panes of a window or glazed dc:or. 

oculus, ocular-A circular opening; also called a bull's-eye; in the form of 
an oculus. 

oriel-A projecting bay window supported by brackets or corbels. 

Palladian window-Tripartite window group with tall, round-arched center elerrents 
flanked by smaller rectangular windows and separated by posts or pilasters. 
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parapet--A low wall that serves as a vertical barrier at the edge of a roof, 
terrace, or other raised area. 

peak roof-A sloping rmf where the ends form a triangular gable. 

pedestal-A support for a colurnn or post. 

pedinent-1. In Classical architecture, the _triangular space forming the gable 
end of a roof above a horizontal comice; 2. an ornarrental gable above 

a door or a window that is usually triangular. 

pier-A vertical, rectangular, load-bearing support or massive stnlctural 
column. 

pilaster-A flat vertical element with a capital, simulating an engaged column. 

plague--A panel, either plain, inscribed, or deoorated, which is placed 
on or in a wall. 

porte--cochere-An open, roofed porch large enough to allow the passage of 
vehicles. 

portico-A Sll'all porch CClllpOSed of a roof supported by columns, often found 
in front of a doorway. · 

pulvinated-Descriptive of a convexly bulging elerrent, usually in a frieze. 

quoin-A structural fonn usually of masonry used at the qomers of a building 
for the purpose of reinforcenent, frequently :uni.tated for decorative 
purposes. 

rinceau--A classical ornam:mtal rrotif in the form of an undulating floral band. 

rock faced-In reference to masonry: treated with a rough surface that retains 
or simulates the irregular texture of natural stone. 

F.Qlran brick-I.o.ng, narrOW" brick. 

rosette--A round floral ornanent, usually carved or painted. 

round arch-A semicircular arch. 

roundel-A small ornarrental circular panel. 

rustication, rusticated-Stonework composed of large blocks of rrasonry separated 
by wide recessed joints; often imitated in other rraterials for derorative 
purposes. Having such s~rk. 

sash-The frarrework of a window; rray have sliding franes set in vertical grooves 
(as in a double-hung window) • 
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sawtooth-A zigzag decorative notif. 

segmental arch-An arch which is in the form of a segnent of a semicircle. 

semi -detached--Descripti ve of a building attached to a similar one on one 
side but unattached on the other. · 

shaft-The vertical segment of a column or pilaster between the base and 
the capital. 

shed dormer-A dorner window covered by a single roof slope without a gable. 

shingle-A snall unit of siding, conposed of wood, asbestos, cenent, asphalt 
corrp,und, slate, tile, or the lilce, employed in overlapping series to 
cover roofs and walls. 
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shouldered arch-An arch conposed of a square-headed lintel supported at each 
~d by a concave corbel. 

sidelight-one of a vertical series of glass panes flanking a door. 

sill-The horizontal marnber at the bottan of a windcM or door (doorsill) • 

soldier course brick-A bri~rk pattern consisting of a rCM of stretchers 
laid vertically. 

spandrel-1. A panel between the top of one windcM and the sill of another 
windcM on the story directly above it; 2. an irregular triangular and 

. curved wall segment adjacent to an arched QPening. 

Spanish tile-A curved ceramic roofing unit. 

splay-A slanted line or a surface that rreets another line or surface at an 
oblique angle. 

stooi;rFront steps; from the Dutch stoep, rreaning veranda. 

stretcher-A brick laid with its long side parallel to the wall. 

sun porch-A glass-enclosed porch, oriented to receive slllllight and often used 
as a living room. 

swag-A carved omanent in the fotm of a draped cloth or a festoon of fruit 
or flowers. · 

tapestry brick-An ornamental exterior wall treatrrent that employs varied sizes 
and pattems of brickwork, ·such as oontrasting horizontal, vertical, and 
diagonal rCMS, rather than regular courses or bonds: may also refer to a 
type of brick baked with a multi-colored glazing. 
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terrace-A raised exterior platform adjacent to a building. 
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terra-cotta--Hard fired clay, either glazed or unglazed, nolded into omarrental 
elerrents, wall cladding, and roof tiles. 

tran~A horizontal bar across an opening; also the panel above such a bar. 

transom bar--A horizontal elerrent that subdivides an opening, usually applied to 
the member between a door and an overhead wirulow. 

TUdor arch-A low pointed arch derived frcm English TUdor architecture. 

Tuscan-one of the five Classical orders, distinguished by an unfluted shaft and 
a plain frieze; a sirrplified form of the :fb'nan Iklric. 

tympanum-The panel enclosed by a pediment or arch. 

Vitruvian scroll--A classical rrotif oorrposed of connected wave forms; also 
called a Vitruvian wave. 

volute-A carved spiral form in Classical architecture; often used in pairs; 
as in the capitals of Ionic columns. 

voussoir-A_~ge-shaped cooponent of. an arch. 

wing wall-The wall of a stoop. 

wrought iron-Iron that is w::irked by being forged or ha.Imered. 
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FJNDINGS AND DESIGNATICNS 

On the basis of a cat'eful consideration of the histozy, the architecture 
and other features of this area, the Landnarks Preservation Comnission finds 
that the Prospect Iefferts Gardens Historic District contains buildings and 
other inproverrents which have a special character and special historical and 
aesthetic interest and vall.lE! and which represent one or rrore periods or styles 
of architecture typical of one or rrore eras in the history of New York City 
and which cause this area,. by reason of these factors, to constitute a distinct 
section of the City. · 

The Ccmnission further finds that, arcong its irrportant- qualities, the 
Prospect Iefferts Gardens Historic District·is one of best-preserved early 
20th-century neighl::orhoods in New York City; that it has historical associations 
with the Lefferts family, prominent colonial residents of Brooklyn; that much 
of the area was laid out by the heirs of John Lefferts with restrictive cove-
nants to ensure uniform residential develOf(l'ellt; that the Lefferts section, known 
as Lefferts Manor, is one of the few in New York City that has preserved its 
original covenants; that the buildings on surrounding streets within the District 
were developed in a rranner similar to that of Leffei-ts · Manor; that beginning in 
the late 1890s and oontinuing to about 1925 prominent Brooklyn architects designed 
rows of houses lining entire blockfronts in popular conteni;,orary styles including 
the Romanesque Revival, nee-Renaissance, neo-Georgian, nee-Federal, and· neo-
'l'Uilor; that the District has a special quality of hom,geneity and regularity; that 
freestanding frame houses of notable architectural quality, built in the early 20th 
century, stand on Lincoln Road, and beautifully detailed freestanding brick houses 
erected in the 1930s line Maple Street; that these freestanding houses contribute 
to the District; that alnost all of the buildings retain their original architectural 
detail; and that Prospect Iefferts Gardens fonns a neighborhccd with distinguished 
architecture.and the special character of a carefully planned cantnunity. 

Accordingly, pursuant to the provisions of Cl1apter 21 (formerly Chapter 63) 
of the Charter of the City of New York and Chapter 8-A of the l\dministrative 
COde of the City of New York, the Landmarks Preservation Cc:mnission designates 
as an Historic District the Prospect Lefferts Gardens Historic District, Borough 
of Brooklyn, containing the property bounded by part of the northern curb line of 
Fenim::)re Street, a line extending easterly -across Bedford Avenue, the north.em 
curb line of Feninore Street, the western curb line of Rogers Avellue, a line 
extending northerly across Rutland Road, the west.em curb line of Rogers Avenue, 
a line extending northerly across Midwood Street, the western curb line of Rogers 
Avenue, a line extending northerly across Maple Street, the \oA:Stern curofine=-=------' 
of Rogers Avenue, part of the south.em curb line of Lincoln Road, a line 
extending northerly to the eastern property line of 255 Lincoln Road, the 
eastern property lines of 255 Linooln Road and 216. Iefferts-Avenue, a line 
extending northerly to the northern curb line of Iefferts Avenue, part of the 
northern curb .line of Lefferts Avenue, a line extending easterly across Rogers 
Avenue, part of the northe:rn curb line of Lefferts Avenue, a line extending 
southerly to the western property line of 242 Leff~ts Avenue, the western and 
southern property lines .of.,242 .. r,affe,;µ·_,Avem-W'·, ':the' 99uthern_ p;-oi,erty lines of ' 
244 through· 302 Iefferts Avenue·, the southern ·and eastern property lines of 306 
Lefferts Avenue, part of the southern curb line of Iefferts Avenue, a line 

~----extending northerly to the eastern property line of 301 Iefferts Avenue, the ____ _ 
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eaSt.ern property-line-of-301-Lefferts Avenue, tne~southem property rin"es-Of 
294 through 300 Sterling Street, the eastern property line of 300 Sterling 
Street, part of the southern curb line of Sterling Street, a line extending 
northerly to the eastern property line of 289 Sterling Street, the eastern 
and northern property lines of 289 Sterling Street, the northern property 
lines of 287 through 233 Sterling Street, the northern and western property 
lines of 231 Sterling Street, a line extending southerly to the southern curb . 
line of Sterling Street, part of the southern curb line of Sterling Street, a 'line 
extending westerly across Rogers Avenue, part of the southern curb line of :' · 
Sterling Street, a line extending northerly to the eastern property line of 
205 Sterling Street, the eastern and northern property lines·of 205·Sterling Street, 
the northern property lines of 203 through 157 Sterling Street, the northern and 
western property lines of 155 Sterling Street, a line extending southerly to the 
southern curb line of Sterling Street, part of the southern curb line of Sterling 
Street, a line extending southerly to the western property line of 130 Sterling
Street, the western property lines of 130 Sterling Street and 139 I.efferts Averiue, · 
a ·line extending southerly to the westem property l;i.ne of 138 Lefferts Avenue_, · the 
western property line of 138 I.efferts Avenue, the northe.m property lines of 183 
through 177 Ll.ncoln Road, a line extending westerly to the westem curb line -of· 
Bedford Avenue, part of the western curb line of Bedford Avenue, part of the.
southern curb line of Lefferts Avenue, a line extending southerly to the western 
property line of 122 I.efferts Avenue, the western property lines of 122 I.efferts 
Avenue and 163 Lincoln Road, a line extending southerly to the southern curb line: 
of Linooln Road, part of the SOuthern curb line of Lincoln Road, the western ~ 
property lines of 72 Lincoln Road and 15 Maple Street, a line extending southeply 
tc the western property line of 14 Maple Street, the western property lines of 
14 Maple Street and .13 Midwood Street, a line extending southerly to the>western 
property line of 18 Midwood Street, the western property lines of 18 Midwood Street 
and 15 Rutland Road, a line extending southerly tc the western property line of · 
16 Rutland Road, the western property lines of 16 Rutland Road and 69 Feromore 
Street, a line extending southerly to the northern curb line of Fenirrore_Street, 
Brooklyn. · 




